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•	 Members	contribute	to	the	Essex Bird Report and 
Essex Birding	magazine	(twice	a	year),	which	are	
sent	free	to	members.

•	 Members	actively	participate	in	national	surveys	
and	projects	including	the	Wetland	Bird	Survey	
(WeBS),	Breeding	Bird	Survey	(BBS),	Individual	
Species	Surveys.
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the essex bird watching society

Firstly, we must congratulate President simon 
Wood for picking up the baton and taking up the 
vacant position as editor of the Essex Bird Report 
in 2018. Leading a dedicated team of members 
the 2016 report arrived on our door mats in 
January, which was followed by the 2017 report 
in June with the 2018 report scheduled for the 
end of this year. This then puts the reports back on 
schedule and makes them that much more 
meaningful.

following a long and very distinguished career with 
the society, Vice President simon Cox will be 
standing down from sub-editing his section of the 
report on completion of the 2018 report. not only 
has simon delivered many interesting talks at our 
indoor meetings; he has been our President for ten 
years (2003-2013); been catching and recording 
birds on the John weston reserve at the naze and 
other sites and been sub-editing the report for 50 
consecutive years!! what a superb achievement. we 
say a huge thank you to both simon and his wife 
Pat for everything they have done for half a century! 
we must now look for a new sub-editor to cover 
simon’s section.

in april 1949 albert Holman (1897-1980) wrote 
to the county press listing his garden birds in a letter. 
This publicity generated enquiries suggesting there 
was a need for a county ornithological society. 
subsequently albert Holman booked a room in the 
headquarters of the Essex farmers union, 1 King 
Edward avenue, chelmsford, on 2nd July 1949 for a 
meeting of eleven fellow like-minded enthusiasts 
(allen, Baker, Baron, Friedlein, grant, Hooper, 
Holman, makin, Pyman, scott, and strutt). Thanks 
to albert Holman this can truly be said to be the 
start of The Essex Birdwatching and Preservation 
Society *. This means on 2nd July 2019 the society 
celebrates 70 years as the Natural Home of Bird 
Recording and Birdwatching in Essex.

To mark this important anniversary milestone the 
society reprinted the very first Essex Bird Report for 
each current member to reflect on and see how 
much and what we do has moved forward over the 
70 years. we hope that members appreciate this 
historical document and might keep it as a cherished 
memory and a reminder to how the society started 
from humble beginnings in the last century by 
eleven forward thinking people. additional copies 
can be purchased from membership secretary Peter 
dwyer at just £10 each. 

during these 70 years the society members have 
produced really first-class technical papers published 
in the reports, plus a number of excellent books, 
including A Guide to the Birds of Essex in 1968 

Chairman’s Watchpoint 
 gerry Johnsonn 

(Hudson and Pyman); The New Guide to the Birds of 
Essex in 1984 (simon Cox); The Breeding Birds of 
Essex in 1996 (m K dennis) and The Birds of Essex in 
2007 (simon Wood). 

with our 70th anniversary, articles included in this 
issue of Essex Birding reflect back to birding in those 
early days as well as today, along with places being 
visited as part of the friendly field trips programme 
throughout the rest of 2019 and into spring 2020 
– all supported with member’s fine artwork and 
photographs. 

The totally refreshed user friendly society website 
by andrew ducat and steve grimwade is now 
being used by many more members and the public 
to record their sightings throughout Essex which 
provides so much valuable information. Please do 
take a look and log your records to senior recorder 
mick tracey who works so hard with the data 
received.  

at the annual general meeting (agm) held on 1st 
march 2019 questions were raised and answered 
regarding the English bird names used in this 
magazine. The reply with the committee’s final 
decision and the written responses received with 
consent to be published (not everyone gave consent 
or the society do not have current contact details to 
request consent!) can be found later in this issue. 

at the agm, where an appeal was made for 
members to help on the committee, i am very 
pleased to advise that following the evenings talk 
four members approached me with the result that 
we now have more people on the committee with 
fresh and different ideas. andrew ducat has taken 
charge of the additions and ongoing enhancing of 
the website; sue Watts has taking up the indoor 
meetings organising. Plus steve swinney and matt 
turner are also on board as part of the Team. Thank 
you and welcome, but we are still searching for a 
minutes secretary, a Publicity officer and an 
Editor(s) for Essex Birding.

The excellent monthly e-mail Newsletter edited by 
steve grimwade has really taken off over the past 
six months. it is full of current details of what is 
happening in the society, recent reports and 
photographs plus information about other wildlife 
organisations (i.e. Essex based rsPB groups, British 
naturalists’ association, EwT, etc.). if you currently 
don’t receive this Newsletter each month and would 
like to, just send your e-mail request to info.ebws@
gmail.com. you can of course cancel receiving it at 
anytime by letting us know on the same e-mail.

should social media be your choice of receiving 
information, steve grimwade keeps everyone 
up-to-date on Twitter while Peter dwyer does 

* The Birds of Essex 2007, page 53.
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similar on facebook and numbers continue to rise. 
not forgetting the Essex Birders yahoo e-mail group 
where members and non-members post sightings 
with other interesting news items, information and 
photographs.

The society is looking to support anyone involved 
in bird-based conservation and/or bird orientated 
projects in Essex, especially youngsters who may be 
restricted due to financial limitations. if this might 
be you, or you know someone who could benefit 
please contact secretary emma robinson by e-mail 
on Info.ebws@gmail.com and we will see how the 
society might be able to help. To date the society 
are pleased to have made awards to southend high 
school for girls wildlife club; to david wilkinson for 
his groups ringing activities at the constant Effort 
site on Two-tree island and to the southern colour 
ringing group for their conservation work with 
Brent geese. But there must be more projects and 
more young people that require support so we look 
forward to hearing from you.

i must thank Treasurer tony gales for keeping a 
very watchful eye on the society finances and doing 
an excellent job with the gift-aid applications; along 

with annette adams and steve grimwade who 
kindly assisted with the proofreading of this issue 
of Essex Birding magazine. Thank you. 

finally, i would also like to take this opportunity 
to advise members and the public of a future date 
for your diary in spring 2020. our 5th conservation 
conference is to be held in the northumberland 
lecture theatre at writtle university college on 
saturday 21st march 2020. as in the past this 
conference promises to be another very enthralling 
event, full of information by eminent speakers 
delivering presentations about various aspects of 
Woodland Birds. further details will be advised on 
the website, in the Newsletter and on social media 
(facebook and Twitter) later this year. Tickets can 
be purchased from the secretary by e-mailing  
info.ebws@gmail.com.

oh, and please do remember to keep bringing 
your cup/mug along to the indoor meetings for the 
refreshments in an effort to reduce our carbon-
footprint when using single use polystyrene cups. 

i hope everyone enjoys reading this issue of  
Essex Birding and that you all have a great second 
half of 2019.

Redwing (sTEVE grimwadE)
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the essex bird watching society

information & Correspondence

imPOrtant! 
new ‘Pick-up’ place in 

Chelmsford  
for Field trips

due to the closure and subsequent development of 
the car park we have used for many years next to the 

county hotel in chelmsford there will be a new 
‘pick-up’ position for the coach in chelmsford for our 

field Trips starting on 18th august 2019. 

we have checked the options with chelmsford city 
council and they have advised that the waterhouse 

lane long stay car park is free to use on saturdays and 
sundays. Please note this car park is actually located 

in meteor way, cm1 2rl, which is a turning off 
waterhouse lane, next to the river. 

in VieW OF tHe aBOVe aLL Future 
COaCH FieLd triPs WiLL COmmenCe 
FrOm tHis neW PiCK-uP LOCatiOn.
should anyone require further information about 
this new car parking/pick-up location please do 

not hesitate to e-mail gerry Johnson at  
gerry2johnson@aol.com 

‘national’ Hen Harrier day

in the last issue of Essex Birding (page 17) reference was made to the 2019 hen harrier day at rsPB rainham 
marshes. however, since the 2018 event the organiser, Wild Justice has decided to hold a single national hen 
harrier day at the severn Trent water’s carsington water Visitor centre (dE6 1sT) in the heart of derbyshire 
close to the Peak district national Park on sunday 11th august 2019, rather than having eight  
provincial hen harrier days around the country.

if you attended last year, or any of the other previous hen harrier days since they started in 
2014, you will know that it is a family event with a host of great speakers highlighting the 
ongoing illegal persecution of this fantastic raptor species. Everyone who cares about hen 
harriers, and wants to see an end to their persecution, are invited.

society polo shirts, 
sweatshirts and caps

following a member modelling the fine 
forest green society polo shirt with 
embroidered logo at the June field trip 
meeting a number of members 
enquired if these are still available and 
where they might be able to purchase 
them?

Polo shirts, sweatshirts, caps along with 
other garments are all available to order 
in all sizes, in a wide range of different 
colours to suit your personal taste from 
The hudson group, unit 2, williamsport 
way, lion Barn industrial Estate, 
needham market, suffolk iP6 8rw 
(telephone 01449 723346), where they 
have an extensive show room 
displaying most items available.  with a 
short detour you can even drop-in on 
route from Essex to minsmere. 

if you wish you can even have your own 
shirt/top personalised with the society 
logo, which will look very fetching 
where ever you might be birding. Please 
make certain of the size ordered as 
personalised items cannot be returned.
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do you like essex birding?.......  
enjoy a celebration?.......  
up for a challenge?.......  

then take part in the ‘the Big county Birdwatch70’

The Essex Birdwatching society is celebrating its 70th anniversary and we invite EVEryonE to go 
Birdwatching this autumn. whether it’s 7 minutes in the garden, or 17 minutes looking out of your window, or 
70 minutes during lunch at work, or a couple of hours in the park, or a part day, or complete day out, or over 
the four days. on your own, with family or friends or on an organised walk at one of Essex’s fantastic nature 
reserves we want to know how many different bird species you can find in the county. 

‘The Big county Birdwatch70’ runs from friday 20th september 2019 through to monday 23rd september 
2019 throughout the rich variety of habitats in Essex. There are organised walks at EwT fingringhoe wick and 
rsPB rainham marshes reserves over this long weekend and all are welcome to take part, whether you are 7 
or 70 (or even outside of these ages). Visit www.eBws.org.uk for more details and to download extra 
recording forms for your friends. it’s fun and it’s the taking part that counts.

‘The Big county Birdwatch70’ is a 70/70 challenge. The society is 70; can you spot 70 species in a single day or 
over the four days? using the enclosed ‘The Big county Birdwatch70’ recording form let us know how many 
birds you see, where and when? all entries will receive a certificate to commemorate taking part in this special 
Essex celebration challenge.
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The college has a good environmental track record 
with an environmental science course on the 
curriculum, a sustainability coordinator (Keith Ellis) 
along with conservationist and lecturer michael 
Padmore. it is michael who arranges telescopes to be 
trained on a Peregrine falcon’s nest on the nearby 
Victorian built water Tower nicknamed ‘Jumbo’ to 
promote public awareness of their town’s avian star! 
michael contacted ‘Essex swifts’ in mid-2018 and 
expressed an interest in installing a series of swift 
boxes at the college.  we surveyed the college 
buildings and found that the c.15 metre high 
brick-clad gym facility and its north elevation 
provided a ‘text book’ solution for a series of boxes 
located tight under the eaves overhang. Proprietary 
boxes opted for were by ‘woodstone’ that are 
constructed from a cement and sawdust mix with 
an entrance on the underside. fourteen boxes were 
installed along with an open-fronted little wooden 
box that houses the tweeter that duplicates the 
‘screaming’ party calls of swifts. This call facility 
should speed take-up by the birds.  a Tree surgeon 
firm from Bures (richard fordham’s) kindly donated 
the use of a large cherry picker for the day along 
with an operator, liam monahan. The college’s 
maintenance supervisor andrew harding went aloft 
in the railed access platform and affixed the boxes in 
groups of three. Thanks must also go to the 

colchester EwT group, chaired by diane 
cattermole, which generously donated £500 for the 
venture! after installation, environmental science 
student gemma Polley presented liam with a 
framed picture of swifts that had been kindly 
donated by richard allen. Thanks must go to michael 
Padmore for sourcing the funding, for his organizing 
skills and bringing all to a successful conclusion on 
the 18th february 2019. 
Before the project received the green light, enquiries 
were made if Peregrine falcons predate swifts as 
hobbies are known to. But the evidence suggests 
not. interestingly, what has been observed are swifts 
hawking flies that inhabit the decomposing meat 
scraps by a Peregrine’s nest!

swift nest Box Project
at Colchester sixth Form College

 John smart for Essex Swiftsn

Above (L to R): Gerry Johnson, Keith Ellis, Gemma Polley, Michael Padmore, Andrew Harding and Liam Monahan
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Above (L to R):  Anna’s Hummingbird, Brown Creeper,  American Robin (all PhoTos By John & diana camP)

Bird watching in Vancouver
and on Vancouver island

 John & diana Campn

we had only previously visited Vancouver for two 
days at the start of a trans-canada journey by train 
in 2010 when there was only very limited 
opportunity for bird watching, mainly in stanley 
Park.  we therefore were pleased to take up the 
opportunity for a dedicated bird watching trip to 
sites outside Vancouver and on Vancouver island in 
september 2018. our tour leader was a local guide, 
chris charlesworth, on behalf of limosa holidays 
and there were only five of us in the group.

our first full day began with the ferry trip from 
Tsawwassen across the strait of georgia to 
Vancouver island. on the way we paused at a spot 
on the jetty and were rewarded with a red- tailed 
Hawk on a lamp post. in the harbour were greater 
scaup, Horned grebe (our slavonian), double-
crested Cormorant, a number of Caspian terns, a 
glaucous-winged gull, ring-billed gull, and 
California gull. The weather for the two-hour 
crossing was bright and it was a calm crossing. on 
the passage we spotted a great Blue Heron on the 
shore of galiano island, along with a buck mule 
deer, and some Harbour seals on the rocks. 
following the ferry were some Harbour Porpoise.

after disembarking we visited the area outside 
Victoria airport which was quite productive with our 
first anna’s Hummingbird, along with four 
White-crowned sparrows, a Bewick’s Wren and a 
Lincoln sparrow in the hedgerows. overhead were 
turkey Vultures, and an american Kestrel.  after 
lunch we stopped at swan lake nature reserve and 
scoped a good selection of birds including Pied-
billed grebe, Blue-winged teal, green and 
Blue-winged teal, american Wigeon, and several 
Pectoral sandpipers.  we also had good views of 
marsh Wren, two downy Woodpeckers and 

Chestnut-backed Chickadees.
after our first night in Victoria, we visited some of 

the local birding sites. our first stop was the exposed 
clover Point, a rocky headland jutting out into the 
salish sea at the south end of the island. here we 
spotted Harlequin ducks and Black 
Oystercatchers on the shoreline. There were several 
gull species including a rather attractive 
Heermann’s gull, California gull and glaucous-
winged gull. scanning out to sea we had distant 
views of rhinoceros auklets, Pigeon guillemot, 
Pelagic Cormorants, mew gulls and surf scoters.  
we then headed for the more sheltered Beacon hill 
Park which after a quiet start produced a nice flock 
of Chestnut-backed Chickadees in the trees along 
with some red-breasted nuthatches, a Brown 
Creeper, a golden-crowned Kinglet and quite a 
few Orange-crowned Warblers.  we enjoyed 
another good view of anna’s Hummingbird, plus 
song sparrow and a Bewick’s Wren. on the ponds 
amongst the mallards were american Wigeon, 
northern shoveler and green-winged teal.

we returned to ogden Breakwater for lunch and 
along the breakwater there were 20 plus Black 
turnstones.  after lunch we headed west on the 
Trans-canada highway to Esquimalt 
lagoon where there was a multitude of 
glaucous-winged, California, mew 
and Heermann’s gulls. There  
were also large flocks of the 
ubiquitous Canada geese. 
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Above (L to R): Savannah Sparrow, Steller’s Jay, Wood Duck

some shorebirds were present including about 12 
Black Oystercatchers, about 15 Western 
sandpipers and two Least sandpipers. The star of 
the show was a trumpeter swan which chris told 
us had been present all summer. in the vegetation 
along the spit of land separating the lagoon from the 
sea were a number of Brewer’s Blackbirds and two 
juvenile Brown-headed Cowbirds.  along the beach 
some creative people had crafted birds out of 
driftwood and these included Belted Kingfisher, Bald 
Eagle and anna’s hummingbird. scoping out to sea 
we spotted a Pigeon guillemot, rhinoceros 
auklets, Horned and red-necked grebe, surf 
scoter and double-crested Cormorant.  Victoria is 
also home to the Pacific fleet of the royal canadian 
navy and the entrance to the naval base was just 
offshore via a rocky inlet past a very attractive 19th 
century lighthouse.  we were treated to the sight of 
a pair of returning patrol boats and a large 
coastguard hovercraft.

day 3 began overcast but soon brightened as we 
began our 300km journey up the west coast of 
Vancouver island to Tofino. The journey was broken 
by a few stops, the first being at goldstream 
Provincial Park. here we spotted a juvenile 
american dipper frolicking in the stream. This 
stream meandered through a patch of old growth 
coastal rainforest with towering western red cedars, 
douglas firs and douglas maples. following its 
course, we had good views of Pileated Woodpecker 
which is north america’s largest species of 
woodpecker. Emerging from the ferns we had our 
first view of sooty Fox sparrows as well as a Pacific 
Wren. foraging in trees near the trail was a 
Black-throated grey Warbler.  also present were 
steller’s Jays which is British columbia’s official 
provincial bird. one of the Jays was giving a perfect 
imitation of a red-tailed Hawk.  a highlight was 
when a female Belted Kingfisher came in and 
landed, posing for a good view.

our next stop was at somenos marsh in duncan, 
which was a wooded area which produced a few 
female Purple Finches and amongst the grasses 
along the board walk Common Yellowthroats.  we 
saw our first golden-crowned sparrow of the trip 

plus two downy Woodpeckers. in the vegetation 
we glimpsed a Willow Flycatcher, whilst several 
flocks of Cedar Waxwings flew by, and overhead we 
were entertained by Violet-green swallows and a 
few Barn swallows. unfortunately, it soon started 
raining heavily and this curtailed more birding. 
however, it had stopped by the time we reached 
coombs for lunch in a market building which had a 
tourist attraction of goats grazing on its turf roof - 
one way of keeping the grass short! The rain 
returned for the remainder of our drive to Tofino.

day 4 started overcast with low cloud but there 
was some good birding to be had on Tofino mudflats 
starting with a group of a dozen greater White-
fronted geese which flew in and landed in the 
shallows in front of us. They were accompanied by a 
solitary Cackling goose.  we also gained a good 
view of a flock of about 30 Common mergansers 
which we saw fly off and a group of Western 
sandpipers made several passes. Two Ospreys were 
a treat and one had a fish in its talons.  we then 
moved to the lookout over the mudflats and were 
rewarded with some Black-bellied (or grey) 
Plovers, and great Blue Herons, plus a pair of 
Hutton’s Vireos in a cedar overhead. however, the 
star was our first Black Bear of the trip which we 
watched for about half an hour as it rambled 
through the grass on the distant shoreline.  we then 
moved off to the area south of Tofino airport and 
with the weather brightening spotted a number of 
small birds in the scrubby habitat including 
White-crowned, golden-crowned, sooty Fox and 
Lincoln’s sparrows.  we had a good sighting of 
several Cedar Waxwings foraging in the trees and a 
first tantalizing view of a northern Flicker showing 
its red underside well. flying like bats over the shrubs 
were tiny Vaux’s swifts whilst higher in the sky 
were two of the larger Black swifts. 

The final spot before lunch was wickaninnish 
Beach which proved good for shore birds including a 
few hundred sanderling plus a few Western 
sandpipers, and ring-billed gulls. out at sea were 
Pigeon guillemot, Brandt’s Cormorant, red-
throated and Pacific divers and we were delighted 
to see great northern divers in breeding plumage. 
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Above (L to R): Greater Yellowlegs, Great Blue Heron, Golden-crowned Sparrow

There were also american Wigeon and northern 
shoveler.

after lunch we emerged from the diner in ucluelet 
to see a Bald eagle perched in the tree above us.  we 
then headed for amphitrite Point lighthouse which 
provided a scenic interlude but there were still 
golden-crowned Kinglets and a very inquisitive 
Hutton’s Vireo in the trees along the trails. offshore 
were White-winged scoters and Pelagic 
Cormorants.  we then visited the harbour to check 
out the area around the fish processing plant where 
a steller’s sealion and a smaller harbour seal were 
feeding on the scraps. on the rocks were a group of 
Black turnstones and a hybrid looking gull which 
chris, our guide, reckoned was a Herring X 
glaucous-winged gull. our second Bald eagle of 
the day flew overhead. 

our final call of the day was at south Beach, 
another part of the wickaninnish Beach area. here 
signs warned of the presence of Black Bear and there 
were several large piles of droppings! we didn’t see a 
bear but we did see several spotted sandpipers 
which, at this time of the year, don’t have any spots.  
also present were Least sandpipers and savannah 
sparrows foraging on the beach. in the fir trees by 
the car park we had a good view of a group of red 
Crossbills feeding on the cones. 

day 5 started to brighten after overnight rain, 
which was a relief as we had a boat trip booked for 
mid-morning to look for black bears. however, 
before leaving for Jamie’s Boatyard we spent time 
bird watching in the hotel grounds and along 
mackenzie Beach.  we were rewarded with a sighting 
of a locally rare Clay-coloured sparrow hopping 
about in the grounds. in the bushes leading to the 
beach were savannah, sooty Fox, song and 
Lincoln’s sparrows. on the offshore rocks were 
Brandt’s and Pelagic Cormorants and an adult 
greater White-fronted goose, whilst offshore we 
had great northern diver, red-necked grebe, 
surf scoter and a few Heermann’s gulls. 

we started our bear watching trip on the “stella 
sea” under a blue sky and spotted a Bald eagle on 
the way to the beaches frequented by the bears.  we 
had several Black Bear sightings and were 

entertained by them turning over boulders with 
their huge paws searching for tasty morsels.  we all 
had good views and excellent photo opportunities. 
Then the skipper told us that some orcas had been 
spotted nearby and would we like to break off from 
the bears to view them? we didn’t need asking twice 
as, for diana and myself, orcas had eluded us for too 
long. There were two orcas, a female and an old 
male and we had good views of them on the surface 
before the male dived deeply and surprised us all by 
surfacing next to our boat several times! This was a 
most thrilling experience and one we will always 
treasure.  afterwards, we returned to the beaches 
and the Black Bears before heading back to Tofino 
and a late lunch.

our 6th day started clear and sunny as we set off 
on our whale watching trip on “chinook Princess”.  
we had a double surprise as entering the boatyard 
we had two raccoons sauntering across the track 
into the bushes, and whilst waiting to board we 
spotted a Belted Kingfisher perched on the jetty. 
our route was a circular one around Vargas island 
and back to Tofino and lasted about three hours.  
whilst we didn’t see any whales - you can’t be that 
lucky two days in a row - we did have good views of 
harbour seals and a rocky island covered in steller’s 
sealions. however, the stars of the show were the 
sea otters lying on their backs opening shellfish on 
a stone on their stomachs. They were a delight to 
watch and photograph! 

we also saw a large variety of birds on the boat 
trip, including more views of Bald eagle, plus lots of 
Pigeon guillemots, rhinoceros auklets, Common 
guillemots and a couple of marbled murrelets. 
There were also a few red-necked Phalaropes and 
on the rocky inlets Black Oystercatchers. on the 
water were Heermann’s gulls, White-winged 
guillemot, red-necked grebes and a few 
White-winged scoters. 

after lunch we revisited the mudflats but the tide 
was quite far out, although we did manage a few 
great Blue Herons and some greater White-
fronted geese. in the bushes near the boardwalk 
were Common Yellowthroat and Orange-crowned 
and Yellow Warblers and a Pacific Wren.  
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moving onto Tofino airport, it was much quieter 
than on the previous visit a few days earlier, 
although we did see a few sooty Fox, song and 
White-crowned sparrows along with two 
northern Flickers. overhead a Vaux’s swift and an 
american Kestrel flew past.  we caught sight of an 
american marten running along a log at the side of 
the road. our final stop was at radar hill with 
stunning views of clayoquot sound and the Kap 
yong war memorial to the canadian forces. There 
were a few birds including townsend’s Warbler, 
Hutton’s Vireo, golden-crowned Kinglets, 
american robin and sooty Fox and golden-
crowned sparrows.  a Common raven flew over 
croaking as it went.

on our 7th day it was time to depart Tofino.  we 
made a last call in at wickaninnish Beach in an effort 
to find a Wandering tattler, as often happens in 
bird watching he eluded us until we were just about 
to depart the beach. he was very well camouflaged 
but chris spotted him on some barnacle covered 
rocks. There were also more Pelagic Cormorants, a 
group of four marbled murrelets and a group of 
red-throated divers.  after a coffee break at 
ucluelet we checked out the dock again and 
although unlucky in spotting the reported surfbird 
we did see our first thayer’s gulls of the trip.  again, 
there were good views of steller’s sealion.

after lunch in Port alberni we stopped at cathedral 
grove with its awe-inspiring towering douglas firs, 

western red cedars and western hemlocks which 
can be over 800 years old. There were only a few 
birds - Chestnut -backed Chickadee and Pacific 
Wrens.  at french creek on the east coast we looked 
for the reported White-billed diver in the marina, 
which we eventually found after a lot of scanning. 
There were also some great northern divers and 
Pacific divers, a rhinoceros auklet and on the 
estuary, four greater Yellowlegs and a few Killdeer, 
whilst on a breakwater there were some Black 
turnstones.  an added bonus on the beach was a 
raccoon searching for food amongst the rocks and 
debris. nearby we visited Englishman’s creek and 
were rewarded with an ancient murrelet, as well as 
Harlequin ducks, Pacific divers, Horned and 
red-necked grebes. over the sea a flock of 
Bonaparte’s gulls were being pursued, firstly by an 
arctic skua and then a Peregrine Falcon.  we 
enjoyed our last night on the island at nanaimo, 
where diana and i went for an after dinner walk 
along the marina and spotted three river otters 
swimming along the channels.  we watched as they 
emerged onto one of the pontoons for a fish supper 
put out by one of the restaurants. Talking to one of 
the locals we established this was a regular 
occurrence, nevertheless we felt privileged to have 
observed it.

on day 8 we had a last morning in nanaimo which 
was spent at Buttertubs marsh, an absolute haven of 
birds, so much so that we only managed under half 

Top: Sea Otter.   Above left: Black-capped Chickadee. Above right: Trumpeter Swan
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of the circular walk.  we were almost immediately 
inundated with audubon’s and myrtle Warblers, 
some Orange-crowned Warblers, Chestnut-
backed Chickadees, Bewick’s Wrens, White-
crowned sparrows and spotted towhees. There 
was also a ruby-crowned Kinglet and a flock of 
american goldfinches, all in winter plumage. 
foraging on the limbs of the trees were downy 
Woodpeckers and Purple Finches. calling from the 
reeds was a Virginia rail which remained hidden. 
on the lake were ring-necked ducks, a Wood 
duck and a Pied-billed grebe. The star of the show 
was an immature Broad-winged Hawk perched at 
the top of a dead tree. chris told us that this species 
primarily migrates to the east of the rockies and is 
quite rare on Vancouver island, with most sightings 
being of birds flying overhead.

after the excitement of the morning we were glad 
of a tranquil crossing and being able to enjoy a 
restful meal. on disembarking we made for 
Boundary Bay on the fraser river delta where it was 
nearly high tide and there we spotted a flock of 200 
plus grey Plovers in the grass and amongst them an 
american golden Plover. There were also a few 
Pectoral sandpipers and some Baird’s sandpipers.  
as the tide retreated about 200 northern Pintails 
gathered on the mudflats. The bushes next to the 
dyke were alive with White-crowned, Lincoln’s 
and song sparrows, as well as our first Black-
capped Chickadees and House Finch of the trip.  
we then checked into our hotel in richmond.

day 9 was our last full day in Vancouver and our 
first stop was the iona sewage Ponds next to the 
airport where we saw our first northern Harrier. 
shorebirds were few in number but we did see our 
first Lesser Yellowlegs, along with a spotted 
sandpiper, a Long-billed dowitcher, several 
Pectoral sandpipers and a tame Least 
sandpiper which posed for photos. in the bushes 
along the path were spotted towhees, House 
Finches, Common Yellowthroat and a 
female red-winged Blackbird. on the 
outer pond were american Coots and 
we watched two river otters for 
several minutes.

The weather was still overcast 
when we moved on to Queen 
Elizabeth Park which was inside the 
limits of Vancouver proper.  we 
checked the big cedars for roosting 
owls which were to elude us this 
trip. There was, however, a nice 
Hermit thrush, as well as a 
Wilson’s Warbler.  after lunch we 
checked the trees in the grounds of the 
alaksen wildfowl refuge for grey Owls and a 
nearby barn for Barn Owls with no success. 
however, adjacent to the access road were 15 
sandhill Cranes feeding in the fields. 
crossing the westham island bridge we 
spotted two mute swans and on the island 

were eurasian Collared dove, and Cooper’s Hawk.  
we then returned to Boundary Bay, where on a 
rising tide we spotted 700 grey Plovers, over 100 
sanderling, 100 plus Western sandpipers, dozens 
of Pectoral sandpipers plus Baird’s sandpipers, 
red Knot, and two marbled teal. Peregrine 
Falcons were terrorising the birds on the mudflats 
and a Bald eagle was perched on a telegraph pole 
and peered down at us for a few minutes before 
flying off. near the railway tracks we spotted a Bald 
eagle perched in a tree with a merlin in an adjacent 
tree.  a moment later a red-tailed Hawk came in 
and chased the merlin off, which flew a short 
distance to a fence post. Perched on another fence 
post behind the merlin was a juvenile northern 

Harrier. This was a good moment to finish the 
day on.
our final morning had come all too quickly and 

we spent this at the george c. reifel migratory Bird 
sanctuary in ladner.  we had purchased some bird 
food at the kiosk and were soon mobbed by flocks of 
Black-capped Chickadees and then a group of 
red-winged Blackbirds. There were some stunning 
Wood ducks in the refuge, as well as northern 
Pintail, northern shoveler, american Wigeon, 
gadwall, mallard, green-winged teal and a lone 
trumpeter swan. feeding on the wing were several 
species of swallows including Barn swallow, Violet-
green swallow, Cliff swallow and rough-winged 
swallow, as well as Purple martin. There was one 
lonely snow goose out on fraser river delta and a 
group of 30 Bushtits foraging in the weeds and long 
grasses along the edge of the trail.  an american 
mink ran along the trail in front of us and the final 
new bird was a Black-crowned night Heron 
roosting in a tree.

it was now time to depart for the airport for our 
night flight home. it had been a wonderful trip on 
which we had logged 150 species plus orcas and 

sea and river otters and, of course, Black Bear.   
we can thoroughly recommend limosa 
holidays www.limosaholidays.co.uk and 

their guide chris charlesworth, so much so that 
we have already booked on a canadian rockies trip 
with him in 2020.

Top and Left: Bald Eagle
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Wood’s warblings
 simon Wood, eBws President n 

we are a diverse bunch, the society members that 
is.  and by that i simply mean that we all 
participate in birding, or birdwatching, or indeed 
whatever you wish to call our hobby, at different 
levels. i know there are a few of our members that, 
at the beep of a pager would leave their loved one 
(s) in the lurch, whatever they were doing, quite 
possibly standing at the altar, and belt off at high 
(but entirely legal i’m sure) speeds to some 
far-flung parts of this sceptred isle to twitch a bird 
that was not yet on their all important British list. 
Then there are those who may trot off at a sedate 
speed to see a local rarity, but would far rather be 
wandering around their local patch (that’s me...), 
searching valiantly for that new species to add to 
their own patch list or perhaps carrying out a 
ringing census of their local birds; they may not be 
rarity chasers, but they know their moult 
sequences.  and there are those who take great 
pleasure in simply watching birds no further afield 
than their garden. Each individual’s knowledge of 
the birds they watch will vary considerably but 

none-the-less we all gain as much enjoyment out 
of watching them whether garden watcher, ringer, 
twitcher or patch lister.

The society hopes that it caters for the whole 
gamut (that’s a word i’ve never used before) of 
members. There are some members keen to learn 
every possible fact about birds in addition to 
watching them, and others that simply wish to 
enjoy watching them. getting the balance right is 
an art rather than a science. i was reminded of this 
by a member who was disappointed to see me 
refer in my last ‘Warblings’ to the fact that 
everyone in the society would know the latin 
name for a certain species of bird ... clearly that 
was wrong and i was quite rightly corrected on the 
matter.

so, a plea to all our members – please let us 
know how we are doing as a society? are we 
getting the balance of events and content of 
publications right? i do hope so, but some 
feedback, both positive and negative would be 
much appreciated. right, i’m off round the patch ...

01206 210662
info@swallowbirding.co.uk
www.swallowbirding.co.uk
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of Broomfield and in admirals Park with swallows 
overhead at 5pm all on 15th april. 

nightingales were recorded in Bushy wood at 
7.25am on 17th april, Easter sunday. The first 
greater and Lesser Whitethroats were seen in 
hollow lane and in the woods between the 15th and 
17th april. more nightingales were heard and seen 
at 6.25am in newlands spring on 18th april. 
nightingales featured quite a lot with more heard in 
Bushy wood near a little gate on 24th april and again 
around Broomfield on the same date. House martins 
appeared over Browning’s, Broomfield on 22nd april.

a turtle dove was seen flying over marriage’s field 
opposite Kathleen’s house on 11th may, with more 
nightingales in newlands spring between 11-12pm 
on 20th may, a Wood Warbler in Bushy wood at 
7.20am on 5th June and a Blackcap on an overhead 
wire above the front drive of the house at 7.30am on 
7th June.

i am certain that more migrants were seen during 
early June, but the records then jump to 22nd June 
when a spotted Flycatcher was seen with insects in 
its beak on a paling fence in Patching hall lane at 
5pm. 

sunday 3rd July is the next record; the day after the 
society was founded, when sedge Warblers were 
seen in bushes surrounding the disused Boreham Pits 
and around margaret-woods, great waltham.

The last migrant recorded was a Chiffchaff in the 
grounds of The chelmsford and Essex hospital, in 
london road, chelmsford on 24th september 1949. 

it is clear that the outlaying villages to the north 
and north-east of chelmsford, some now 
incorporated as suburbs of chelmsford, were visited 
by Kathleen on a regular basis either by bicycle or on 
foot with the migrants heard and seen recorded. 

when reading through Kathleen’s diaries, i noted 
species such as Wheatear around Broomfield, 
Whimbrel on mersea island both in 1950 along with 
nightingale, turtle dove, spotted Flycatcher, 
Cuckoo, Woodlark, Whinchat, red-backed shrike, 
dartford Warbler, redstart and garden Warbler 
which were all quite common in the early 1950s, 
with some breeding in the chelmsford area and 
across Essex 70 years ago. how things have changed 
‘now’...........! 

regarding ‘now’, readers can see just which species 
are recorded, and not recorded annually in the Essex 
Bird Report as compiled from the 250,000 sightings 
received each year from across the county.

Note – Although Kathleen Hoy shares the same 
surname with Kenneth Hoy MBE who has featured in 
previous issues of Essex Birding, they were not 
related.

With grateful thanks to Christine Hall niece of 
Kathleen Hoy, we have had the privilege of 
looking at some of Kathleen’s personal diaries 
and note books going back to the early 1940s.  
Although Kathleen was not one of the eleven 
founder members, she joined the Society just a 
couple of weeks later on 17th July 1949.

Kathleen lived to the north-east of chelmsford in 
Patching hall lane, which would have been very 
rural in those days. Kathleen made copious detailed 
annual notes in diaries and note books spanning 
some fourteen years and possibly more that are not 
to hand. it would be easy to just list the species seen 
around the chelmsford area, but i thought it might 
be more interesting for the readers to hear about the 
arrival dates of the summer migrants recorded ’then’ 
in 1949, the year the ‘Essex Birdwatching and 
Preservation Society’ was founded.

The first record was of a garden Warbler at 
11.10am ‘on the Brussels’ in their back garden on 
6th april, followed with Chiffchaff and Willow 
Wren in a Blackthorn thicket in Bushy wood, 
chignall smealy on 10th april. Cuckoos were heard 
early in the morning in the garden, on the outskirts 

‘then and now’
 gerry Johnsonn

Red-backed Shrike 
(sam shiPPEy)
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a bird in the net is worth  
several in the bush…
 David Wilkinsonn

readers of the Essex Birding magazine last year may 
have read my article about the exciting new project 
to study migrant and resident birds through the 
summer at Two Tree island, a fantastic haven of 
scrub, grassland, light woodland, reedbed and marsh 
nestled between canvey island and leigh-on-sea in 
the far south of the county. Positioned a short walk 
from the railway station and town of leigh, recently 
voted the happiest place in the uK, Two Tree island 
has long been a popular site for visitors hoping to 
catch a glimpse of a cuckoo in mid-summer, get 
eyes on a dazzling Kingfisher from the hide on the 
far eastern side of the site (sadly burnt down in early 
2019!) or see an avocet on the marshes that make 
up the far western edge of the island. it was the birds 
that live in the dry scrub and lightly wooded east 
end of the island that were the subject of a constant 
Effort site (cEs) survey in 2017.  after a highly 
successful first year recording numbers and 
movements of summer migrants like Blackcap, 
whitethroat and chiffchaff the project returned in 
2018 for a second year to see what had changed.

as part of a tightly regulated and licensed Bird 
ringing team from the British Trust for ornithology, 
led by myself, the cEs project involves the catching, 
ringing, measuring and recording of all birds that fly 
into 220ft of fine mesh mist nets. These are strung 
up in five locations in an area that is largely 
representative of the eastern section of the site as a 
whole, excluding the reedbed areas just across the 
track from our ringing base. nets 1, 3 & 5 are in thick 
bramble, net 2 is positioned in a grassland plot and 
net 4 is in the light woodland.  all the nets, sessions 
and variables are the same as the year before with 
sessions once in every 10 day period of 5 hours 
running from dawn. The ringing itself involves fitting 
a lightweight, uniquely coded metal ring to the leg 
of each bird and doing this provides crucial 
information on movement, longevity, breeding 
success, population trends and even their health.  all 
things that, without individualising birds, would be 
almost impossible to record as accurately. The data 
gathered allows conservationists to better target 
their efforts, and of course money, towards more 
effective projects for the species most in need. 
Knowing where our birds go to in winter allows 
organisations working across borders to 
look at protecting the most important 
sites or areas overseas too.

so, it was the start of 2018 and we were 
all raring to go, but little did we know 
that weather events at home and 

abroad were going to play a major role in the cEs 
year. in late february the ‘Beast from the East’ 
steamrolled in, the temperatures plunged below 
freezing, and the island was blanketed in a thick 
layer of snow. for some of our hardier seed-eating 
species like Blue Tits, great Tits and greenfinches 
the bird feeders in local gardens and diet of less 
perishable food may have allowed them to ride out 
the brutally cold conditions. however, a non-cEs 
ringing session in march found that many insect-
eaters such as robins, dunnocks and wrens had 
fared less well. most worrying of all was the fate of 
one of my favourite birds, the cetti’s warbler.  where 
in early february you could hear the unmistakable 
explosive call of this resident warbler from many 
territories across the island, in march Two Tree island 
had fallen totally silent. it was a genuine fear of mine 
that every single cetti’s warbler had been wiped out 
in one week. There was reason to be worried, much 
further up the coast at rsPB minsmere the number 
of singing males, which has been pushing 100 in 
recent years, was no higher than 4 in an early march 
count. in fact, all over the country sites were 
reporting a collapse in cetti’s warbler numbers. 
Things weren’t exactly much better for returning 
migrants either. mediterranean storms, northerly 
winds and colder than usual temperatures were 
making the return journeys of Blackcaps and other 
warblers much more difficult. Birds were going to be 
arriving back late and exhausted with early cEs 
sessions showing underweight birds and  
a much later start to the  
breeding season. 

Spotted Flycatcher (daVid wilKinson)

Whitethroat (daVid wilKinson)
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The first of our twelve sessions was scheduled in 
for the 8th may and it was huge disappointment. in 
five hours and 220ft of net max hellicar, a trainee 
ringer and friend of the magazine, and myself had 
caught just 7 birds. it was our worst session ever, 
only mustering two Blackcaps, three whitethroats, 
a song Thrush and a Blackbird. it was also a long 
way down on the 13 birds caught in the same 
session in 2017. in fact, as our first quarter came to 
a close we were just over 30% down although we 
had actually caught one juvenile, a fluffy and rather 
vocal young song Thrush, whereas by the same 
stage the year before we had yet to encounter one.  
whitethroat was the most numerous species by 
the end of may with ten individuals recorded 
including a couple of birds re-trapped from the 
previous year, oddly greenfinch led the rest with 
five individuals caught. Just three Blackcaps had 
been caught, down 66%. By far the most exciting 
moment in the whole two years of the project 
occurred on the 25th may on cEs 3 when in the 
woodland max and myself spotted two birds in the 
net. max went and secured the nearest, a song 
Thrush, whilst i headed to the far end to extract a 
‘little brown job’ when to my amazement i was 
greeted by a spotted flycatcher just inches away 
from a huge hole that had developed in this net. 
Taking one glance at max i wondered whether to 
tell him then or bag it up and surprise him when we 
returned to the ringing base. unfortunately 
however he couldn’t help but notice the 
mischievous glint in my eye! once a common bird 
in the south East, spotted flycatchers are now only 
an occasional treat for even the most avid Essex 
birdwatcher. one of only a handful of records in 
recent years that have occurred in this part of the 
county, this bird was an absolute privilege to 
handle and to ring and after releasing it (and 
buying a lottery ticket!) max reported it through all 

the usual channels whilst i informed the Essex 
wildlife Trust. later that evening i was flicking 
through Twitter on my phone and saw several 
photos taken by local birdwatchers, some clearly 
showing the small metal ring on its right leg that i 
had added that morning.

By cEs 6, the halfway stage, at the end of June the 
temperatures were soaring, 
the happiest place to live in 
the uK was even happier as 
the pubs in old leigh roared 
with delight as England put six 
past Panama in the world cup 
and for us ringers, the baby 
birds had started to emerge. 
despite still being well down 
on total adult birds from 2017 
(58 instead of 84) we were 
now up on the total juveniles 
from the previous year which 
was an encouraging sign.  with 
max heading off ringing in 
Europe the team welcomed a 
new face, frank street, an 
enthusiastic new trainee, bat 
expert and wildlife Trust 
volunteer.  with an age range 
of 18-26, the three of us now 
believe ourselves to be the 

(From L to R) Gerry Johnson, Steve Grimwade, Emma Robinson, Peter Dwyer with the UK’s 
youngest ringing team David Wilkinson, Frank Street and George Sabiniak (annETTE adams)

Greenfinch (daVid wilKinson)
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sPeCies aduLt JuVeniLe tOtaL (+/-)

whitethroat 20 47 67 Evens

Blackcap 12 39 51 +9

Blackbird 3 14 17 +10

wren 6 10 16 +3

lesser whitethroat 3 9 12 +9

greenfinch 9 2 11 +4

song Thrush 7 3 10 +6

goldfinch 2 7 9 -10

reed warbler 2 6 8 +5

great Tit 1 7 8 +3

Blue Tit 1 6 7 +3

robin 2 5 7 -5

starling 1 4 5 +5

dunnock 4 0 4 -5

chiffchaff 2 2 4 -7

long-Tailed Tit 3 0 3 Evens

sedge warbler 0 2 2 +1

linnet 1 0 1 -6

cetti’s warbler 0 0 0 -4

chaffinch 0 0 0 -4

anOmaLies

woodpigeon 1 1 2

spotted flycatcher 1 0 1

willow warbler 1 0 1

sparrowhawk 1 0 1

Jay 0 1 1

great spotted 
woodpecker

0 1 1

sPeCies tOtaL - - 24 evens

grand tOtaL 83 166 249 +18

youngest non-university ringing team in the uK! 
Between the two of us and an invaluable small band 
of helpers we were now ringing a much higher 
quantity of birds and as the weather continued to 
improve we’d added linnet, starling and lesser 
whitethroat to the list of captures. 19 whitethroats 
and 15 Blackcaps headed the list.

at the beginning of July, cEs 7, we were delighted 
to be able to welcome along volunteers from the 
Essex wildlife Trust and representatives from the 
magazine who had decided to grant the team some 
funding of £100. Bird ringing is not a cheap 
vocation and other than the rings in the cEs period 
all the costs are met by ourselves. This funding was 
a huge help as it allowed the team to purchase a 
brand new 60ft net to replace the one with the 
huge hole in it, after all, who knows how many 
spotted flycatchers had gone straight through it!? 
when nets catch on branches they develop small 
holes, these then form bigger holes and then a large 
bird finds that hole when it’s in the net and as it 
flaps it creates huge tears. replacing these nets 
costs around £100 each and over time this needs to 
be done to keep them efficient so i think it’s 
important to say a big thank you for the funding 
that allowed us to replace this net. our visitors 
were also able to see a record 42 birds caught 
including reed warbler and a rather feisty great 
spotted woodpecker.

By cEs 9 and the end of July the weather had 
been so good that, whilst adults were of course still 
down on the year before, the numbers of juveniles 
had now picked up so much that total birds were 
for the first time up on the previous year with 99 
juveniles caught to 67 at the same stage in a much 
wetter 2017.  whilst numbers of most species were 
beginning to look respectable again sadly there was 
one notable exception, not one single cetti’s 
warbler had been seen, heard or caught. There was 
better news for reed warbler which, whilst we do 
not ring in the reedbed, was up 66% on the previous 
year and we had even caught one in the woodland! 
we also had double the numbers of song Thrush, 
including an increase in adults, and Blackcap, 
whitethroat and wren had all caught up too. 
however England had been knocked out by croatia 
so it wasn’t all good news!

and so on august 30th the final session concluded 
after another successful year. having added a 
willow warbler to the species list we had come in 
at 83 adults, which was 23% down on the previous 
year but we had caught a quite staggering 166 
juveniles which was a 26% increase.  whitethroat, 
Blackcap and Blackbird were the most numerous 
birds with the latter seeing a big spike in numbers. 
12 species that had been caught more than once 
had risen in numbers whilst 7 species had declined 
and two species including whitethroat had broken 
even. i have published a full list of birds caught at 
the end of this article.

To complete the cEs two years running is a major 

achievement.  a 03:00 starts and endless nettle 
stings are all worth it when i see the results we have 
gathered across the year. max, frank and myself all 
hold down full-time jobs or education to do this so 
the support from our helpers of whom we had six 
throughout the year is absolutely invaluable and i 
would like to thank them all. i would also like to say 
a special thankyou to the Essex Birdwatching 
society for their funding and to the Essex wildlife 
Trust for all of its continued support. The plan is to 
go for a third year of cEs in 2019! 

anyone inspired to get involved in Bird ringing 
should take a look at the BTo website as all the 
information can be found there.
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willow warbler 1 0 1

sparrowhawk 1 0 1

Jay 0 1 1

great spotted 
woodpecker

0 1 1

sPeCies tOtaL - - 24 evens

grand tOtaL 83 166 249 +18

rsPB Little tern Cruise
 mark Bridgesn

The June edition of the EBws newsletter popped up 
on our email inbox and a quick scan drew my 
attention to an advertised evening boat trip to look 
for Little terns off old hall marshes reserve.  what 
could be nicer than a pleasant sunny summer 
evening on the water looking for birds… a few 
minutes later and we had successfully made a 
booking on the first of two scheduled trips organised 
by the rsPB, ours on Thursday July 13th.

as it happened the trip coincided with a very wet 
week which didn’t quite fit the vision of a pleasant 
sunny summer evening. nevertheless, we headed to 
west mersea late afternoon, stopping for a nice fish 
and chip dinner in the high street before heading 
down to the quayside for a 7.30pm rendezvous.

upon arrival we met a few familiar faces, who like 
us were donning waterproofs in anticipation of a 
shower or two.  although the clouds were dark, they 
were quite high, however a brisk breeze wasn’t so 
pleasant.  we were soon joined by Paul davis, 
Volunteer Project coordinator for the Essex little 
Tern recovery Project who led us down the pontoon 
where we were met by skipper stacey aboard the 
lady grace. 

it only took a few minutes for us to board and we 
were on our way, stacey skilfully threading the lady 
grace through the numerous yachts that were 
moored and out between cobmarsh island on our 
port side and Packing shed island on our starboard 
(we were already finding our sea legs!). Passing 
Packing shed island we noted both Herring and 
Lesser Black-backed gulls along with some chicks 
of each species and a few noisy Oystercatchers also 

made their presence known. 
heading out across the open water towards old 

hall marshes Paul gave us an update on the little 
Tern Project and we had several Black-headed gulls 
and Common terns passing by and a solitary 
swallow overhead. upon our arrival at the shingle 
beach things were a bit quiet, despite scouring the 
area we couldn’t find any Little terns (we had been 
warned not to mistakenly count some decoys!), but 
a couple of ringed Plovers were a nice find and they 
were accompanied by some Oystercatchers.

a distant probable Little tern was seen flying up 
one of the inaccessible creeks and stacey decided 
that a trip up salcot creek might be productive 
before returning to the shingle beach later. on the 
way we passed a small group of shelduck and 
mallard, a few Cormorant and several great 
Crested grebe but sadly no Little terns, although 
the ever present Common terns were still nice  
to see.

heading back out towards the shingle beach a 
marsh Harrier, Kestrel and approximately ten 
Common swifts made an appearance over old hall 
marshes.

as we approached the beach area one Little tern 
was spotted nestled into the shingle and as stacey 
held the boat well offshore so as not to disturb it 
another three arrived and gave a nice aerial display 
before also landing, providing excellent views.

with the light beginning to fade we reluctantly 
headed back to the quayside after what had been a 
fabulous evening which everyone enjoyed, even the 
rain held off!

Little Tern (sam shiPPEy)
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Owl travels across Ontario
 gerry Johnsonn

A relative living in Ottawa kindly sent me this article published by the ‘Ottawa Valley Wild Bird Care Centre’, 
and I thought members might like to read this story and appreciate just how important it is to send in your 
sightings together with any ring recoveries made.

on 8th July 2017, just before being released into 
the wild, a Barred owl had a unique numbered 
identification band carefully placed on one of its legs 
by a licensed bander. The harmless canadian wildlife 
service’s band is a way to track the movements of 
birds and provides vital conservation information to 
researchers when recovered. This was a big day for 
this owl as he had been in rehabilitation recovering 
and regaining strength for over six months.

“Typically, ‘Ottawa Valley Wild Bird Care Centre’ 
shares positive, happy rehabilitation instances that 
end in successful release of recovered birds. 
unfortunately, not all of their patients conclude 
with a happy ending. This is one of those accounts; a 
report about a Barred owl, his adventures travelling 
across ontario Provence and how it was known he 
visited a number of wildlife centres before peacefully 
departing this world.

the essex bird watching society

Barred Owl  
(maranda minK)
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in early January 2017, someone found the owl on 
the side of the road just south of seeleys Bay, 
ontario. he had been hit by a vehicle. The kind person 
that found him brought him to ‘Sandy Pines’ located 
in napanee. The owl was cold, had blood in his ears, 
both eyes were swollen with bruised eyelids, was 
short of breath and he refused to eat on his own. in 
short he was in a pretty poor way and things were 
not looking good for this 1022 gram bird that was 
losing weight! he was also suffering major head 
trauma after being hit; the owl equivalent of a 
concussion. The good news was there were no broken 
bones!

The team at ‘Sandy Pines’ stabilised him, provided 
medication to help with the pain and swelling, hand 
fed him, and made sure he was in a quiet location to 
minimise further stress. But the Barred owl 
continued to refuse to feed himself, and it was not 
clear if he could see well enough to hunt? he needed 
to be transferred to a specialist centre that could test 
his survival skills in the wild.

at the end of february 2017, the Barred owl was 
transferred 320 Km (200 miles) from sandy Pines to 
‘The Owl Foundation’ in Vineland, ontario. upon his 
arrival, he was examined and on top of all the already 
known injuries they found he had one more concern 
that is very common to wildlife. flukes! a belly full of 
flatworms, which explained his lack of appetite and 
thin body condition. once cleared of these parasites, 
the Barred owl quickly started eating on his own and 
began to regain his strength and weight.  after some 
time, the Barred owl was ready to move to a larger 
outdoor enclosure where he could stretch his wings.

But some of the owl’s primary feathers were broken 
when he had collided with the vehicle.  without 
complete control over his flight he wouldn’t be able 
to catch enough food to eat, never mind the fact that 
broken feathers are very noisy and would ruin the 
stealth required to sneak up on any prey meal. it 
could take months for the old broken feathers to fall 
out and make room for new flight feathers.

rather than keep this mostly recovered Barred owl 
in captivity any longer than necessary, the staff at 
‘The Owl Foundation’ decided to repair the primary 
feathers. They matched up moulted feathers from 
another Barred owl and carefully spliced them 
together to repair the broken flight feathers; a 
process called “impinge”, the ancient art of feather 
mending.  a successful feather transplant was 
achieved!

The Barred owl spent another month in a large 
aviary, demonstrating he could fly and hunt well 
enough to survive in the wild. he was finally ready to 
be released in July 2017, and a volunteer drove the 
Barred owl 400 Km (250 miles) to gananoque 
amongst the Thousand islands on the shore of lake 
ontario, where the owl was successfully released in 
the area near to where he was originally found.

for the next eight months he flew through the 
forests and fields of south-eastern ontario hunting 
small rodents and shrews. he grew his very own 

feathers and moulted the borrowed ones.
Then one day in march 2019 he landed on a fence 

surrounding a Brockville back yard. The lucky 
homeowner took some photographs, but later 
noticed that he had not moved all day. concerned, 
she went out for a closer look but the owl didn’t 
seem to notice or pay any attention to her presence.  
afraid that the owl needed help she contacted ‘Safe 
Wings’, in ottawa. 

a volunteer made the 250 Km (155 miles) round 
trip to rescue the Barred owl. By the time they 
arrived the owl had moved to the ground in the yard 
and did not have the will to fly away. The volunteer 
slowly approached the Barred owl, carefully put a 
towel over him and placed him in a carrier for 
transportation back to ottawa. he was cold, 
dehydrated and extremely thin. he weighed just 440 
grams, less than half of what he weighed in february 
2017.

at the wild Bird centre, the Barred owl was kept 
warm, received fluids and some medication. he was 
too weak to eat on his own, but would eat if food 
was presented to him.  although there appeared to 
be a slight improvement during the first 24 hours, 
sadly he passed away a few days later.

with the exception of being emaciated there did 
not appear to be anything wrong with the Barred 
owl. Perhaps experiencing the long and very severe 
winter in that part of canada during 2018-2019 
made finding food difficult and too much of a 
challenge for him, or was he old, or perhaps there 
was more to his condition that was simply 
unknown? we will never know.

for every bird that doesn’t make it because their 
injuries are too severe, there are many more that do.  
as far as ‘Ottawa Valley Wild Bird Care Centre’ can 
tell this is a very rare case where the same bird has 
received treatment for two separate rehabilitation 
issues over a two year period, Knowing the full story 
of this Barred owl would not have been possible 
without the traceability of the canadian wildlife 
service’s band and the detailed medical records kept 
by each rehabilitation centre connected with the 
unique band. 

‘Ottawa Valley Wild Bird Care Centre’ express a big 
thank you to all of the compassionate rescuers, 
volunteers, staff, and supporters that are part of the 
wildlife rehabilitation community in ontario, 
canada”. 

I would like to thank ‘Ottawa Valley Wild Bird Care 
Centre’ for bringing this occurrence to the public’s 
attention, did readers enjoy the ‘trials and 
tribulations’ of the Barred Owl’s journey?

While satellite tagging is now providing detailed 
information about species movements on 
territories and during migration, from this episode 
you will appreciate why it is still so important to 
send in your sightings along with any rings found on 
any dead birds.

The Natural Home of Bird Recording and Birdwatching in Essex since 1949
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debs was away for the weekend and with no 
commitments at all for me on the saturday, i 
decided i would pack a lunch and make the best of 
eight hours of daylight and see just how many 
species i could score on such a short day on the 
patch in January.

The patch in question extends from ferry marsh 
and wivenhoe wood, to alresford creek, bordered by 
ford lane and alresford road back into wivenhoe; by 
my reckoning, about four square miles of diverse 
habitat. Back in 2009, with help from nick green 
and alec selley, i did a sponsored ‘Big day’ on the 
patch and it took from 04:00 until 19:30 to get 100 
species in late april. getting close to that in eight 
hours would be quite an achievement, i thought.

i didn’t bother setting the alarm; i knew i’d be 
awake before sunrise and sure enough, the kettle 
was on by 06:50 and robins were already singing 
when i opened the conservatory door. By the time 
tea was on the table and cereal doused in milk, first 
light was showing as i padded onto the back patio in 
my socks, breakfast bowl in hand....

as i emerged from beneath the soffit, a tawny 
Owl sprung off the TV aerial to give me a fantastic 
start! a few wagtails flew out of their roost.  at least 
two of them were grey Wagtails, probably resident 
in littlefields at the bottom of rectory hill. The 
egyptian geese were already honking on the other 
side of the road and a flock of six goosanders flew 
out of the lake and towards colchester. song thrush 
was added to Blackbird in the wintry dawn chorus.  
would there be some unexpected surprises today...? 
There would probably need to be, if i was to get 
anywhere near a ton...

whilst a lot of breeding species would not be 
present, the estuarine compensates quite well, with 
a great variety of waders and waterfowl.

Patch Bash
 glyn evansn

i decided to dash across to sunnymead and 
cockaynes to pick-up some woodland species and 
maybe one or two from the fishing lake(s), scrape or 
copses...

Villa wood yielded the awkward hit of Coal tit 
(though usually reliable at this site) green and 
great spotted Woodpeckers, together with 
siskins high in the alders and goldcrest piping from 
the evergreens. The fishing lake gave two surprising 
rewards: first, a Water rail which sprinted between 
reed patches and then, more unusually, a female 
shoveler was flushed from the far end and watched 
me indignantly from behind the island.  as i looped 
back to the top of the lane by reversing back through 
Villa wood, a Brambling called overhead.  a 
treecreeper flew across me as it traversed the 
boardwalk and a pair of Bullfinch were probably 
waiting for me to clear the area before drinking from 
the brook.

i stopped briefly to speak to mo Jackson at the end 
of the lane having scored single egyptian goose 
and green sandpiper on the gravel pit near 
alresford road.  what an excellent start, but no 
redpoll, yellowhammer or woodcock – yet.

i had cetti’s warbler on ferry marsh a few days 
previously and had planned to drop by anyway as a 
back-up for water rail or perhaps reedling or 
dartford warbler. in the event, i scored a pair of 
redwings atop a tall tree at the bottom end of KgV 
playing field and a female stonechat as soon as i 
arrived at ferry marsh, but i had to do almost a 
complete circuit and listen carefully to pick up the 
telltale ‘ticking’ of the Cetti’s Warbler from well 

Top: Curlew.  Above (from L to R): Corn Bunting, Stonechat, Fieldfare (All photos by glyn EVans)
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into the marsh.  a drake teal was to be the first of 
many on the day.

i decided to spend most of the day around 
alresford creek, as i had now picked up most of what 
i needed from wivenhoe.  as i neared the bottom of 
ford lane, i picked out a couple of Brown hares 
running around on moverons farm, where, as was the 
case at sunnymead, there was a shoot going on...

i looked over the colne towards fingringhoe for the 
pre-high tide shift and quickly picked up all expected 
wader species.  a female Pintail was a bonus but not 
a big surprise at low-ish water. i decided to walk 
along the trail towards wivenhoe and then up the 
chase towards cutthroat lane to give myself as 
much chance as possible to clean up on ducks, 
finches and buntings. five Fieldfares flew over me 
heading towards fingringhoe, urgently ‘chakking’ as 
they went.  a stop on whitehouse beach to check 
the river and tidal breach yielded a pair of 
goosander opposite and a female merlin briefly 
showed a couple of views as it chased the Linnets, 
skylarks and Corn Buntings around alresford 
grange. from the different angle, i was able to ‘scope 
further down river towards Brightlingsea and East 
mersea to pick up just a single male goldeneye but 
no rarer grebes or mergansers. however, a major 
reward for combing through the mixed flock of 
mainly avocets balancing one-legged at the mouth 
of the creek was a single spotted redshank – an 
uncommon sight here in winter, although less so 
now that fingringhoe has the tidal lagoon...

i carried on around the intended circuit although i 
was now wondering what else i could gain from 
doing so, with many more possibilities on the 
incoming tide yet to materialise...

in the event, there was no Kingfisher on the small 
tidal pond, but a single Yellowhammer from the 
uphill path was followed, triumphantly, by a Little 
Owl calling at the top of the lane, a single 
Woodcock flushed from the boggy ground below 
the fishing lakes and then, within ten-seconds by an 
overflying redpoll.

Quickly back to the creek and the long vigil until 
dark. i called darrell stile to see if he was watching. 

he was, from Brightlingsea. The flocks of waders 
signposted us to the marsh Harriers and (probably 
two) Peregrines at large. sparrowhawk, Kestrel 
and Common Buzzard also presented during this 
last long session, but on the river was very little of 
any additional variety (escept for a flock of eight 
mergansers), until a diligent watch of the 
interesting flock of water borne gulls resulted in a 
lucky hit on a 2nd winter mediterranean gull at 
15:38 in the gathering gloom, just after high tide.

having been stood pretty still for a couple of hours, 
i was getting cold and it really didn’t feel like i was 
close enough to 100 to make a longer stay 
worthwhile…

i drove the long way home via Keelars lane and the 
Barn Owl barely registered much more than a raised 
eyebrow in acknowledgement. hardly a sprint finish!

The cup of tea and last wedge of christmas cake 
were gratefully downed as i leafed through the 
collins guide, checking off the number of species 
with starling bringing up 88...  well, blow me down 
if i didn’t finish on exactly 100!

days like this always include some glaring misses: 
Kingfisher, red-legged Partridge, greenshank; no sea 
ducks at all. But the local knowledge was certainly 
helpful in plotting a route which gave more than one 
chance at picking up quite a few species and 
probably up to half-a-dozen were ticked purely on 
call without having to waste time looking for them. 
many times i have partaken in dashes across much 
of Essex trying to score a ton on new year’s day. The 
moral of this story would suggest that (more) time 
in the field (and less driving) in an area which has a 
variety of habitats in close proximity can be more 
rewarding especially when days are short.

Editor: From this article by Glyn Evans you can see 
just how very rewarding patch watching can be, 
with the data collected being so important to gauge 
trends for sites over time, at different times of the 
year. Do you have a patch that you watch, or could 
do on a regular basis with all your sightings sent into 
the Recorder (EBwSRecorder@gmail.com) in 
order to help build the bigger picture?

Above (from L to R): Knot, Avocet, sunset over Wivenhoe
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indoor meetings

We were very pleased to welcome duncan 
macdonald from ‘Speyside Wildlife’ back again to 
share more of his experiences gained from trips 
to the beautiful Wyoming state in north-west 
america, home of iconic wildlife! The opening 
landscape photographs of snow capped mountains; 
mirror still lakes with the autumn colours were just 
stunning.  after arriving in Jackson it is straight into 
finding wildlife on route to the accommodation 
located within the national Park. moose, Coyote, 
red Fox, Beaver, Bison, grey Wolf, Black Bear, 
grizzly Bear and elk all featured. 

The reintroduction of Beaver in the national parks 
was a contentious issue with some people strongly 
objecting, but duncan demonstrated some of the 
advantages since Beaver have been brought back to 
their ancestral home. The building of beaver lodges 
dams streams, which helps to slow down the flow of 
water after heavy rains and snow melt, which in turn 
creates new habitats for fish to spawn and increase 
in numbers. moose have more wet areas to graze 
and some of the conifer trees die back in the flooded 
area which is good for downy Woodpeckers and 
great grey Owls.  all in all there are many more 
positives than negatives when it comes to this 
natural wildlife ‘management’.

along with american Badger, Chipmunk, ground 
squirrel, Pika, related to rabbits; mull deer, so 

 11th January 2019n

grand teton and 
Yellowstone national 
Parks
sponsored by ‘speyside Wildlife’
By gerry Johnson

named due to size of their ears; Prong Horn, 
looking like a cross between a goat and an 
antelope; the communal river Otter and grizzly 
Bear with their hump we were treated to splendid 
images of great grey Owl, red-winged 
Blackbird, Yellow-headed Blackbird, Broad-
tailed Hummingbird, Bald eagle, dusky grouse, 
Pelican, sedge Wren, rough grouse, sandhill 
Crane and dipper, all accompanied by duncan’s 
excellent commentary and interesting stories. 
Quite often when a bear or moose is located a 
‘Bear Jam’ forms along the road by other visitors 
pulling over wanting to see the animal, which is 
only natural, but when their group pulled over to 
see a group of male Harlequin ducks the same 
happened.  a ranger soon turned up to find out 
what the attraction might be – he was quite 
surprised to discover it was just harlequin ducks! 
duncan explained that the males which are only 
seen during spring are very attractive. females are 
only seen during autumn visits.

while Big Horn sheep and mountain goats 
generally remain up in the mountains, it is not 
unusual to see moose, elk or grizzly Bear on the 
roads around the accommodation lodges, 
especially when drawing the curtains in the 
morning. large packs of grey Wolves, often with 
black fur, roam the 3,472 square miles (2.2 million 
acres) of yellowstone all year. Both grizzly Bears 
and Black Bears hibernate in dens covered with 
snow during the hard winters.  winter is also the 
time bears give birth to their cubs. interestingly 
Black Bears remain asleep throughout the period 
when giving birth.

Parts of the yellowstone have other natural 
attractions in the form of very active geysers, some 
erupting on a regular basis to a height of 400 feet. 
over 60% of the world’s geysers and hot springs 
are found inside yellowstone nP. due to one 
geyser’s frequent eruptions it was named ‘Old 
Faithful’ and it’s believed to have erupted more 
than a million times since yellowstone became the 
world’s first national park back in 1872. 

Before concluding the evening we had more 
superb photographs of great grey Owl, mountain 
Bluebird, Western tanager, grey Jay, northern 
Flicker, Williamson’s sapsucker, Cliff swallow, 
Western meadowlark, Osprey and turkey 
Vulture which are believed by some experts to be 
more related to storks than to other raptors. not 
forgetting some of the exquisite and delicate 
flowers that can be seen in the national parks.

in the region of 60 million Bison once roamed 
these western planes, which were hunted on a 
small scale for food by the native first nations 
people. Then hunters from the east only arrived 
during the 1800s and slaughtered up to 500 Bison 

Bluebird (duncan macdonald)
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 1st February 2019n

sociable Lapwing
By gerry Johnson

dr rob sheldon is the Chairman of the 
‘Ornithological society of the middle east,  
the Caucasus and Central asia’ and was going  
to give a talk about ‘Birding in Bangladesh’, but 
due to unforeseen circumstances this had to be 
changed at relatively short notice to a specific 
species talk – sociable Lapwing.  apologies for the 
late change but we will have rob back again soon to 
deliver the original talk.

The opening photograph was of a stunning ‘plump’ 
male sociable lapwing followed by a slimmer 
female. These beautiful birds have historically bred 
on the steppe zone of Kazakhstan, formally a part of 
the union of soviet socialist republics (ussr), but 
since the break-up of the soviet union in 1991 when 

ca.5,000 sociable lapwing were recorded, their 
position has changed dramatically to ‘critically 
endangered’ in 2002, just above ‘extinct’!

it is thought that this situation was brought about 
due to changes in agriculture when state farms 
collapsed, changes to vegetation due to the 
reduction in saiga antelope and an increase in 
predators – fox, rook, magpie, feral dogs and cats. 
sociable lapwing require conditions much like our 
lapwing, short grass to nest in and then longer grass, 
up to 150 mm (6”) as cover.

Kazakhstan is the eighth largest country in the 
world and in 2005 a team supported by the rsPB 
and in 2006 supported by the darwin initiative 
conducted detailed surveying in Korgalzhyn, an area 
140 Km x 120 Km near lake Tengiz.  when nests 
were located the eggs were weighed and measured 
to establish when they would hatch. chicks were 
colour ringed and it was established sociable 
lapwing have a 35% fledging success rate. This was 
considered quite good and indicated there were 
problems elsewhere. This detailed surveying 

moose and Elk especially during the mating season 
and/or when they have young, can be very 
aggressive. They are all ‘wild’ animals and are able to 
launch their large bulk (up to a ton) towards you at 
50 Km/hr (30 mph) in seconds. duncan showed an 
image of a canadian lady just a few feet from a bull 
Bison, which was totally reckless and illegal. 
unfortunately it was later discovered that this 
person was hospitalised by the Bison and was 
subsequently prosecuted by the national Parks 
authority for getting too close to the wildlife. The 
recommended minimum is 100 metres/yards from 
bears and wolves and 25 metres/yards from large 
mammals like bison, moose, elk, bighorn sheep, 
coyote, fox, mountain goat and deer.  We should not 
forget that all wildlife must be respected at all 
times. 

it was another fantastic evening for the 57 
members and guests to savour with ace naturalist 
duncan’s excellent photographs, informative 
commentary and interesting stories; covering so 
much of the wildlife that can be seen with ‘Speyside 
Wildlife’ in grand Toten and yellowstone national 
Parks during spring and autumn visits, all in the 
stunning scenery of this area in north-west america.

a day for their hides and food rendering them all but 
extinct.  at their lowest point just over 300 survived. 
Bison have subsequently recovered and increased to 
ca.5,000 in the national parks and are now 
protected. The introduced wolves are the main 
predator and form part of the natural control.  

most visitors are aware that some of the animals 
seen like wolves and Bears are very dangerous. 
duncan reminded that it should also be 
remembered that docile looking species like Bison, 

Great Grey Owl (duncan macdonald)

Sociable Lapwing (roB shEldon)
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continued until 2012 by a team of scientists and 
international conservationists. however, following 
reports of a further decline in numbers the surveying 
was repeated in 2018 when just eight nests were 
found! Poor weather conditions also contributed to 
this very low number but even so the position was not 
good. 

Previous breeding was now also reduced in the 
ukraine and in a much reduced range. satellite tagging 
was now possible on sociable lapwing weighing over 
220 grams. The tag must weigh no more than 5% of 
the birds’ weight. This monitoring established the 
migration routes taken to saudi arabia and sudan 
with the tagged birds spending a long stop-over at a 
key site on the border between Turkey and syria, 
where 3,500 sociable lapwing have been recorded in 
a single flock. unfortunately, this area has 
subsequently been at the centre of a vicious, bloody 
war between the islamic state and the syrian army.

some sociable lapwings migrate to parts of central 
india, taking a more easterly route over uzbekistan, 
Turkmenistan and afghanistan. international groups 
have been working together and through these efforts 

up to 6,000 birds have been recorded on cultivated 
land with water in the vicinity. This is very 
encouraging and could be a change in the behaviour 
of sociable lapwing but more research is required 
before this can be established, including catching 
and tagging birds in india to find out the 
whereabouts of their northern breeding grounds? 
could this be in remote unhabituated, unrecorded 
parts of china? only time will tell after further 
surveying.

rob sheldon had delivered a very interesting, 
thought provoking talk about the sociable lapwing 
with excellent photographs and commentary 
appreciated by the audience; a little reduced from 
normal due to the snow and icy weather conditions 
of the previous few days.  we look forward to inviting 
rob back again to give us another talk covering parts 
of the fascinating middle East area.

If you would like further information about Rob’s 
ongoing conservation work with Sociable Plovers 
then follow him on Twitter @_robsheldon or e-mail 
vanellus1970@yahoo.co.uk 

 1st march 2019n

goshawk and Whinchat
By gerry Johnson

dr ian Henderson senior research ecologist 
international research with the British trust for 
Ornithology opened by saying that he has only 
seen goshawk four or five times in the 
Brecklands in 25 years, which goes to indicate 
just how secretive this species is. The population 
is currently just 440 pairs in the uK, but could be up 
to 2,000 pairs! They are quite common in European 
cities and across the European 
countryside.

The number of goshawk is only a 
fraction compared to the 67,000 
common Buzzards and 46,000 
Kestrels covering many sites 
across the uK. for a balanced 
perspective on how predating 
interacts with the environment 
more data is required. until very 
recently, little knowledge of the 
historical dependency after 
fledging was not known because 
goshawks are difficult to track. 
recent surveys carried out at nests 
show that grey squirrels form 
51.7% of their prey, followed by 
woodpigeon at 19%, then corvids 
(rooks, carrion crows and Jays) at 

16.9% and rabbits making 4.6%. The balance of 
their diet is made up from unidentified species.

adult goshawks are rarely seen at nests when 
undertaking the ringing of broods; at between 28 
and 36 days is the age window for ringing to be 
undertaken. nests are only visited once and at 40 
days the chicks are too old so timing is crucial.

The gPs trackers now used are solar powered with 
gsm download and must weigh less than 3% of the 
birds weight. male goshawk weigh between 
600-700 grams and the larger females weigh in 
between 750-1000 grams, which is twice the weight 
of sparrowhawks. The trackers are mounted on an 
adjustable harness; much like a back-pack and all 
ringing is conducted under licence and with strict 

controls. not unsurprisingly these 
trackers work better in open 
habitats, rather than in dense 
forests.

it has been established that 
most pairs of goshawk remain 
faithful to a given area. one 
female goshawk did explore parts 
of norfolk, suffolk and Essex 
before returning. But interestingly 
first-winter birds tend to avoid 
forests preferring farmland habitat 
during winter, but second-year 
birds inhabit forests.  when on 
farmland they use ‘shelter’ belts, 
farm woods and forest edges.

unfortunately juvenile mortality 
is up to 50%. collisions are 
perhaps common; losses through 

Goshawk (ian hEndErson)
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disease happens (at least one recovery) but little is 
unknown about this and predation by fatal conflicts 
with other goshawks are well known and appear to 
be common (two female and one male recovered).

why goshawks have not spread further from 
traditional areas, into our cities and increased in 
numbers is unknown. Prey appears to be plentiful; 
they can disperse easily to new areas; they can adapt 
to farmland and there are no obvious ecological 
limitations, so why numbers remain low is still a 
mystery.

following an interval for refreshment ian then took 
us to a different part of the country with a totally 
different habitat. salisbury Plain is a strong hold for 
the declining whinchat. They are another summer 
migrant which winters in west africa. it is not only 
declining in numbers but also in range, but salisbury 
Plain is bucking the trend where they remain stable in 
what is basically a huge unimproved grass field 
(prairie) without bracken.  whinchats are traditionally 
an upland species, in bracken! whinchats are 
declining massively in alpine meadows in 
switzerland, without bracken. They are also declining 
from the traditional flood plain meadows of slovenia 
again without bracken, so ian suggested that 
‘bracken’ might be a red herring. 

it would appear that the ‘quality’ of the grassland is 
the real key to their success. salisbury Plain is 
basically natural with no input for 70-years and has a 
low level of disturbance.  whinchats require 
structurally diverse vegetation with some tall stems 
like thistles, teasels, docks and umbellifers as perches 
to hunt from and rough grass with tussocks to breed 
in are also very important.

more importantly the poor timing of grass cutting 
and grazing reduces nesting success dramatically and 

exposes nest sites on the ground. Productivity, 
where nesting is successful, results in 2.2 fledging 
per pair, with the strongholds being in wales and the 
south-west. in the Brecklands whinchats are now 
relatively isolated in reducing pockets.

To date only one ring has been retrieved in ghana, 
but from 2016 with smaller geo-locators better data 
is starting to be received with a broader pattern to 
show trends.

it is well known that africa is changing rapidly and 
dramatically with historical natural habitats being 
lost to new farming products with unknown 
consequences for whinchats and many other 
species that visit sub sahara during our winter 
months.

dr ian henderson had given us two very interesting 
talks about two species that have their different 
issues and needs.

 5th april 2019n

Owls of the World
By gerry Johnson

dr michael Leach is a full time author and 
wildlife photographer and described this as ‘the 
best job in the world’. michael explained that it 
takes months and sometimes years to make a 
complete wildlife programme to the high quality 
now expected and shown to the public. 

michael gave us interesting facts and background 
into making wildlife programmes. firstly you must 
choose the ‘right’ subject, which also applies to 
books. if you pick a subject like ‘The Slugs of Essex’ it 
is unlikely to attract much interest or sell more than 
a couple of books. But with owls this is quite 
different. owls are iconic and the most popular bird 
in the world, followed by Penguins. The subject 

matter requires to be researched very well, often  
up to four years. 

when michael was approached by a publisher to 
undertake a book about ‘owls’ there had not been a 
book published on owls for six years, so with the 
correct research it was more than likely to be a 
success. you have to expand on the known facts 
– they come out at night (not necessary true), eat 
mice, the end! This would just not be sufficient. 
Books are usually first published in English then 
translated into many other languages for 
distribution around the world. But the research can 
be hard going, often you are out in exposed 
locations, just you and your tent! But more about 
the filming locations a little later.

Being a behavioural expert michael has conducted 
work with owls and confirmed that contrary to 
general belief owls are not wise and they have a low 
level of intelligence! But, by design they are very 
successful. firstly the designs of owls feathers are 
different to other birds. The leading edge of their 

Whinchat (ian hEndErson)
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primary feathers are serrated, 
fringed which breaks down 
turbulence and subsequent noise 
when flying; their eyes are binocular 
and due to the large physical size 
they are fixed in their sockets. To 
counter this restriction owls can 
rotate their heads 270 degrees. 
owls have asymmetrical ears 
(different position on each side of 
the head), which means they hear a 
sound at slightly different times and 
enables them to pin-point exactly 
where that sound has come from. 
These and more special owl features 
were explained in precise and exact 
detail.

There are ca.225 species of owls in 
the world. some suggest more, up 
to 235, while others consider some owls to be 
subspecies or geographical races and suggest just 
215 species.

one such species is the Barn Owl, which is the 
widest owl species spread over the world and is very 
successful, especially in the tropics, but Barn Owls 
have never evolved to cope with the cooler, wetter 
climate of the uK. heavy snow resulting in deep 
snow cover reduces Barn Owl numbers because 
they are unable to catch prey.  whereas heavier 
tawny Owls can punch through snow to catch 
mammals heard moving around underneath.

owls had a chequered history going back to pre 
roman times where they were thought to be the 
carrier of death. Even today in Bhutan if an owl 
lands on a roof it is considered a bad omen. The roof 
must be removed and burnt. owls are feared by the 
indigenous sami people in the arctic areas of 
northern finland, norway, russia and sweden still 
kill tengmalm’s Owl as a part of their culture.

currently, through logging, one of the most 
endangered owls in the world is the spotted Owl 
only found in the old, great wet forests of western 
north america. in spite of 
environmental concerns and 
campaigning against logging in 
these special areas it looks 
increasing likely that President 
donald Trump will grant further 
logging of these forests. 
unfortunately relocations of 
spotted Owls to similar forests 
have been unsuccessful.

michael then moved onto the 
largest owl in the world, the huge 
european eagle Owl.  an apex 
predator with females having a 2 
metre (6’3”) wing span, hunting on 
anything up to the size of a dog in 
an area of 80 sq miles! The uK has a 
small population, probably captive 
bred and released or escaped. most 

owls will only kill for food, but the 
ural Owl will also kill for no specific 
reason. 

we then travelled back to north 
america and the great grey Owl, 
the equivalent to the European Eagle 
owl only slightly smaller but no less 
impressive.   

Because owls spend much of their 
time in tropical rain forests where it is 
too dark to read, owls communicate 
to each other by blinking rather than 
calling which would give away their 
presence to potential prey.

from large owls we moved on to 
the northern Pygmy Owl, the size 
of a greenfinch and a ferocious 
hunter during the day of song birds. 
The smallest owl in the world is the 

elf Owl, great Tit size, of south-western america 
and mexico feeding entirely on insects.

none of the owls of the world actually makes a 
nest. They use other birds’ old nests, old woodpecker 
holes in saguaro cactus or nest on the ground. 

as well as brilliant photographs of all the owls 
described with precise detail michael depicted some 
of the locations where he has photographed owls 
and other wildlife. one such place was infested with 
3,200 mosquitoes per cubic metre from which you 
could receive 1,200 bites per second! michael 
suggested that you have to do something to pass 
the time while waiting for your subject to appear.

The final stunning photograph was of a great 
grey Owl with its wings spread out as it swooped 
down from its perch in a tree to take prey.

michael had delivered another superb presentation 
full of interesting facts, some humour and totally 
entertained the audience of members and guests 
throughout the entire evening, all supported with a 
brilliant selection of photographs.  we look forward 
to inviting michael back again for another great 
evening in the future.

Top: Fishing Owl.  Above: Grass Owl (PhoTos By michaEl lEach)
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Field trips

abberton reservoir  
& Fingringhoe Wick eWt 
reserves
20th January 2019 by gerry Johnson

it was a cold, bright, frosty morning (minus 5 deg c) 
but fortunately calm and clear. Travelling along the 
roads to our first place to be visited redwing and 
Fieldfare were feeding on the few remaining berries 
in the hedge rows.

our large group, numbering 40 assembled in the 
EwT abberton centre car park. it was pleasing to 
have a number of members joining us for the first 
time, including parents with junior members Thomas 
gilbert, mark and abigail webb.  we were soon 
heading for the layer-de-la-haye causeway to 
survey the many birds resting on both sides. on the 
body of water between the two causeways a raft of 
Pochard were resting; teal, tufted ducks and 
Wigeon were present. on closer scrutiny a lone 
drake ring-necked duck, two smew, male 
goldeneye and at least four scaup were found.  
while watching a Kingfisher flew across the water 
and perched in a tree on the embankment. it was 
difficult to see amongst the branches but ‘scoped 
view were had.  while watching the Kingfisher a 
Chiffchaff could be heard calling from the willows. 

we then crossed the road to scan the main body of 
the water where there were two Long-tailed ducks, 
three Black-necked grebes, seven goosanders and 
many great Crested grebe.  ashley gooding also 
located a fine green-winged teal, a vagrant from 
north america, identified by the diagnostic white 
vertical white bar rather than a white horizontal 

stripe above flanks on Teal. not seen at abberton  
for ca.15 years and a lifer for some of the group.  a 
Peregrine Falcon perched on the distant pumping 
station roof and we were treated to a fly-past by 
three great White egrets.

moving along the causeway and past Billets farm, 
we arrived at the blind overlooking the shallowest 
part of the reservoir which is ideal for dabbling 
ducks. dunlin, Kestrel, two marsh Harrier, seven 
goosander, five Black-tailed godwits, ten 
egyptian geese, 30 Pintail and a sparrowhawk 
were amongst the species seen in the fine bright 
conditions.

walking back across the causeway we met 
members simon Patient, laurence mumford, 
Barbara and david leport, plus Brenda and ralph 
Todd visiting from Kent, all hearing about the 
green-winged Teal on social media.

lunch was taken in the busy but warm centre 
before most of the group headed off to EwT 
fingringhoe wick for the afternoon. 

steve quickly pointed out a Bullfinch perched at 
the top of a tree on the far side of the pond.  a few 
ducks were skating on the frozen water and two 
Little grebes were diving in the only piece of open 
water under the overhanging trees.

we walked through the bushes and vegetation 
seeing song thrush and great spotted 
Woodpecker before reaching the ‘high’ path. not 
only was there less chance of disturbance to the 
species across the managed retreat area, this gives  
a higher elevation/better view over the wider colne 
estuary stretching from East mersea/Brightlingsea in 
one direction, towards wivenhoe in the other, plus 

Ring-necked Duck (allan KnighT)
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alresford creek opposite.  we were rewarded with 
three Common Buzzards, five marsh Harriers, 
nine red-breasted mergansers on the river, 
ca.150 avocet plus a loose flock of ca.800 dark 
Bellied Brent geese flying in to a safe roost.

Being a large group we could not all get into the 
peninsular hide together, so took it in turns while 
the remainder scanned the ‘mud’ from the 
embankment.  Various waders included a fine 
greenshank, seven Knot, ringed Plover 
numbering 30 were spread across the area and a 
flock of 40 golden Plover congregated on one of 
the islands.  

heading back we stopped and sat on the seats to 

survey the mouth of the estuary on a beautiful late 
afternoon.  a flock of ca.700 dunlin were feverishly 
feeding before the rising tide, as were 30 Bar-tailed 
godwit.  an adult female merlin and marsh 
Harriers were seen over the salt marsh and a great 
Black-backed gull was observed catching a Teal 
with the expected outcome!  

from the centre we scanned the salt marsh in the 
hope of seeing a Barn owl, but nothing stirred.  after 
a hot drink, possibly with a slice of homemade cake 
for some, it was all too soon time to head home 
after a fantastic winter day’s birding. Thanks to 
‘Swallow Birding’ steve grimwade for again leading 
the walk which was enjoyed by everyone.

Frampton marsh rsPB 
reserve 
17th February 2019 by gerry Johnson

although cold overnight, down to zero, the day 
time temperatures had been mild to date, up to 
15 deg C recently, so it was not surprising that 
snowdrops, daffodils and hazel catkins had all 
been seen around Chelmsford since early 
January. Today was no different as our group of 39 
boarded the coach at 07:00 in chelmsford for our 
journey north into southern lincolnshire, to the 
rsPB frampton marsh reserve. it wouldn’t be a 
society trip if we didn’t have a comfort/refreshment 
stop on route, and today was no exception with a 
stop at the Peterborough services on the a1.

it was quite breezy on arrival at the frampton 
marsh car park and the first thing noticed was the 
high water level across the flooded fields opposite 
the centre. Three ruff were seen along the edge of a 
close low embankment with many Wigeon and teal 
spread across the flooded meadow.  while greylag, 
Canada plus a few Pink-footed 
geese grassed on the far side of 
the reserve.  

on enquiring in the centre we 
were advised that the very high 
water levels were being 
maintained across the fields as 
part of the management 
programme to encourage ruff to 
breed after showing interest last 
year. looking out of the centre’s 
rear windows three Barnacle 
geese and goldeneye were seen 
amongst gadwall, mallard, 
tufted duck, Pochard and more 
Wigeon and teal. following 
remodelling of the feeding station 
by the centre the colony of Tree 
sparrows had moved 100 metres, 
towards the pond dipping area. it 

is hoped that they will return in time, but it was 
good to see goldfinch, greenfinch, Chaffinch, 
Blue tit and great tit present in good numbers. 

some of the group took the footpath through the 
bushes on the western side of the reserve, but most 
headed south-east straight down the road towards 
the sea wall to look for the long-billed dowitcher, an 
american vagrant that arrived during november last 
year and remained over winter.  along the road small 
numbers of Black-tailed godwit, dunlin and 
ringed Plover mingled with increasing numbers of 
Lapwing and golden Plover. some of the waders 
were quite confiding and very close to the road 
while skylarks sang overhead. 

while watching the waders it was good to meet 
william cornfield with his father from north Essex, 
so it had made good sense for them to drive to the 
reserve rather than go in the opposite direction for 
the best part of an hour to join the coach in 
chelmsford.  although waiting at the bottom of the 
road by the sea wall we unfortunately did not meet 
up again and hope they enjoyed their visit?

on approaching the sea wall my mobile rang to be 
advised that the Long-billed dowitcher had been 

located.  when reaching that area 
overlooking the marsh it had just 
flown off! not to be deterred we 
stood together and scanned the 
many grassy embankment edges. 
Patience was rewarded when 
ashley gooding relocated the 
Long-billed dowitcher feeding 
feverishly across the lagoon. This 
was a ‘lifer’ for most of our group. 
from the same view point a large 
female Peregrine Falcon was 
located resting on the ground. 
other raptors seen during the day 
included sparrowhawk, 
Common Buzzard, Kestrel, 
marsh and Hen Harriers.  with 
so many wildfowl and plovers 
present the raptor’s presence was 
not unexpected. 

Lapwing and Long-billed Dowitcher 
(maTT TurnEr)
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The 1.8 km.  walk to the witham river mouth 
often produces passerines amongst the bushes.  
along with a few others from the group simon 
Banks made the excursion, but only noted reed 
Bunting, House sparrow and Oystercatcher.

all three hides – reedbed, East and 360 – were 
visited at various times during the day where 
Curlew, meadow Pipit, rock Pipit, shoveler, 
shelduck, spotted redshank, Oystercatcher, 
Bar-tailed godwit, short-eared Owl, Whooper 
swan, Little grebe, smart Pintail, Little and great 
White egret and thanks to matt  Turner Barn Owl 
were all seen well plus the call of Cetti’s Warbler.  
all the time more and more plovers and geese were 
flying overhead. The golden Plover were estimated 
to number over 5,000 and looked quite stunning.

it is appreciated that a visit to frampton marsh at 

Pulborough Brooks  
rsPB reserve 
17th march 2019 by gerry Johnson

We have been using the Council car park next to 
the County Hotel in Chelmsford for a number of 
years for our field trips and indoor meetings, but 
unfortunately we received information that it 
would be closed permanently from Friday 8th 
march pending future building development. This 
meant that alternative parking arrangements had to 
be made, so all members boarding the coach at 
chelmsford were informed during the preceding 
week to use the parking meters in the area (free to 
use on sundays) or the fairfield road car park with 
the entrance off coval lane for £2 to park all day on 
sundays, which seemed quite reasonable all things 
considered.

however, on arrival on a clear, calm morning with a 
temperature at just 4 deg c the barrier arm and 
chain were missing allowing cars to park! some took 
this opportunity, but feel sure it is only a temporary 
reprieve. 

as soon as everyone was on board at chelmsford, 
including Tom and william cornfield joining us for 
the first time, we were off to shenfield and then 
grays to pick-up the remaining members and guests 
on this trip.  we crossed the QEii Bridge and travelled 
round the m25, with a comfort break at the clacket 
lane services where two red Kites were seen as we 
departed for the final part of our journey to the 
rsPB Pulborough Brooks reserve located at the foot 
of the rolling south downs, in the heart of the 
beautiful arun Valley in the west sussex countryside. 
it was four years since we last visited Pulborough 
Brooks, in march 2015.

Even before reaching the centre a great spotted 

this time of the year is not about seeing lots of 
different species, but more about seeing the 
spectacle of vast numbers of birds, like the golden 
Plover and lapwing resting on the fields and the 
bustle of Brent geese congregating on the scrapes. it 
is quite easy to see how frampton marsh was voted 
”Site of the Year 2018” by the readers of ‘Birdwatch’ 
magazine. 

with so many birds flying right overhead it was  
not surprising that firstly matt  Turner and then Janet 
avery both got ‘tagged’ on their coats during the 
day by golden Plover. it could have been worse with 
so many Brent geese flying around! 

as Bill harrison said “It was a great day and it all 
came out in the Wash!” i think this summed up the 
groups feelings for a great day of winter birding with 
79 species identified during the trip.

Frampton Marsh (gErry Johnson)
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Woodpecker was seen as well as Blue tit, great tit, 
Coal tit and Chaffinch on the feeders. The splendid 
centre was once just a dilapidated old barn with 
many holes in the roof before the rsPB took the site 
over some ca.30 years ago. it is now a splendid 
flagship advert for the rsPB where you can also enjoy 
a light lunch if you wish, but you may have to queue 
if you don’t get there early!

Exiting the centre we heard and saw dunnock and 
a very friendly robin amongst the brambles before 
taking a stroll down the zig-zag path. goldcrest, 
treecreeper, song thrush, Chiffchaff, goldfinch, 
green Woodpecker and Wren were amongst the 
bird songs and calls heard.  with a little time and 
some patience spent looking amongst the trees and 
bare bushes in the ‘Fattengates Courtyard’ most of 
the species heard were seen well. 

Before moving on Judith ross arrived in the 
courtyard and advised that a pair of Bullfinch were 
just up the path. retracing our steps a bright male 
Bullfinch was seen feeding on fresh, plump, juicy 
buds, with three greenfinches. 

on reaching the small pond you have a choice to 
turn left to reach the two hides overlooking the 
flooded meadows or to turn right which leads to the 
hides and viewing platforms looking over the lagoon 
and towards Pulborough village. 

Those that turned left to the west mead and 
winpenny hides noted a pair of White-fronted 
geese and a pair of egyptian geese with four chicks 
amongst the many greylag and Canada geese 
across the meadow. redshank, Lapwing, meadow 
Pipit, Pied Wagtail and skylark all moved around on 
this part of the reserve. overhead Common Buzzard, 
Kestrel, red Kite and marsh Harrier hunted for prey 
on the flooded pasture.

Turning right we passed a herd of highland cattle 
chewing on hay in a muddy field before reaching the 
escarpment overlooking the lagoon. There were still 

good numbers of Wigeon with teal, mallard, 
shoveler, gadwall, shelduck, tufted duck and 
stunning Pintail. grey Heron, Little egret, 
mediterranean gull and twelve Black-tailed 
godwits, showing signs of their bright chestnut 
summer plumage also featured from nettley’s and 
little hanger hides.  a pair of fallow deer grazed on 
the far side close to the back gardens of the houses 
on the edge of the village. from nettley’s hide four 
Common snipe slowly moved about amongst straw 
coloured dead vegetation and richard stanley 
spotted a Water rail fly into tall grass just in front of 
the hide. it was soon chased off by a moorhen, which 
in turn disturbed another Common snipe.  

with no part of the reserve being too far from the 
centre some chose to return for some lunch. richard 
stanley recommended the home made Parsnip & 
chilli soup with rustic bread, while Janet avery went 
for a slice of the chocolate Beetroot cake and did not 
leave a single crumb!

some of our group used the afternoon to explore 
the wooded heathland trail where goldcrest, 
treecreeper, nuthatch, mistle thrush, Fieldfare, 
Jay, sparrowhawk and Long-tailed tits were 
recorded. others in the group returned to the 
wetland trail but this time going in the opposite 
direction. 

from west mead hide a fine Water Pipit paraded 
around with Pied Wagtail. Cetti’s Warbler, reed 
Bunting, Peregrine Falcon, Common Crossbill, 
siskin, Linnet and a flock of ca.50 stock doves on 
the fallow field just below the centre were amongst 
the 76 species identified by the group on this cool, 
fine early spring day in sussex, unlike Essex which had 
snow and hale showers during the day! This was the 
highest total recorded in the five visits we have made 
to this reserve going back to 2006.

Water Pipit (allan KnighT)
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the ‘Brecklands’ 
14th april 2019 by gerry Johnson

With the temperature down to freezing the 
warmth of our luxury coach was most 
welcoming as we boarded in Chelmsford for our 
day at Lynford arboretum close to the river 
Wissey and santon downham on the river great 
Ouse, both in the ‘Brecklands’ with excellent 
potential for special species of the area.  we 
welcomed Tony cattini and son fraser on their first 
society trip.  

The hot drinks and bacon/sausage rolls were 
welcome at the Barton mills services near mildenhall 
where we had a short comfort stop. 

The minor approach road to lynford arboretum 
passes the fine neo-Jacobean country house of 
lynford hall, which has a good reputation for 
reasonably priced afternoon tea and apparently 
serves a fine sunday lunch!

once off the coach some of the group headed for 
the lakes of the old gravel workings, but most 
ventured towards the arboretum where it was not 
long before we started to see goldcrest, Coal tit 
and song thrush.  approaching the five-bar gate we 
joined colin undrill who had been watching 
Brambling along the ‘tunnel’. it was not long before 
Brambling were seen, three together feeding on the 
ground along with nuthatch at the feeder. moving 
on we scanned the high fenced compound of 
chickens where three bright Yellowhammers were 
helping themselves to the chicken feed! a little 
further along the track the next paddock had a flock 
of black sheep with young lambs and the adjacent 
path provided food and/or fine grit to aid digestion 
for more Yellowhammers and Brambling.

heading for the bridge over the narrow stream 
feeding the lake the leading members of our group 
were arch backed looking high up into a conifer tree. 
They were trying to locate a tawny Owl perched 
near to the top nestled in close against the main 
trunk.  with its plumage blending in so well against 
the tree bark it was not easy but eventually it was 
‘scoped for most so see. The local visitor advised that 
the owl had been in this same roosting position for 
over three weeks. full marks to the person that first 
found it.

one of the bridge pillars had food spread over the 
top which attracted Brambling, nuthatch, Coal tit, 
Chiffchaff, marsh tit and a male Blackcap.  after 
crossing the bridge further along the path, a 
Common Crossbill was seen but it did not remain 
for very long. meanwhile a treecreeper moved 
about the lower branches of the trees in the middle 
of the pasture, mistle thrush, song thrush and 
redwing hopped around the tussocks and ant hills.

The large old horse chestnut tree on the right at 
the end of the path had sustained damage in one of 
the recent strong storms and lost about a quarter of 
its canopy. The huge limb lay on the ground where it 

fell adjacent to the tree, showing one of the powers 
of nature and the ultimate result it can have!

skirting the rough pasture area, we had closer 
views of the thrushes, heard Chiffchaff and again 
watched the various birds feeding on the bridge. 
hearing a high pitch call howard manners took a 
short detour and found a crest. he initially thought 
it was a goldcrest, but when getting the binoculars 
on the bird found it to have a bold white supercilium 
so in fact a Firecrest. our enjoyable three hours 
soon passed, it was time to board the coach and eat 
lunch during the short drive to santon downham.

we parked in the forestry commission area and 
headed off towards the river great ouse.  after 
crossing the bridge, we took the path running beside 
the river where we encountered large mixed flocks 
of Lesser redpoll, siskin, goldfinch, Chaffinch and 
Brambling, lots of Brambling with their bright 
orange plumage seen well amongst the bushes yet 
to be covered in leaves.

Entering the area where lesser spotted 
woodpecker bred we were scanning the large trees 
for a sighting of one, but the only indication that 
they are present was when ashley gooding heard 
distant drumming well away from the path.  we had 
to settle with excellent views of nuthatch, 
treecreeper, Linnet and a small flock of Common 
Crossbills.  we continued along the path and came 
across a local who advised that an otter had been 
seen swimming along the far embankment. Emma 
robinson was one of the group that saw it chewing 
on a fish! it was quite elusive but those with 
patience were fortunate to get reasonable views, 
including Jean harrison.

on the return walk we concentrated more on 
watching what the river might produce and were 
rewarded with a pair of mandarin ducks and a pair 
of grey Wagtail.  ashley pointing out the fine black 
‘bib’ of the male compared to the pale ‘bib’ of the 
female. The wagtails were busy collecting insects 
attracted by the build up of detritus behind a fallen 
tree and provided good close views. Ben mapp called 
Lesser Black-backed gulls passing over, a species 
once confined to the coast but now found on 
agricultural fields right across the country. further 
along the river a female mute swan sat on a nest 
while her mate patrolled the river keeping mallards 
well away.

having just departed santon downham a pair of 
egyptian geese were seen by les Bird in a field and 
when back on the m11 a lone red-legged Partridge 
was noted walking along the hard shoulder. not 
recommended!

when going through the ‘check-list’ the species 
seen by the group stonechat, green Woodpecker, 
merlin, red Kite, Kestrel, sparrowhawk, reed 
Bunting, Willow Warbler and Common Buzzard all 
featured to make 74 species noted, including life 
‘ticks’ for some of the group on a most enjoyable 
still spring day with the temperature struggling to 
get up into double figures.
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normandy marsh to 
Keyhaven marsh, Hampshire 
19th may 2019 by gerry Johnson

The members and guests joining at chelmsford were 
all on board for the 07:00 departure in order to make 
the shenfield and grays pick-ups to complete our 
group of 33 for a first time visit to this beautiful part 
of the hampshire coast.  we headed round the 
southern section of the m25 before turning south on 
the m3 where we had a comfort stop at the ‘new’ 
fleet services. due to the sat-nav directions the 
final couple of miles to lymington harbour and the 
marina to gain access onto the sea wall were a little 
interesting around the narrow lanes but we 
eventually arrived in bright warm sunshine and set 
off through the many boats hauled out for 
maintenance, servicing or one reason or another.

The group, led by steve grimwade, was soon 
noting species – meadow Pipit, reed Warbler, 
skylark, Whitethroat plus the call of Chiffchaff. 
The first of the four marshes to be visited was 
normandy marsh where redshank, ringed Plover 
and Little ringed Plover were seen with 
Oystercatcher and a number of dunlin in smart 
summer plumage. matt  Turner then heard the call of 
two mediterranean gulls as they flew overhead.

meanwhile a raft of some 40 eider, many moving 
in line were seen off oxey creek, out in the solent; 
steve suggested that this could be the largest flock 
of Eider he has seen along the south coast? with the 
rising tide on slowly submerging saltmarsh 
mediterranean gulls, Black-headed gulls, 
Common and sandwich terns did not appear to be 
bothered by the busy lymington to isle-of-wight 

car ferry that passed on route to yarmouth.
it was then back to looking across normandy 

marsh where exquisite petite Little terns were 
returning with fish to their nest positions at the far 
end of the lagoon/scrape area. The larger Canada 
geese, shelduck, mallard and tufted ducks all 
dwarfed the terns. Progress was slow as the group 
enjoyed the collection of waders and terns, 
especially the terns. fraser cattini also located 
turnstone with dark plumage at the edge of the 
water.

 as we ambled on leader steve pointed out a pair 
of great Crested grebes on the calm water and a 
fine pair of eider that approached the sea wall to 
within 15 metres from where we stood. The delicate 
shade of green on the neck of the male looked 
stunning. grey Heron, Common sandpiper, reed 
Bunting, Linnet, stonechat and Common Buzzard 
were soon added to our growing list. The continued 
singing of skylarks drew our gaze towards the sky 
where swallows were catching insects and three 
calling Curlews caught our attention. 

The first Black-tailed godwits seen were still in 
winter plumage, but it was not long before we came 
across three more showing the signs of their 
summer plumage - dark orange/chestnut brown 
heads spreading down to their bellies. Cetti’s 
Warblers were heard amongst the dense reeds and 
marsh Harrier quartered over head.  with time 
creeping on we crossed moses dock and headed 
directly across the field, where groups of new forest 
ponies grazed including a very young foal, to reach 
the sea wall again; but not before watching 
stonechats and Linnets on the brambles and gorse 
bushes. once back on the sea wall three turnstones 
were noted foraging amongst the sea weed just a 
couple of metres from our position.

Spoonbill (allan KnighT)
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as the day progressed the clouds started to bubble 
up with a brisk breeze coming off shore from over 
the isle-of-wight needles and it looked as if we 
might get some rain! unperturbed and well prepared 
we continued our route. noisy Little grebes were 
heard amongst a reedbed, sedge Warbler appeared 
on the reed stems and swifts were flying above us. 
due to the increasing breeze the water was now 
becoming a little choppy such that 16 great 
Crested grebes were sheltering in the quieter 
waters of a bay with great and Lesser Black-
backed gulls returning to the saltmarsh being 
exposed by the falling tide.

reaching the lagoon forming part of Keyhaven 
marsh we could see four spoonbills feverishly 
moving their large bills from side-to-side feeling  
for anything to eat. They were young birds and not 
at all concerned by our presence walking along the 
sea wall.

we rejoined the coach by ’The Gun’ Public house 
in Keyhaven harbour (apparently so named due to 
the inventor of the wildfowling ‘punt gun’ living in 
the adjacent house), with the early arrivals 
participating in welcome cold refreshments! 

it had been a very enjoyable day in hampshire 
overlooking the solent and the isle-of-wight where 
the group identified 81 species, many seen very well. 
This site will be revisited in the future, possibly 
walking in the opposite direction.

Above: Grazing ponies. Below: The group (gErry Johnson)

Normandy Lagoon (gErry Johnson)
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Members of the group waiting for Dartford Warbler at Old Lodge Reserve (gErry Johnson)

Old Lodge sWt reserve
9th June 2019 By gerry Johnson

it was early June 2016 when we first and last 
visited this sussex Wildlife trust reserve, 
basically an undulating lowland heath habitat 
where pioneer species like heather, gorse, birch 
and scots pine have been permitted to become 
established to support a huge diversity of 
wildlife. old lodge forms part of the ashdown 
forest and is a special site where we were looking for 
some different and specific species that breed on 
site and can be seen well at this time of the year.

it was a very good attendance, so much so we had 
to increase the coach capacity from a 49-seat to a 
53-seat for the 44 members and guests eventually 
attending (we had 6 last minute cancellations) on 
this, the final trip of the current 2018-2019 fixture 
card on a fine, warm June day.

on route great spotted Woodpecker, Jay and 
Peregrine were amongst the species seen as we 
headed for our destination.

The reserve car park is too small to take a coach, so 
we stopped in a lay-by on the B2026, to walk the 
final 500 metres to the entrance and it was along 
the road edge that Peter dwyer noticed a Pyramidal 
orchid spike. 

To acquaint everyone with the reserve the notice 
board map was checked to show the terrain and size 
of the reserve.  while not an extensive site it is home 
to special target species that can be encountered on 
lowland heath habitat.  we had only just finished 
looking at the map when Peter King saw a pair of 
Lesser redpolls feeding on the ground with 
Chaffinch. 

Young Redstart at nest hole (allan KnighT)

Searching for Redstarts (gErry Johnson)
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We hope you have enjoyed the sites visited during the past twelve months and would  
like to thank steve grimwade from ‘swallow Birding’ for leading many of our trips.  
We look forward to seeing our members and guests on sunday 18th august 2019,  
for our first coach trip of the new 2019-2020 programme, for a great day out to  

the annual ‘Bird Fair’ at rutland Water. thank you for your support.

imPOrtant – Please refer to the information & Correspondence section on page 6 of this issue  
of Essex Birding for the neW Chelmsford parking/pick-up location applicable from august 2019. 

with information provided by a regular visitor to 
old lodge most of the group decided to walk in an 
anti-clockwise direction.  amongst the needles of 
scots Pine trees we could hear goldcrest calling, 
along with goldfinch, Willow Warbler, Blackcap, 
Chiffchaff and Coal tit amongst the trees.  we had 
only walked half way to the northern corner of the 
reserve when andrew allen heard the song of a 
Woodlark, which was soon located, perched 
amongst the branches of a dead tree, allowing good 
views.  an unexpected species heard was a Peacock! 

amongst the area of mature trees we could see 
birds flying between the branches and the ground. 
These were male and female redstarts. not 
knowing if they might be using any of the nest boxes 
provided we maintained a safe distance to avoid 
disturbance.  a little further a tree Pipit was perched 
for all to see.

for some, lunch was taken in the warn sunshine 
while watching damsel and dragonflies flying around 
one of the small ponds provided for them and as a 
water-hole for the free-roaming live stock.  at this 
time Kestrel and two Common Buzzards were 
seen, plus swallows and swifts hawking over head. 

walking down the steep track through the 
deciduous trees to the foot bridge crossing a 
collection of small pools fed by a stream, more 
woodland species were noted, including nuthatch 
and treecreeper.  we then had to walk up an 
equally steep path to reach the west end of the 
reserve. on route we passed winifred and david 
simmonds, william and Tom cornfield, all walking 
around in the opposite direction. good numbers of 
skylarks could be heard and seen as could the 
stonechats perched at regular intervals.

along the southern edge, near where the pylons 
cross the reserve, we sat or stood in the shade 
(where John Eaton modelled a forest green polo shirt 
with the society’s embroidered logo), to watch 
parent redstart catching insects and probably 
caterpillars amongst the trees and take them to a 
wood pile where young were sheltering. This feeding 
process continued all the time we watched from a 
safe distance so as not to disturb them from their 
task.  a second redstart nest site located in an old 
woodpecker hole was also observed with an anxious 
juvenile redstart looking out for returning parents.

heading back to the entrance a tree Pipit gave a 

superb demonstration of its parachuting flight, 
coming down to perch on a power cable. The long 
rear claw was clearly visible.

not far from where the redpolls had been seen at 
the start of the visit a dartford Warbler was seen 
by some of the group moving about the gorse and 
heather. Patiently some waited and were eventually 
rewarded with brief views of a young dartford 
Warbler. david and shirley curle explored the small 
wooded area behind the car park where Bullfinch 
and treecreeper were seen.

other species seen during the day included green 
Woodpecker, sparrowhawk, Whitethroat, 
Cuckoo and Canada geese to reach the 48 species 
identified by the group, including the majority of the 
target species on a calm, warm June day.   

Young Redstart at nest hole (allan KnighT)
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saturday 21st march 2020
Writtle university College, northumberland Lecture theatre, 

Lordship road, Writtle, Cm1 3rP

Just £20.00, including ‘light’ sandwich lunch and 
refreshments during the full day event 

(accompanied juniors under 16 only £5.00)

all proceeds going to Bird Conservation in essex
to book your place e-mail: info.eBws@gmail.com

For further information and full list of speakers visit the website

WWW.EBwS.ORG.UK
registered charity no: 1142734

the esseX BirdWatCHing sOCietY
presents

WOOdLand Birds 
COnFerenCe 
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interesting indoor meetings
at the Quaker meeting house, 82 rainsford road, chelmsford, cm1 2Ql. members £3.00 each, guests £4.00 
each on the door. refreshments served during the interval. no concessions.

meetings start at 20:00 unless stated otherwise (i.e.  agm in march at 19:30). Parking on site is very limited for 
blue badge holders but the parking meters in the area are free to use in the evening after 18:30. 

Please note: To prevent damage to the polished wooden floors ‘stiletto’ type high heel shoes and boots are not 
permitted in the Quaker meeting house. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation. guests are most 
welcome. 

Friday 6th september 2019 

aLasKa Birds and WiLdLiFe 
dr samantha franks, a research Ecologist with the 
BTo, entertains us with the fabulous species to be 
found in the largest state in america. more than 
twice the size of Texas! horned & Tufted Puffin, 
divers and Bald Eagle all feature in the mountains, 
glaciers and temperate forests of alaska.         

Friday 4th October 2019

‘HOOKPOd’  
Becky ingham from hookpod ltd demonstrates this 
excellent invention that benefits the birds that 
roam the southern oceans without affecting the 
catch yields of the fishermen. species like the 
wandering albatross, Petrels and shearwaters can 
glide over the waves safely without the fear of 
becoming caught by conventional fishing methods. 

Friday 1st november 2019

On the traiL of the Crane – Part One
ralph and Brenda Todd takes us on a journey 
through Europe. following the migration route from 
the cranes breeding grounds in spain, through 
northern france into sweden where they 
congregate for their courtship ritual and dances and 
finally into finland. ralph and Brenda also touch on 
the history and future of cranes in England?

Friday 6th december 2019

Birds of nOrtH and nOrtH-east BraZiL 
graham Ekins takes us on an amazing journey to 
this fabulous and rarely visited area of Brazil, home 
to 185 of the 325 Brazilian endemics in the largest 
country in south america. graham’s presentation is 
full of stunning photographs with detailed 
commentary. Plus mince pies served during the 
interval! not to be missed

Programme 2019 / 2020

Friday 3rd January 2020 

the gamBia 
‘swallow Birding’ steve grimwade takes us around 
many of the birding high-lights of the smallest 
country in africa and along the river gambia; 
goliath heron, various species of Bee-eater and 
roller, owls and other raptors all feature in this 
excellent presentation. Highly recommended 

Friday 7th February 2020 

Birding along the FrenCH atLantiC COast 
dougal urquhart takes us on a journey to various 
coastal locations such as il de noirmoutier, il de re, 
arcachon Bay, marais d’orx and down to the 
spanish border, which is particularly rewarding in 
autumn when migrants are heading south.

Friday 5th march 2020  
(after the agm at 19:30)

Birds of HeL 

Jonathan frogham has completed this 50 mile walk 
twice, once in april for migratory birds and then in 
freezing february for winter species. a fascinating 
place with plenty to offer bird watchers. in total 
over 80 species were recorded along the ‘footpath 
to hel’

Friday 3rd april 2020

WiLd etHiOPia 
steve cale, artist, photographer and tour guide 
provides a look at the fantastic wildlife & habitats 
of this huge amazing country. home to many rare 
& unusual creatures such as stresemann’s Bush 
crow & simien wolf, many of which are fascinating 
but critically endangered.
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sunday 18th august 2019 (07:00 start)

the Bird Fair 
The anglian water Birdwatching centre at Egleton 
reserve on rutland water is home of the annual ‘Bird 
fair’, where you can see and try the latest products; 
attend events and talks; view fine art or taste some 
great local food. you may see osprey or a red Kite. 
Internet entrance pre-booking is possible with 
discount for RSPB/EWT members. (Valid membership 
cards must be presented on entry). Chelmsford only

sunday 5th september 2019
dungeness rsPB reserVe  
This unique habitat of shingle protrudes into the 
English channel and is often the ‘hot spot’ for 
migrants along the Kent coast – gulls, warblers, 
chats, grebe and divers are just a few of the species 
that can be seen. shenfield & grays pick-up as 
required  

sunday 13th October 2019 (non coach trip) 

WaLtOn-on-the-naZe (co14 8lE) and 
HOLLand HaVen (co15 5Tx)  
a trip to the north-east of the county starting at 
the naze and around the John weston reserve area 
for winter migrants such as short-eared owl, 
fieldfare, redwing, wheatear, firecrest, Brent geese 
and the possibility that a rarity might be found like 
wryneck, or yellow-browed warbler or ring ouzel. 
Then on to holland haven country Park during the 
afternoon to complete the day in north-east Essex 

sunday 17th november 2019 (07:00 start)

HOLKHam natiOnaL nature reserVe 
The north norfolk coast at this time of year is home 
to thousands of Pink-footed geese, marsh harriers 
and skies filled with winter waders and wildfowl. 
and there is always the possibility of a rarity 
turning up. chelmsford only 

sunday 15th december 2019 (non coach trip) 

CudmOre grOVe COuntrY ParK (CO5 8ue) 
located on mersea island where long-tailed duck, 
winter divers, grebe and wild fowl can be seen with 
possible raptors such as hen harrier, merlin, 
sparrowhawk and Peregrine

sunday – 19th January 2020 

LaCKFOrd LaKes sWt reserVe & LYnFOrd 
arBOretum 
The lackford reedbed has so much potential to see 
water rail, Kingsisher and winter thrushes. The 
lynford habitat offers Brambling, crossbill, 
hawfinch, firecrest and possible goshawk. 
chelmsford only

sunday 16th February 2020 (non coach trip) 

WaLLasea isLand rsPB reserVe (ss4 2dy) 
development of this ‘wild Essex coast’ for wildlife 
is now complete and attracting short-eared owl, 
corn Bunting, yellowhammer, flocks of waders and 
wildfowl with hen and marsh harrier     

Friendly Field trip meetings
on sundays there is a large free to use car park in meteor way, off waterhouse lane, chelmsford, Cm1 2rL.  all 
coach trips commence from this neW chelmsford location at 07:15 for 07:30 departure, unless stated otherwise, 
with pick-ups at shenfield high school at 07:45 and the oak Public house, grays at 08:00 or the swan Public 
house, stanway at 08:00, depending on the direction of travel on the day. cost between £20.00 and £23.00 each, 
subject to destination and/or attendance numbers.  accompanied juniors under 18 are free.  an additional 
entrance charge applies to some venues and/or reserves for non-members of rsPB, wwT, wildlife Trusts, etc.

To avoid disappointing anyone on a waiting list when the coach is fully booked, non-attended coach bookings 
without cancellation will incur the full trip cost.  all non-coach trips are free to attend by members and guests. no 
booking necessary, just turn up at the venue car park for the 09:00 start. guests are most welcome. 

COnserVatiOn COnFerenCe 

‘WOOdLand Birds’
northumberland lecture Theatre, writtle university college, lordship road, writtle, cm1 3rP. 

saturdaY – 21st march 2020 in the northumberland lecture Theatre, writtle university college, lordship 
road, writtle, cm1 3rP. By advanced booking only, adults £20, juniors £5, including ‘light’ sandwich lunch 
and refreshments. registration is from 08:30. restricted to 100 delegates maximum, so early booking is 

essential to avoid disappointment. see the EBws website and social media for full programme of lectures 
and speakers. all proceeds going to important bird conservation project work in Essex. 

An excellent full day event not to be missed!
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List of society Officers 2019–2020
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President s. wood

Vice-Presidents dr s. cox, n. grEEn, a. harBoTT, r. lEdgErTon, m. miTchEll, g. smiTh,  
J. Thorogood, d. wimPrEss 

Chairman g. Johnson, 4 Bunting close, chelmsford, cm2 8xr
07775 663166 (E-mail: gerry2johnson@aol.com)

Vice-Chairman s. grimwadE, swan cottage, 370 london road, stanway, colchester, co3 8lu
(E-mail: swallowbirder@gmail.com)                                               

treasurer T. galEs, The chalet, old mead road, henham, nr. Bishop’s stortford, cm22 6Jl
01279 815266 (E-mail: ebwsgiftaid@btinternet.com)

secretary E. roBinson
(E-mail: info.EBws@gmail.com)

assistant secretary  (minutes) Position Vacant

assistant secretary  (gift aid) T. galEs, The chalet, old mead road, henham, nr. Bishop’s stortford, cm22 6Jl
01279 815266 (E-mail: ebwsgiftaid@btinternet.com)

membership secretary P. dwyEr, 48 churchill avenue, halstead, co9 2BE
01787 476524 (E-mail: petedwyer@petedwyer.plus.com) 

indoor meetings Organiser s. waTTs
(E-mail: susieq5256@gmail.com)

Field trip meetings Organiser g. Johnson, 4 Bunting close, chelmsford, cm2 8xr
07775 663166 (E-mail: gerry2johnson@aol.com)

Publicity Co-ordinator Position Vacant

archivist T. JEffrEys, 20 mopsies road, Basildon, ss14 1ga
(E-mail: terry.jeffreys@btinternet.com)

social media (twitter)

social media (Facebook)

s. grimwadE, swan cottage, 370 london road, stanway, colchester, co3 8lu
(E-mail: swallowbirder@gmail.com)
P. dwyEr, 48 churchill avenue, halstead, co9 2BE
(E-mail: petedwyer@petedwyer.plus.com)

editor of Essex Birding magazine Position Vacant 

editor of Essex Bird Report
    
art editor

s. wood, 46 freshwater crescent, heybridge, maldon, cm9 4Pa
(E-mail: simon.wood27@gmail.com)
s. nixon

editor of Newsletter s. grimwadE, swan cottage, 370 london road, stanway, colchester, co3 8lu
(E-mail: swallowbirder@btinternet.com)

senior recorder m. TracEy, robins, hayhouse road, Earls colne, nr. colchester, co6 2Pd
07500 866335 (E-mail: EBwsrecorder@gmail.com)

recorders Position Vacant 

Wetlands Birds survey (WeBs) Count 
Co-ordinator

a. harBoTT, 5 allnutts road, Epping, cm16 7Bd
01992 575213 (E-mail: anthonyharbott@gmail.com)

Chairman of recording Committee Position Vacant

Conservation Committee c/o. ‘Essex records partnership’ scheme in association with the Essex field club
P. harvey (E-mail: grayspeterharvey@gmail.com)

Legal advisor a. J. Bryce, 14 archway court, Barton road, cambridge, cambridgeshire, cB3 9lw
07889 833457 (E-mail: andrew@ehslaw.co.uk)

auditor connah goldsworthy, 12 station court, station approach, wickford, ss11 7aT
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BRADWELL BIRD OBSERVATORY
Ever been to Bradwell Bird Observatory?

It’s a great place to visit during migration  
season and winter where species such as  
Hen Harrier, Merlin, Peregrine Falcon,  
Brent Geese plus large flocks of Knot, Dunlin 
and Bar-tailed Godwits can be seen on the 
vast mudflats and saltmarsh.

The observatory (often staffed on  
Wednesdays and Sundays) is located at 
Linnets Cottage within the copse just 
southeast of the St. Peter’s Chapel, Bradwell-on-Sea. 

Come along and visit, everyone welcome!

tHe esseX BirdWatCHing sOCietY COmmittees

the essex bird watching society

The chairman, Vice-chairman, secretary and 
Treasurer of the society are ex-officio members of all 
committees.

eXeCutiVe COmmittee
g. Johnson (chairman of the society), other officers 
of the society and assistants to the committee,    
a. adams, a. ducat, J. smart, s. swinney, K. Tomlinson 
and m. Turner.

reCOrding COmmittee
Editor(s) of the Bird report, the recorder(s) and the 
identification Panel.

identiFiCatiOn PaneL
d. acfield, r. neave, s. nixon, P. wood.

COnserVatiOn suB-COmmittee
c/o. Essex records partnership in association with 
the Essex field club.

trustees
a. Bryce, P. dwyer, T. gales, s, grimwade, a. harbott, 
g. Johnson, a. rutland, K. Tomlinson and s. wood.

BradWeLL Bird OBserVatOrY COmmittee
a. harbott (chairman), ms c. James (Vice chairman), 
c. Barton, g. colombe, d. low, c. noller, r. Pease,  
T. Pankhurst, d. reese, g. smith, J. sutherby.

seCretarY tO BBO COmmittee
g. smith, 48 The meads, ingatestone, cm4 0aE.
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Join us for the Big County Birdwatch : Friday 20th - Monday 23rd September 2019
Count a garden, park, local patch or go for a Big 70 across Essex in a day or over the weekend

All entries receive a certificate of participation (see grades at bottom of page)

Big 
70

Name (Species) No. 
(c. +)

Date  
dd/mm/yyyy

Time 
(hh:mm)

Place / Grid Ref

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 
20
21
22
23

20 species: Lead     40 species: Steel     50 species: Bronze      60 species: Silver     70 species: Gold     100 species: Platinum
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(c. +)
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dd/mm/yyyy

Time 
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100

Comment/Notes/ Other Observers

Add your sightings at https://www.ebws.org.uk 
or return this sheet to:-  

Essex Birdwatching Society, Swan Cottage,  
370 London Road, Stanway, Colchester, Essex CO3 8LU

www.ebws.org.uk
Celebrating 70 years of bird recording in Essex

Registered Charity No: 1142734

Name ....................................................................................................................................................................................

Address ................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................
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apologies to all our members for the delayed 
‘Members’ Replies’ to the ‘What’s in a Name’ 
article in issue 132 summer/autumn 2018 of 
Essex Birding, but possibly due to the lack of 
space this reply article did not get included in 
issue 133 for winter/spring 2019, which was 
unfortunate. 

following requesting members’ comments and 
views about the recent changes in English bird 
names as adopted by the international 
ornithologists’ union (iou) and now being used by 
the British ornithologists’ union (Bou), i am 
pleased to advise that the society did 
receive a good number of replies about 
the subject. in fact we had 23 written 
replies, some quite forceful and robust, 
along with a number of informal verbal 
responses. This may not appear to be 
many replies from our membership of 
over 500, but it is considered by the 
committee to ‘speak volumes’ as on 
previous occasions when requesting comments and 
opinions from members’ the society is fortunate to 
receive more than a couple of replies. These 
responses have therefore helped the Executive 
committee understand the strong feelings of the 
members that replied about this emotive subject. To 
be totally transparent, the written replies received 
with consent to publish, which was not everybody or 
the society has not been advised of the author’s 
current contact details, are printed below. 

firstly i would like to thank all the members that 
participated in this debate, many with level headed 
thinking and considerable years of experience, plus 
some younger members. most of the replies 
appreciated the reasoning, in principal, for moving to 
the ‘new’ English names, but only one reply was 
totally in favour that they continue to be used at 
this time in Essex Birding, plus the two joint Editors. 

one reason voiced for the ‘old’ English names was 
simply the magazine is county based, not 
international; another reason was that readers have 
yet to become fully familiar with the ‘new’ names; 
another reason was that the extended ‘new’ names 
detract from the pleasure of reading articles and 
reports with European this and Eurasian that 
throughout the species names. But probably one of 
the most valid reasons expressed for using the ‘old’ 
names was that Essex Birding is a local magazine, 

unlike the annual ‘Essex Bird Report’ it is not a precise 
ornithological record for the county or a scientific 
publication for international use. 

The committee has listened to the members, 
discussed and reviewed all the replies at length. one 
option considered was to use both the ‘old’ and 
‘new’ names together for an interim period, but that 
would make articles and reports even more ‘wordy’ 
and difficult to read. Eventually, in line with the 
majority of members that made their feelings 
known, i can advise that at present only the ‘old’ 
English names will be used in Essex Birding, at least 
until the members decide otherwise; when they 

have become familiar, accustomed 
and comfortable with the ‘new’ 
names, which might take some time. 

it is appreciated that not every 
member is going to approve of or 
agree with the reasons to retain the 
‘old’ English names in Essex Birding, 
including our joint Editors who chose 

to resign, but trust that you appreciate and accept 
why this final decision was made by the majority of 
the committee after listening to our members 
views. The subject of English names in Essex Birding 
has now been put to bed and is considered closed! 

as in the past we trust that you continue to enjoy 
reading your Essex Birding magazine.

Incidentally, questions were raised about this 
subject by a member at the Annual General Meeting 
held on 1st March 2019 with 53 members 
attending.  A ’straw-poll’ vote was subsequently 
taken where the results were 43 in favour of using 
the ‘old’ names, 3 in favour for using the ‘new’ 
names with 7 abstaining.  A similar result to the 
responses received.  

the members’ replies, with consent to be 
published, are as follows
1) with reference to the article by gerry Johnson on 
page 40 of the latest issue of Essex Birding, i would 
like to comment as follows:- historically the Bou 
made their own taxonomic decisions with regard to 
the British list through the Bourc Taxonomic 
sub-committee; - in november 2015 the Bourc 
Taxonomic sub-committee was disbanded. The 
reason for this is that the Bou had been seeking a 
uniform European taxonomic approach through the 
association of European records and rarities 

we had 23 written 
replies, some quite 
forceful and robust
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committee (aErc) since this was established in 
1991, but little progress had been made, so the Bou 
decided to align the Bou with one of the global 
taxonomies; - in december 2016 the Bou 
announced that they would adopt the ioc world 
list and would align the British list to this from a 
taxonomic perspective (my emphasis). The decision 
is due to be reviewed after five years. The Bou 
website clearly states ‘From 1st January 2018 the 
BOU will adopt the International Ornithological 
Congress (IOC) World Bird List for all its taxonomic 
needs, including the British List’ (my emphasis). in 
the background information given on the website 
they also state that in considering their decision 
over which global taxonomy to adopt ‘The focus of 
our decision in on taxonomic classifications. The 
selection of a global taxonomic system will thus not 
be influenced by taxonomy’s approach towards the 
choice or spelling of English names as we recognise 
the binomial name forms the appropriate basis of 
scientific species lists’. in other words the scientific 
names of the species form the basis of the list 
and are the true international name for each 
species (and sub-species), not the english names 
(vernacular or international). Turning to the 
British list itself, the Bou list the British vernacular 
name first and show the ioc world 
list name where this differs from 
the British name, for example: note 
particularly that the ioc name is 
the international english name 
(my emphasis). in my view the 
international name should be used 
in international publications (with 
other commonly used vernacular names listed 
where appropriate) with the scientific name. To 
adopt the international names in Essex Birding 
society publications where the readership is 
predominantly Essex-based will in my opinion, not 
be well received.  and, judging from the reactions i 
have seen so far on Twitter over the last few days, 
they are universally unpopular – i have yet to see 
one comment in favour.

2) i notice you have used the new names in the 
latest issue and gerry has asked for comments.

i realise we must move with the times but after 70 
years it is not easy. leaving aside the rather pedantic 
additions of ‘Eurasian’, ‘common’ and ‘western’ (are 
they necessary in this type of report?) there is an 
important issue here and that is whether your 
readers have actually caught up with the new 
names. most new names are oK but will everyone 
know that a common merganser is actually a 
goosander? or will they think there has been an 
influx of red-breasted merganser which are rare 

inland? will the use of Brant suggest Black Brant? 
you have used great northern loon which helps but 
i thought the new name was common loon which 
could confuse the unwary and you have used 
red-throated diver on p.57 but presumably that is 
just an editorial issue.

i wonder if a solution might be to use the new 
names but put in brackets and old for one more 
issue e.g. horned (slavonian) grebe. it would be 
needed for very few birds and would take up little 
extra space. i can only think of the loons, slav grebe, 
merganser and Brant but there may be others.

Perhaps i am understanding how switched on the 
average reader is and many may see it as 
unnecessarily condescending but it’s just a thought. 

3) gerry asks in the latest issue of Essex Birding for 
views on the use of the names in that journal.

Personally i would be strongly in favour of 
retaining the old names for Essex Birding, even if the 
new ones have to be used in the report. Three main 
reasons:

many of the new names are longer than the old 
ones, mainly because of the use of ‘common’, 
‘Eurasian’, etc. large sections of Essex Birding are 
already very cluttered with species’ names in bold 

(particularly Bird Report and the 
various travelogues). using the 
new names in the latest issue 
makes them look even more so.

many of the new names are to 
distinguish from species which 
are not on the British list and are 
never likely to be. ‘Eurasian Blue 

Tit’ and ‘Eurasian Bullfinch’ are two of a great many 
examples. given that Essex Birding is intended to be 
our less formal publication, let’s keep it so!

several of the new names are american.  why oh 
why do we feel obliged to follow them in everything. 
Please spare me the loons and horned grebes!

it appears from gerry’s note that you will only 
change back if you get a majority of members voting 
in favour. given that you have not called for a formal 
vote i would be amazed if you get replies of any kind 
from the majority of members, let alone a vote 
either way. so i suppose i may have to put up with 
the new nomenclature.

many thanks to lesley and all who put Essex 
Birding together. i can tell from my involvement with 
the ‘report’ that it must be a huge task.

4) dear EBs, i wish to register my objection to the 
EBs’ use of the iou list of names. i see no reason, 
because so called ‘senior’ organisations’ use it, that 
we should be obliged to follow suit. The use of these 
in the latest edition of Essex Birding has indeed 

Particularly galling is the 
way in which this has been 

foisted upon members
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considerably reduced my enjoyment of reading it.
Particularly galling is the way in which this has 

been foisted upon members by the committee 
without any reference to us beforehand. i recall a 
similar issue regarding the logo some years ago. The 
‘what’s in a name’ article should have been 
published in the last edition.

5) hi, i would just like to confirm that i am an old 
fogey and don’t like the idea of using the new names 
until we really have to. To be honest i’m finding it 
difficult to read the latest edition. i’m sure we won’t 
use them in the field. i also suggest that if the 
question was ‘do you want to use the new names, if 
you don’t respond we will assume you like the old 
ones’ you would get many responses.

6) i personally do not like the use of the new English 
names being used by your selves. They are very 
americanised and can lead to confusion with some 
american species i.e. horned lark. These names 
although used by the ioc which is now the basis of 
the British list are not being well received by birders 
throughout the country and in my opinion will never 
catch on with the general Birding fraternity.
7) hi all, Very much against changes for changes sake 
which is what this seems to be. Please use the voice 
of sanity and leave things as they were, use the 
names we all know and forget the hideous 
americanisms! Thanks.
8) hi, i would just like to say that after reading 
another excellent Essex Birding magazine, i would 
prefer it if you would revert back to the old 
alternative British list of names. regards.  

9) hi gerry, i have no problem with the revised 
taxonomic Bou/ioc list as such. it is based on 
current scientific knowledge. however i do object to 
the proposed, mainly americanised vernacular 
names and used in the current edition of Essex 
Birding. i appreciate that the society 
have little influence on these vernacular 
names and will adopt the revised Bou/
ioc British list for the Essex Bird Report 
2017 onwards and presumably Essex 
Birding eventually. i see no point in 
adopting this list for future Bird reports 
and not Essex Birding.  as you say in your explanation 
changes are invariably accepted eventually. End of 
grump! regards

10) congratulations on another excellent Essex 
Birding. however, i must say that i am not at all keen 
on the use of the americanised versions of the 
English names, as Bourc list 2018. i believe that 
we should continue to use the British (English) 

vernacular names listed in the 2018 list, particularly 
as Essex Birding is for local, not world audience. it’s a 
difficult one – i think we should use the English 
names in both Essex Birding and Essex Bird Report, 
but in the latter list the americanise alternatives 
somewhere else in the report. But that is just my 
opinion and it certainly needs debating.

11) i hope gerry realises that he would never have 
got a ‘majority’ of members to write in, which is a 
rather naughty fait accompli! or did he mean the 
majority of the members that write in? Best wishes.

12) in the latest Essex Birding, gerry Johnson invited 
comment on the use of ‘English ioc’ bird names in 
future publications. having read through the Bird 
report section i would definitely urge against 
making the change in our local birding magazine.  
although, nationally, we are stuck with the names 
locally which, let’s face it, no Essex birders would use 
in conversation or discussion.  we don’t need to add 
Eurasian before dozens of our common species to 
know what we are talking about. Keep the loons in 
america! Kind regards.

13) i have read, with great interest, your article 
entitled ‘what’s in a name’ on page 39 and although 
you have requested comments via e-mail i am told 
e-mails should be short and to the point hence – this 
letter.

as you know, i have been Birdwatching for some 
considerable time (almost 40 years) and have been 
to many reserves in the uK as well as in parts of 
Europe and have always coped with common names 
of species as i was taught and although there have 
been the odd changes over the years (i.e. dunnock 
and willow warbler) these have been acceptable and 
easily absorbed but on reading the dozen or so 
reports in this issue of Essex Birding i have become 
rather confused, in particular the reference to the 

words ‘European’ relating to 
goldfinches, greenfinches, green 
woodpecker, robin, wren, etc.  and to 
‘Eurasian’ relating to Treecreepers, Blue 
Tits, siskins, coots, sparrowhawk, 
nuthatches, etc. nd the word 
‘common’ relating to Blackbirds, 

linnets, Kestrels, moorhens, etc.
all of the above species are relatively common and 

are seen by the majority of birdwatchers on most of 
their ‘outings’ – the species have always been known 
by common names, and personally i feel that the 
common names sufficed and should be retained as 
such. i am, of course, aware that other species of 
some of these birds exist in Europe (i.e. short-toed 
Treecreeper, lesser Kestrel and rock nuthatch) are 

Keep the Loons  
in America!
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only three examples but to my knowledge most, if 
not all members refer to these by these names when 
abroad, and if and such species should come to the 
uK then they will be called by the correct name.

other changes have also taken place i.e. ‘loons’ in 
lieu of divers – why – what is wrong with divers 
– that is what they are and that is how they have 
been known from ‘time immemorial’.

maybe it is old age but again i was a little confused 
with the reference to the deletion of gooseander 
and the inclusion of Black-legged Kittiwake, 
common murre, Pomarine and long-tailed Jaegers 
and longspurs, maybe overall it is the change in the 
names of so many species at once that is too 
overwhelming.

finally, is northern, when applied to shovelers or 
Pintails really necessary – do southern varieties 
exist?

it will be very interesting to know how other 
members feel on this issue.

14) i personally believe that the Essex Birdwatching 
magazine and the Essex Bird Report (EBr) should 
continue to use the British vernacular name (and the 
scientific name in the EBr) and am strongly opposed 
to the use of the ioc world list as standard names 
in either publication. i agree that the EBr should, 
however, follow the taxonomic order of the British 
list. regards.

15) gerry, of course we shouldn’t adopt these, 
mainly american, names, we should keep to the 
British common names in both 
Essex Birding and the EBr. The 
belief that everyone should use 
the same names to prevent 
confusion is a red herring. if you 
wish to communicate easily with 
the rest of the world and ensure 
you are both referring to the 
same species you use the latin 
binomial, that’s what it’s for, the common names are 
superfluous in that respect, i don’t care what the 
chinese call a wheatear as long as it’s the same as 
Oenanthe oenanthe. so to sum up in Essex Birding, 
traditional British names, as it’s mainly for local 
consumption, in the EBr ditto, followed by the latin 
binomial or trinomial. regards. 

Ps. i was lucky enough to find a franklin’s gull in 
spain some years ago, i can’t speak spanish, dutch 
or german but i managed to communicate what i’d 
found to groups of these nationalities who were 
present by using the latin binomial.

16) dear sirs, i have read gerry Johnson’s article in 
Essex Birding no.132. it is sensible to use the revised 

Bou British list in future Essex Bird reports, since 
this is a high quality scientific publication, but not i 
think in Essex Birding. in the latter, the tone is much 
more conversational, analogous to birdwatchers 
sharing their sightings by word of mouth. i am sure 
readers appreciate, for example, the Bird report 
sections, especially for their own area of the county, 
if only to discover what birds they may have missed! 
Birdwatchers in discussion with each other are 
surely unlikely to bother with ‘Eurasian’, ‘European’, 
‘western’, ‘northern’ or other prefix. in my view, 
these articles have a pedantic, even ludicrous, tone. 
common wood Pigeon contrasts oddly as a name, 
with, for example, common nightingale or common 
cuckoo. may we please have Essex Birding using the 
‘old’ British names.  admittedly, i write as someone 
likely to continue to refer to Brent geese, 
goosanders, Bewick’s swans, slavonian grebes and 
common gulls.  and if i am lucky enough to come 
across a lapland Bunting, it will remain a Bunting, 
regardless or spur length.

17) hi gerry, i write further to your article ‘what’s in 
a name?’ having read the Essex Birding i now have a 
very strong view on this. i think it is ridiculous to 
adopt the new names in full for such a local 
publication. To preface Blue Tit, hobby, 
sparrowhawk, goldfinch, greenfinch, shag, Bullfinch, 
golden Plover, wigeon, stonechat, green 
woodpecker and so on and on and on with ‘Eurasian’ 
is totally unnecessary, extends the publication, 
disrupts the flow, and makes it largely unreadable. 

furthermore, to switch 
goosander to common 
merganser, guillemot to 
murre, red grouse to willow 
Ptarmigan just simply 
confuses everyone and again is 
not want majority would want 
to see. i ask you this, when you 
visit abberton, fingringhoe, 

minsmere, Titchwell – do you hear fellow birders 
using these names? The answer i am sure is no. do 
those reserves use these names on their sightings 
boards? – i know the answer is no.  when looking 
through Twitter i know of only two people that use 
these names and more often than not they have to 
explain what species they really mean as few people 
can make sense of what they are tweeting. horned 
lark is the american shore lark to us in the uK so 
when one of those two people on Twitter announced 
a horned lark in norfolk it created much interest 
and confusion and ultimately disappointment. Even 
the Bird news services in the main have stayed with 
the traditional names.

do not forget, we are a local organisation run for 

I think it’s ridiculous to  
adopt the new names in full 
for such a local publication
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the benefit of its members, many of which are local 
residents and have no interest in globally recognised 
names. This is not an internationally peer reviewed 
scientific paper. number one rule in anything like 
this is: ‘don’t forget your audience’. This basic 
principle has clearly been forgotten as from my 
experience use the ‘normal’ names.  when you go 
birding with your friends, do you announce you’ve 
seen a European Blue Tit and a western marsh 
harrier? i would hazard a guess you don’t and you 
simply use Blue it and marsh harrier. There is no 
confusion among any of our readers as to what 
species of wren, Blue Tit, marsh harrier, osprey, 
goldfinch that we are referring to so why make the 
publication more lengthy and unreadable? 

so why on earth are we adopting these names 
which very few of us use? i 
think it is a very poor 
decision indeed. Today i 
received rsPB nature Voices, 
they do not use the new 
names to the extent that we 
have. yesterday i received the 
quarterly newsletter from 
the Kent ornithological 
society; they are sticking 
with the ‘normal’ names.  
when the rsPB changes its campaign to stop 
shooting of willow Ptarmigans, and when the Bird 
reserves around the uK use all the new names, and 
when the local birders start talking in the new 
language, and when Twitter and the Bird services 
have fully adopted the new names, then will be time 
to change, certainly not now.

 i feel so strongly about this that i will only 
contribute my southend write-up in future if i have 
an assurance that the species names in my 
submission won’t be tampered with prior to 
publication otherwise i will be withdrawing my 
support for this publication and possibly the Essex 
Bird Report too.

i urge you to reconsider this decision as it adds 
nothing of value to the Essex Birding magazine and 
detracts from an otherwise excellent publication. 

18) with reference to the latest edition of the EBws 
magazine, and in particular to page 39. The continual 
use of words like ‘common’, ‘Eurasian’, ‘northern’, 
‘western’, and ‘European’ is totally unacceptable. 
This is absolutely ridiculous and it makes many of 
the articles completely unreadable.

i will wait for the next issue, but if the use of 
common, northern, and so on, continues, but, if it 
does, then, as a direct result, i will have no choice 
other than to seriously consider cancelling my 
membership of the society. i would ask that 

someone uses some common sense and stops using 
these ridiculous names. (Please note the correct use 
of the word ‘common’).

19 & 20) hi gerry.  we both read your article with 
interest as we write regular contributions to Essex 
Birding journal on our overseas trips. The choice of 
using the new list names in that journal is not 
something we support.  we find it rather irritating 
and detracting from the subject matter, particularly 
the birding trip articles. it seems to us that in short, 
the changes mean a liberal sprinkling of the words 
‘common’, ‘northern’, ‘southern’, ‘Eurasian’ in front 
of old names. it certainly adds to the words in an 
article, for example we have just finished the text of 
an article on ‘andalucía’ and a quick count shows 

that this approach has 
added 40 additional words. 
(assuming we correctly 
implemented all the 
changes). obviously more 
words increase printing 
costs and/or reduces the 
number of article the 
journal can publish.  we 
wonder if the publishers of 
field guides will be rubbing 

their hands with glee, if it means an opportunity to 
issue an updated edition? 

we appreciate that you are minded to go with the 
majority but if 40% of the membership haven’t 
returned their gdPr form, it illustrates a high degree 
of non-involvement, meaning you are not likely to 
receive a significant/representative response of 
views on this topic. Kind regards.  

21) i would like to congratulate the society on the 
publication of another fine publication of the high 
quality Essex Birding issue 133. it would seem that 
the use of international ornithological congress 
(ioc) English names has caused the EBws 
committees some headaches.  a similar situation 
occurred years ago when British Birds introduced ioc 
names and this even stimulated Birding World to 
hold a conference as there was a very strong county 
level undercurrent of feeling opposing the change of 
commonly used English names.

with hindsight, British Birds had to react to the 
standards of English names as the magazine and its 
website have an international audience.  within 
Essex for instance, the avifauna The Birds of Essex by 
simon wood (1997) and the grimwade’s Swallow 
Birding excellent website and publications use ioc 
bird names as they too have an international 
audience. The British (English) vernacular name, ioc 
name and scientific name of all British species can 

many common bird names are 
derived from inaccurate 

recognition by pioneers with little 
or no knowledge of birds
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be found on the British ornithological union (Bou) 
web site www.bou.org.uk

The Essex Birding publication is produced for its 
membership which is based primarily in Essex and 
East anglia. it is not published on the internet so has 
very limited international audience and therefore 
using the British (English) vernacular names should 
not present any problems. 

22) dear Editor, since our chairman invited 
members to express their views regarding the 
change in the common names in our publications, i 
write to make points about the decision to change 
and to ask that a poll among members be 
considered before this new policy is cast in stone. 
(some of my ideas might also save ink and space). 

The new format should only apply to the Essex Bird 
Report in my opinion, since other reports will use the 
same and it is a scientific document. The journal 
should remain as it is as some non-members and a 
few non-birders may read it and be puzzled. i accept 
that there is essential to make evidence-based 
changes in the classification of fauna and flora, 
including of scientific nomenclature, as progress in 
knowledge of the natural world continues and that 
should be reflected on occasion in the common 
names not just in English but in all spoken languages. 
however, it seems to me that the very point of 
having scientific names is so that everybody, 
including citizen science (as we should properly call 
all those who record the natural world) are aware of 
what’s what when reporting wildlife they see. 

i call to mind an example i 
have quoted to friends in the 
past to justify learning 
scientific names.  way back in 
1963, i was between the 
village of rust and the 
hungarian border when i met 
a group of german birders, 
one of whom spoke English pretty well. he said that 
just beyond the next hamlet i should look for the big 
trap. i did look but there were no traps to be seen. 
That evening checking my Peterson field guide i 
found grote trap – Otis tarda: great Bustard! next 
morning i had to depart – one ‘lifer’ light! my point is 
that it makes little odds what a bird is called in one’s 
native language as long as it reflects the bird’s 
appearance accurately and, most importantly, that 
the majority of people know what we are talking 
about.

another issue clouds this matter: many common 
bird names are derived from inaccurate recognition 
by pioneers with little or no knowledge of birds: it 
has historic significance and we should live with it 
but sometimes seek to improve it. Thus all my 

magpies seen in australia are Bell magpies. if you 
visit australia you soon find whole families of birds 
misnamed by pioneering ancestors with at least 
eight ‘robins’ some of which look rather like ours but 
none are of its family. The aforesaid (Bell) magpies 
don’t look vaguely like Pica pica, though they are 
black and white and there are both mynahs (much 
disliked introductions) and miners (native) to 
muddle you. 

north america has a robin more Blackbird-like 
than its blackbirds which are icerids not related to 
Eurasian Blackbird. however, balancing this there is a 
rich variety of distinctive names bestowed from our 
language on many species that the settlers found.

australia has Jacky-winter, a charming flycatching 
species which haunts shelter belts of bush 
homesteads the cool season as well as willie wagtail 
which waves its tail from side to side. many species 
derive their names from native languages: 
Budgerigar, Kookaburra and currawong being 
obvious ones with galah and drongo being applied 
to human types also! 

many nearctic bird names too have great charm: 
Baldpate, Pewee, Towhee, Vireo, Thrasher and grackle 
among them.  all of these should be retained and 
used by the nation(s) who coined them: Birders in 
australia have been defending the right to continued 
use of nankeen for both their Kestrel and night 
heron for years! if americans and canadians want to 
call divers loons and (most) skuas Jaegers – why not!

The first ‘real’ field guide here in the uK was not 
Peterson’s. if you are old enough to have become a 

birder with the richards 
(fitter and richardson) 
guide, i remind you that their 
superb book contained a 
variety of alternative local 
names for the majority of 
the common birds of our 
nation and also included 

those used by ‘the cousins’. Peterson’s guide had bird 
names in four other European languages. 

i would like our society to have a plebiscite on this 
issue; it would be easy enough for the ballot paper to 
be in the next edition posted to or delivered to 
members. let the Executive committee decide upon 
the wording. for myself, i will be doing the following: 
generally not calling anything ‘common’ if it is not 
common; calling great skuas Bonxies, calling Black 
guillemot Tysties and gooanders by that name. 
Bearded reedlings will be reedlings (they are not 
hirsute; if you think that they are, then they should 
be moustached reedlings)! 

finally, for me all loons will be divers (it’s bad 
enough that there is already at least one loon 
swanning about in washington)!

I would like our Society to have  
a plebiscite on this issue

the essex bird watching society
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abberton reservoir by david Wimpress 

Bird reports november 2018–april 2019

The society wishes to thank all the members that contribute to these reports that are collated together to give a 
‘feel’ for the species that are seen throughout the different areas and varied habitats around the county.

andrew Cox’s section for wat Tyler & Vange marshes includes, with permission from graham mee records from 
the southend rsPB website. Howard Vaughan includes the lea Valley area as part of metropolitan Essex.

most notes published in this section of Essex Birding are gathered by individuals or groups of other local birders. 
some records come from logs kept at Bradwell Bird observatory and other centres. casual birders, as well as 
experienced and proficient field observers and some professional naturalists, have access to these, so logs have 
been carefully checked and in some obvious cases ‘unlikely’ sightings will have been expunged at that stage. 
records for some more common species added to logs by members of the public visiting a site may be happily 
accepted, but there is still potential for errors and mistakes. Therefore, as always, the advice is read, enjoy but 
recognise that while almost all news is accurate, authenticated records will appear only in the Essex Bird Report.

Thanks is expressed to all those who make the effort and report their sightings, to the diligent scrutinisers, not 
forgetting the dedicated senior recorder mick tracey and to those birdwatchers who share their records with 
him. By using the six-column ‘Excel’ format this makes processing the 250,000 records received that much easier. 
when submitting records, please look at the society’s website or in the most recent Essex Bird Report (2017) to 
see whether a full description or digital photographs are required in the case of any species which are currently 
considered rare or a vagrant in the county. Thank you for your cooperation. 

This report has been composed in 
the latest specific order with 
comments where appropriate and 
the dates of passage migrants, less 
common and rarer birds as 
recorded, mainly on the Society 
blog. Commoner species present 
but not meriting special mention 
are listed at the end. Please note 
that since this report comprises 
mainly the observations of visitors, 
commoner wildfowl numbers will 
be found in the results of Abberton 
WeBS counts which will appear in 
the 2018 and 2019 Essex Bird 
Reports.

egyptian goose 45 were present 
on november 6th. 30 were 
counted on January 28th after 
which number declined rapidly 
with only pairs reported to the end 
of the period.
[Black swan] single birds were 
reported on november 9th, 
february 6th, and march 2nd.  a 
pair was present on the 27th and 
from april 1st they were reported 
regularly.
Bewick’s swan Three, an adult and 
two youngsters, were present from 
november 14th to 17th and an 
immature was seen on december 
10th and two adults on the 17th. 

Three appeared on January 3rd and 
five from the 4th to 8th. There 
were up to nine in wigborough Bay 
from then until the 12th, likely two 
family groups being involved. The 
last seen were three there on the 
14th.
shelduck few were reported, 
mainly pairs, but there were high 
numbers in company on february 
21st (30) and march 27th (29).
Wigeon The largest flock noted 
was of 200 on January 13th.a late 
pair remained on april 17th.
mallard There were females caring 
for broods of 1, 4, 7 & 10 seen on 
april 23rd.
green-winged teal a drake was 
present on the 20th and 21st of 
January. 
Pintail 350 were reported on 
november 4th and numbers, as is 
usual gradually fell that month and 
the highest number in early 
december was 150 and by new 
year’s day just 50 were recorded. 
decline then continued to single 
figures by february’s end, last 
being just eight on march 15th 
garganey a drake was seen on the 
afternoon of march 29th with a 
mixed flock of Teal and gadwall at 
14.45 and later showed well in 
front of the visitors centre for 30 

minutes before returning to the 
grassy spit area east of layer de la 
haye causeway.  a drake was 
present on the south-western area 
middle lagoon from april 1st to 
7th.  a pair was seen on the 17th 
and was present until the 24th.
scaup from a report of one on 
december 3rd, numbers increased 
to a maximum of nine, though 
there was a discrepancy in size in 
two small-looking female types 
which may have been Aythya 
hybrids. numbers reported varied 
from five to nine until the end of 
march after which two pairs were 
seen and later a pair and a drake 
remained until april 19th.
ring-necked duck The same 
drake reported in the previous 
period and later 2017 was present 
on november 6th and 20th. he 
re-appeared on 1st and was picked 
out of flocks of other Aythya duck 
on most days until february 17th 
and returned from april 16th, last 
reported on the 26th.  again 
reports of this bird came from 
abbot’s hall during his absence 
from abberton.
Long-tailed duck a single bird 
was reported on november 4th 
and probably two were present 
from the 10th until the 17th with 
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one or the other seen on 
december 4th. from the 12th 
two were present together on the 
main reservoir, usually visible 
from the layer de la haye 
causeway. They subsequently 
remained until april 23rd, 
revealing themselves to be a likely 
pair though the male showed 
characteristics of an immature 
bird.
Common scoter Two were seen 
on november 6th and 12th and 
four, two drakes and two ducks, 
were present near abberton 
church on march 27th.
goldeneye There were few in 
november but from 20 on the 
26th numbers grew in december 
with c75 present in early January 
and a maximum count of 85 on 
february 21st. Thereafter 
numbers fell so that around 20 
remained by mid-april and the 
last reported was from the 19th
goosander a winter period with 
good numbers present for much 
of the time. from 15 counted on 
november 4th, there was a build 
up to 44 by the 27th. in 
december 70 to 80 were present 
until the 11th when, of c100 
present, 41 were males and there 
was much displaying. 93 were 
counted on new year’s day and 
on the 4th 100 were again noted. 
Thereafter, flocks maintained 

around 80 with a gradual falling 
away from the 17th and around 
20 to 30 being regular until 
mid-february when numbers 
dipped to single figures. The last 
were a pair on the late date of 
april 16th. 
red-breasted merganser four (3 
females and a male were present 
on november 22nd.  a single male 
was reported on november 26th, 
december 18th and January 1st 
plus a female on the 21st and a 
male on march 1st.
smew a relatively poor winter for 
this species with the highest totals 
being nine recorded on february 
13th and 14th. This likely reflected 
a passage of four ‘redheads’ since 
at no point from november until 
the last report in mid-march did 
numbers otherwise exceed five, 
only two of these being drakes 
and mainly just one.
red-legged Partridge The only 
report was of nine on January 1st.
Little grebe The largest count 
was of six, on both January 10th 
and march 23rd.
Black-necked grebe wintered, 
with the first two reported on 
november 12th. five were present 
on the 14th and from the 24th 
three remained up to april 3rd on 
the main reservoir, with four 
reported on two occasions, five on 
January 1st and 6th and six on 

february 12th.
slavonian grebe Three were 
present on november 17th and 
two on the 26th.
grey Heron up to 14 were 
present through the period with 
nesting taking place in march and 
april.
great White egret seen in 
remarkable numbers, reflecting 
the increase of this species. There 
were up to 11 present throughout 
the autumn and early winter, with 
daily numbers rarely fewer than 
five and with a maximum of 12 
on January 9th and 13th. There 
was a decline after this but not 
until late february did reports of a 
single bird become the norm. Two 
were seen on march 28th and 
april 15th.
Little egret continuing to 
increase with a maximum count 
of 113 on december 3rd! 
however, november numbers 
were normally in the high 20s or 
low thirties, a pattern which was 
maintained thereafter .The 2019 
breeding report will be interesting 
as 23 birds were at the heronry on 
april 16th.
Bittern a very poor winter with 
just one seen on January 20th.
spoonbill on november 3rd one 
flew from the direction of 
wigborough Bay across the 
reservoir to the bank to the left of 

Tundra Bean Goose (daVid acfiEld)
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Peldon church and dropped into a 
pool behind the bank. Typically this 
is the only pool there which is 
deep enough so that birds cannot 
be seen once in it. it remained until 
the 27th. one appeared on 
december 18th and one on 
January 3rd and 4th.
red Kite single birds were seen on 
april 2nd and 16th.
marsh Harrier seen on 26 dates 
with four on november 4th, three 
on february 2nd and two on six 
days. five seen on february 27th 
were all moving north. one 
observer saw a marsh harrier male 
hovering over a Teal that dived to 
escape, only to be taken when it 
surfaced. The harrier stayed on the 
Teal, drowning it before lifting off 
with its kill.
Hen Harrier an adult female flew 
from wigborough Bay to layer 
Breton causeway on april 3rd.
sparrowhawk single birds were 
seen on november 6th, January 
20th, march 23rd and two the 
27th, a male on april 16th and one 
on the 24th
Common Buzzard There were 18 
reports of this species during the 
period under review, normally of 
single birds or apparent pairs. 
There were three seen on 
november 6th, and march 29th 
and a movement involving five on 
april 3rd. The only high count was 
of 11 birds on march 27th; this 
may have involved movement to 
establish territories or migration
Water rail one was by layer 
Breton causeway on november 
4th and birds were heard at the 
western end on three other 
occasions.
Oystercatcher one was reported 
on february 22nd and two on 
march 23rd. in april a pair 
appeared on the 3rd and was then 
seen on the Tern raft in hide Bay 
again next day. 
avocet Two were on wigborough 
Bay on november 4th and a single 
bird was seen on december 12th, 
golden Plover records of c140 on 
november 6th, 100 on the 9th and 
130 on the 14th, nine on 
december 2nd, c1,000 on the 11th 
and then a final sighting of 28 on 
february 10th.
Lapwing 700 were thought to be 
present on november 4th. maxima 

of 500 were recorded on 
december 11th and 29th.and 600 
on January 6th. numbers seem to 
have fallen suddenly from c100 in 
mid-february with none reported 
in march. Just one was logged in 
april so no breeding was seen this 
period! 
ringed Plover 62 were present 
on november 6th and 26 on the 
14th.
Little ringed Plover the first of 
2019 were four seen on april 2nd. 
They remained next day and until 
the 7th. Three were seen on the 
12th and thereafter a pair was 
present until the end of the period 
and subsequently nested. 
Black-tailed godwit 30 were 
present in early november, rising 
to 50 by the 14th but afterwards 
totals were in single figures with 
the largest number ten on January 
10th. The last of the period was a 
flock of seven on february 17th.
Whimbrel spring passage began 
with one on april 16th and there 
were four on the 17th, one on the 
24th two from the 25th to 26th 
and two on the 23rd.
Curlew fewer than usual were 
seen through the winter. Ten were 
present on december 2nd; one on 
the 11th. The last, a flock of seven 
were in wigborough Bay on the 
21st. but not until 17 on January 
5th and then 15 on february 17th 
were there further flocks.
greenshank a late bird was seen 
from november 4th to 17th. 
spring passage began with a 
single bird on april 17th and 18th, 
followed by three on the 19th, 
two on the 24th and four on the 
26th
Knot one was with dunlin in 
wigborough Bay on January 10th. 
dunlin 50 were present on 
november 4th, 24 on the 14th 
and up to 15 were reported 
during the rest of the month. 
There were ten on december 4th 
and 20 on the 11th. January 
produced reports of nine on the 
3rd and the last, a flock of 42 in 
wigborough Bay on the 10th was 
likely a weather-related increase. 
Common sandpiper spring 
passage only with single birds 
seen on april 16th, 19th and 23rd.
green sandpiper This species 
was reported on november 4th, 

december 4th, 9th and 12th. 
february produced a single bird on 
the 4th. in march there was one 
on the 3rd and two on the 27th. 
There were two again on april 3rd 
and one from 16th to 19th.
ruff up to 20 were seen in the 
first half of november but ten on 
december 11th was the highest 
total subsequently with eight on 
January 1st, 11 on the 6th and 
seven on the 10th noted and a 
bird on the 13th the last of the 
period. 
redshank Ten, on november 11th 
was the only count of note with 
the other 12 occurrences being on 
single birds or twos, with none at 
all in march, though an apparent 
pair on april 13th was of interest.
Common snipe The few reported 
were as follows: one on december 
26th; one on January 7th; five on 
february 7th; one on march 8th 
and one on the 17th.
Jack snipe one was flushed by a 
marsh harrier on april 7th!
mediterranean gull single birds 
were seen on november 6th, 
January 6th and march 2nd. Two 
were present on march 18th and 
five or six on the 27th. There were 
two again on april 19th and 23rd.
Little gull a 1st winter was seen 
on november 6th and a 1st 
summer on march 27th. in april 
three ( two summer adults and a 
1st summer) were present on the 
12th and 13th and the two adults 
remained next day.
Yellow-legged gull Two were 
present on december 29th and at 
least one of them was seen on 
January 1st.
Common gull 100 were reported 
on november 26th and december 
3rd.
Black tern one appeared on april 
13th, five were seen on the 20th 
and three on the 25th.
Common tern The first three 
were seen on april 2nd 58 counted 
on the 17th as they settled in to 
breed. 
merlin Just one was seen: on 
november 4th.
Kestrel a regular presence: with a 
party of three on november 6th. 
There were more than 20 
sightings of single birds.
stock dove up to eight was the 
highest number reported but this 
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is almost certainly an under-
recorded species.
Peregrine There were four 
present on november 6th (two 
females, a male and an immature 
male). Thereafter, this falcon 
species was seen on four 
occasions up to the end of 2018. 
on January 1st two were present, 
one an immature bird and during 
the rest of the month single birds 
were seen- an adult twice and an 
immature twice. only one report 
in february was on the 3rd but 
there was much more activity in 
march, much of it involving a bird 
near or on the pumping station, 
usually a male. one bird was seen 
on april 3rd and 7th 
Cuckoo The first appeared on 
april 16th.
Barn Owl Birds hunting or 
perched on posts were reported 
on november 26th, Boxing day, 
february 13th and 21st, march 
15th , 18th and 21st and april 1st, 
18th and 24th .
short-eared Owl one flew east 
to west over the reservoir on 
January 10th.
Little Owl Two were seen on 
february 26th, and single birds  
on the 13th, 22nd and 23rd, 
march 20th and april 25th.
swift The first of the year was 

seen from the visitor centre on 
april 23rd.
Kingfisher usually seen from the 
causeways, especially layer 
Breton, where there were three on 
november 4th and 7th. Two were 
reported on february 4th and 
march 8th. 
great spotted Woodpecker Both 
this and the next species were 
possibly under-recorded. Just one 
was present on april 23rd.
green Woodpecker a single bird 
on January 20th, two on february 
14th, one on march 18th and four 
on the 23rd.
skylark small numbers were 
present from early february in 
suitable territories. By the 21st 
there were 16 counted with ten 
males in song. march 16th 
produced c20 singing males.
swallow an early arrival was seen 
on march 20th; after this none 
appeared until april 1st. Ten were 
seen on the 2nd and 100 on the 
3rd in poor weather. Pair took up 
residence in the outbuildings at 
Billett’s farm after then. 26 were 
counted on the 12th and 23 next 
day.
sand martin 20 were present on 
april 2nd, increasing to 100 next 
day. The next passage occurred on 
the 12th when 22 were counted 

with just one seen next day, 20 
were seen on the 14th and there 
were 40 on the 26th.
House martin Two were seen on 
april 3rd and on the 12th with 
five among other hirundines next 
day.
Cetti’s Warbler single birds were 
reported at the western end of 
the site on november 6th and 
december 3rd and 17th. 
doubtless still present but silent, 
birds became vocal from february 
21st, with three present on march 
20th and 27th and two on dates 
until late april suggesting a 
potential increase in this skulking 
warbler.
Chiffchaff a wintering bird was 
present on January 20th in 
willows north-west of layer de la 
haye causeway and again on 
february 2nd when a second bird 
was singing near abberton 
church. on march 1st another 
male was in song and on the 20th 
two were present; one at layer de 
la haye causeway and the 
abberton church bird.  after this 
more appeared and singing males 
were widespread by the end of 
the month. 13 singing males were 
counted on april 16th
Willow Warbler Two were 
present on april 4th and one next 

Pintail (allan KnighT)
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day. There were three but then just 
one on the19th
reed Warbler Two males were in 
song at the western end on april 
26th.
sedge Warbler one on april 7th 
and one in song at the western end 
on the 13th.
Blackcap Two males were present 
on march 27th. numbers of 
singing males had increased to 
seven by april 16th and there were 
at least two females with these, 
along the old road west of the 
reserve centre.
garden Warbler a singing male 
on april 24th.
Common Whitethroat first seen 
on april 7th with up to nine singing 
males by the14th.
Lesser Whitethroat Present from 
april 25th with three in song on 
the 27th.
meadow Pipit Ten were present 
on december 3rd. Two on march 
27th were followed by a number 
of single bird sightings but 25 near 
to Billett’s farm on april 2nd 
clearly represented a passage 
movement.
Yellow Wagtail six on april 2nd 
were the first of the year and 
between that date and the 14th 
no more than seven were reported, 
nearly all in the area of Billet’s 
farm... on the 15th there was 
clearly evidence of a notable 
passage when 26 were counted, on 
the 16th and 17th there were 43 
and 50 on the 17th.down to 30 
the 19th and just ten on the 23rd.  
among the males present during 
three weeks was a ‘channel’ 
Motacilla flava x flavissima hybrid.
White Wagtail one was seen on 
april 10th and it or a second bird 
reported from the 14th to 16th. 
Pied Wagtail There was clear 
evidence of breeding in mid-april 
in a disused canvas-sided 
container at Billet’s farm with this 
sub-species common throughout 
the period.
grey Wagtail Two birds on 
november 4th and one on march 
27th. 
Long-tailed tit  20 or more were 
among bushes in more along 
bushes by Billets farm on 
november 17th.
mistle thrush Three were seen on 
april 4th.

the 27th. one was seen on april 
1st.
Corn Bunting no fewer than 97 
were present on november 6th at 
abberton church on overhead 
power lines and at least 60 were 
there on the 9th.The wintering 
flock at abberton church 
viewpoint was 60 strong on 
february 13th and at least 45 on 
the 21st, 40 on march 8th and 49 
on the 16th and 27th. There were 
two singing males on march 23rd, 
two on april 14th three two days 
later and four on the 17th.four 
were still in song on the 25th.
reed Bunting the largest flock 
was of 14 on february 21st.
goldfinch a flock of 80 were 
present on november 6th.
Linnet a flock of 150 was seen on 
november 6th.
Present regularly and without 
need for comment:
Birds known to have bred this 
period asterisked: greylag 
goose*, Canada goose*, mute 
swan*, gadwall*, teal, shoveler, 
Pochard, tufted duck, great 
Crested grebe*, Pheasant, 
moorhen*, Coot*, Black-headed 
gull*, Herring gull, Lesser 
Black-backed gull, great 
Black-backed gull, Feral rock 
dove, Wood Pigeon*, Collared 
dove, Jay, magpie, Jackdaw, 
rook*, Carrion Crow, Blue tit*, 
great tit*, robin*, Blackbird*, 
starling, dunnock, Chaffinch, 
greenfinch and goldfinch*.

song thrush Two were reported 
on february 21st: the only record!
Fieldfare flocks of c100 were seen 
on november 6th; of 20 on 31st 
40 on January 1st. one was seen 
on april 19th.
nightingale The first were singing 
in woodland along the old road 
west of the reserve centre on april 
16th. it was here up to eight were 
present to the end of the period 
with at least one on the opposite 
side of the new road nearby and 
one in woodland north-east of 
layer Breton causeway.
Black redstart one was near 
abberton church on march 23rd.
stonechat The pair usually around 
the pond area west of the visitor 
centres were reported on 
november 4th , then with another 
on the 17th and on January 1st 
2nd and 20th as well as february 
2nd and 14th.Two pairs were there 
on march 18th.  a female was seen 
by Billet’s farm on december 
11th.
Wheatear single birds were seen 
on april 4th and 17th.
Ortolan Bunting This rarity, a 
male, appeared by Billet’s farm on 
april 22nd and was present there 
for three days, giving stunning 
views at times.
Yellowhammer seven were seen 
on november 6th.four were 
reported on february 14th and 
seven on the 21st.  a single 
sighting on march 24th was 
followed by one of five birds on 

White-winged Black Tern (richard allEn)
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november 2018
winter migration commenced on 
2nd with three snow Buntings at 
deal hall. Big numbers of Brent 
were yet to appear, but the 
presence of many juveniles 
amongst those that had arrived 
indicated a good breeding year; 
the 250 birds logged on the 4th off 
Bradwell included four family 
groups together in a small group of 
30, with at least 12 juveniles, on 
the same date there were 14 
sanderling, male Hen Harrier, 
female merlin, plus a tree 
sparrow with the finches on the 
feeders.

on the weBs count on the 11th 
from st lawrence to howe some 
good numbers of wildfowl and 
waders were recorded; 518 
Wigeon, 237 Pintail, 2,500 
golden Plover, 560 grey Plover, 
4,880 Knot, 3.225 dunlin, plus 
over 6,000 Herring gulls, 38 
Little egrets, three Peregrine and 
two merlin. on the 14th Firecrest 
and goldcrest were around the 
othona Pond, and on the 25th a 
Pink Foot goose was another 
good Bradwell record.

The Bradwell obs. feeders were 
becoming popular with winter 
finches, with another tree 
sparrow feeding on the 29th 
along with numerous House 
sparrows, Chaffinch, green and 
goldfinches and the 1st 
Brambling, a female. These feeders 
are kept replenished by the obs. 
team at their own expense, and 
this is surely welcomed by the 
hungry birds and those who enjoy 
watching them.  winter finch 
flocks were also gathering at mark 
farm, Tillingham, on the hls seed 
plots and organic fields, with 
Linnets now often 250+. The 
latter species along with numerous 
goldfinch start to appear in early 
autumn, implying a local breeding 
origin in the farm hedges or nearby 
gravel pits, whereas many others 
such as Chaffinch are likely of 
overseas origin.

at lawling creek, maylands, on 
the 24th i counted 75 avocet. This 
is a popular wintering site for this 

Bradwell & dengie Peninsula by Judith ross

species, along with many other 
waders and wildfowl such as 
Black-tailed godwits, teal and 
Wigeon giving good views in the 
narrow creek. This interesting site 
is i feel somewhat under-watched 
(or under-recorded!) how about 
someone supplying some records?

december 2018
for december the only Bradwell 
records i have are on the weBs st. 
lawrence to howe site on the 9th.  
wader numbers were on the 
ascent with 12,750 Knot, 2,555 
golden Plover, 350 Bar-tailed 
godwit, 70 Curlew, 950 
Oystercatcher, 5,543 dunlin.  
also 557 Brent, 546 Wigeon, 276 
Pintail and 23 Little egret.

on the 24th in the hedges 
around mark farm i counted 70 
Chaffinch, two reed Bunting, five 
Yellowhammer, thirteen 
Fieldfare and 15 Blackbirds.  also 
a wintering Chiffchaff in willows 

near the farm reservoir.
i carried out the BTo winter 

farmland bird survey on both my 
BBs squares, though of course only 
a small portion of the survey route 
is actually farmland. in st 
lawrence village, perhaps 
unsurprisingly the House sparrow 
prevail, especially around the 
hedged gardens. it’s not early to 
count a prickly hedgerow full of 
chirping sparrows, especially when 
distracted by passing locals asking 
what you’re doing!

another survey i attempted was 
the BTo Tawny owl calling survey. 
i say attempted because, although 
i know of two tawny territories on 
the mark farm, one in a small 
woodland and the other on a 
wooded chase, where previously 
they have been heard both by 
myself in daytime and by the 
farmers whilst out at night with 
lambing ewes, naturally they fell 
silent nearly every time i listened 

Tawny Owl (maTT  TurnEr)
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for the required 20 minutes! 
apparently one evening whilst i 
was patiently listening a Barn Owl 
perched on a nearby pole was 
watching me!

January 2019
January was generally mild but 
cold weather in Europe probably 
pushed a few more birds our way, 
like the 2,000 Brent feeding in a 
field east of the Power station on 
the 2nd. groups of 6nd seven 
mute swans were also on the 
Bradwell fields and a red-
throated diver offshore. The 
othona Little Owl was seen 
regularly, and the tawny back in 
his original tree hole.  a Peregrine 
was around the Power station on 
the 6th, and Cetti’s Warbler at 
sales Point. it is good to hear these 
birds singing again as many around 
the East coast were feared lost to 
last years’ Beast from the East. 200 
Fieldfare were joined by four 
redwings including one rather 
dark plumaged bird possibly of 
icelandic race.

finches on the feeders on the 9th 
included 45 Chaffinch, 15 House 
sparrow, 15 greenfinch, ten 
goldfinch and four Corn 
Buntings.  also on the 9th, four 
colour ringed and flagged Knot 
were among a group of 200 off 
weymarks beach. Two of these 
were found to have been ringed in 
norway in may 2006 and 2009, 
another in iceland may 2017.

on a mild and windy 13th 

around 600 Common gull were 
seen wheeling over the salt marsh 
at Bradwell, about half of which 
number departed inland whilst the 
rest settled on the mud flats.

17 mute swans were regularly 
present on weymarks fields, 120 
recorded on the st lawrence to 
marsh house weBs count, when 
other wildfowl included 460 
shelduck, 165 Wigeon, 277 teal, 
69 mallard, 60 Pintail; offshore 
between sales Point and marsh 
house was an immature male 
eider.  also recorded were seven 
red-Breasted merganser, 35 
red-throated diver and ca.550 
Cormorant. raptors were three 
marsh Harriers, two Buzzards 
and a Peregrine. on the ramsey 
weBs i logged around 3,000 Brent, 
a big count for that part of the 
Blackwater.

corvids prevailed on the 
asheldham farmland bird survey, 
with ca.70 rooks and 120 
Jackdaws on fields near the 
working pits.  a Bullfinch was 
calling near the fishing lake.

February 2019
on february 2nd at Bradwell there 
were 2,000 Brent, but main 
interest were five Buzzards, four 
together in a field behind sales, 
and one over the salt marsh. 
Buzzards are now of course regular 
over most of the area i cover, 
almost certainly breeding around 
asheldham and Tillingham at least, 
though not usually seen in such 
numbers together. There were 
some winter thrushes about, and 
five Corn Buntings singing 
between the car park and the obs.

on the 6th off Bradwell were 12 
Pintail, red-throated and great 
northern divers, four stock 
doves with the finches around the 
feeders, Peregrine, marsh Harrier 
and two merlin. mid-month 
skylark were displaying; on the 
13th ten (possibly 5 pairs) around 
weymarks, three along the 
othona track.

Fieldfare in their 100’s with 
some redwing, frequented mark 
farm having discovered a 
hawthorn hedge dripping scarlet 
with berries, which were soon 
gone! near the same hedge, and 
taking refuge in it when disturbed 

whilst feeding, large finch flocks, 
100+, mainly Chaffinch but also 
reed Bunting and Linnet, were 
relishing the old seed heads of last 
years’ sweet corn crop. smaller 
parties, 20-30, of skylark and 
meadow Pipit foraged in the more 
open terrain of post-harvest 
brassica fields or grassland.

on the ramsey weBs the Brent 
goose total was 1,189. 1st 
migrant in was a swallow seen 
near orplands, Bradwell on the 
26th!

march 2019
not many records for early march! 
Just a Chiffchaff singing in st 
lawrence village on the 7th.

Two Chiffchaff were in the 
Bradwell obs. garden on the 17th, 
plus adult Kittwake offshore. 1st 
record of Wheatear, 19th at deal 
hall. on the 20th from Bradwell, 
five male Wheatear plus one 
female (lucky her!) one Blackcap 
singing and seven Chiffchaff with 
five singing. The Peregrine was 
seen in the nest box on Bradwell 
Power station. other interesting 
raptors were sparrowhawk, two 
marsh Harriers and adult female 
Hen Harrier. The feeders were 
again busy with mainly Chaffinch 
and greenfinch – possibly 
out-bound migrants?

on the (24th) weBs, wildfowl 
and wader numbers now in 
decline, just 234 Brent, 120 
golden Plover, 605 grey Plover, 
1,000 Knot, 2,225 dunlin, 90 
Curlew and 134 redshank. Three 
Chiffchaffs, Blackcap and two 
Wheatear constituted migrant 
passerines

on the 27th at Bradwell obs, a 
serin was singing in the cherry 
plum thicket, treating observers to 
a view of its’ yellow (high-vis.?!) 
rump as it flew off in a westerly 
direction. other migrants were 
Chiffchaff, Blackcap, swallow 
and Wheatear.  a Yellowhammer 
was singing near the track

There were two Chiffchaffs at 
asheldhan Pits on the final winter 
bird count, and the Bullfinch 
heard again. They are regular on 
this site so probably breed there.

The Peregrine pair were around 
the Power station on the 31st.

Reed Bunting (maTT  TurnEr)
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mean a massive list, i wouldn’t be 
able to deal with it, just a few lines 
of anything noteworthy – early or 
late migrants, exceptional counts, 
sightings of unusual species. i’m 
sure you all know the kind of thing. 
otherwise expect limited coverage 
for the Dengie Peninsula area, if 
any or possibly just restricted to 
Bradwell.  with the various surveys 
i do, i really can’t go chasing 
records! 

my e-mail address is: 
judyross47@gmail.com look 
forward to hearing from you!  

Chiffchaffs singing on different 
parts of the square, but mainly 
near the old pits, and one swallow. 
on the former nature reserve lake 
(now a fishing lake) were six 
Pochard and four Little grebe. 
The latter certainly breed there, 
and possibly also the Pochard, as 
in recent years they have been 
regularly present on the BBs.

on the 5th at Blue house farm a 
red Kite was seen from the 1st 
hide, along with twelve ruff and 
33 mediterranean gulls.

i feel i am the wrong person to 
be writing this report, having 
difficulty accessing some of the 
records. Even when i can access 
the Bradwell log, there is not much 
data from other sites, so i am 
almost certainly missing records 
from places such as Burnham, 
maylands, steeple Bay and Blue 
house farm.  when i visit i would 
like to watch birds, not trawl 
through back-dated records in the 
log! i feel it should be someone 
more on the circuit with the right 
smart-phone technology.  
alternatively, you could e-mail me 
any interesting records – i don’t 

april 2019
for Bradwell i have only records for 
the beginning of april, as after that 
i was not able to visit the obs. 
(away on holiday) when it was 
open to see the log. i do know on 
the 3rd there were five 
Yellowhammers, including two 
male, seen from the chapel track, 
and two Jays around the feeders. 
on the 7th, good views of a Corn 
Bunting, perched and singing from 
a track-side tree. There were three 
Blackcaps singing, and a mistle 
thrush, now sadly an uncommon 
record for the dengie. 1st Cuckoo 
heard on the 18th, at mark farm.

on my early BBs surveys, on 
Easter weekend, i counted 57 
house sparrows in the st 
lawrence village hedges. on the 
farmland i had one Whitethroat 
and four Corn Bunting singing, 
and saw a Brown hare, my most 
exciting mammal ever on a BBs 
square! Through the caravan park, 
quite well-wooded at the 
entrance, two Blackcap and lesser 
whitethroat were singing.  at 
asheldham there were no less than 
eight Blackcaps and three 

Foulness island by dr Chris Lewis

Full details of the birds seen each month are available here: https://sites.google.com/site/
foulnessareabirdsurveygroup/webs-2010/webs

we are in need of new observers in the foulness area. Passes are available for anyone willing to engage with the 
application procedure, which can be found here: https://sites.google.com/site/foulnessareabirdsurveygroup/
membership

november 2018
The weBs count on 11th produced 
some relatively high counts: 102 
mute swan, 4,900 Wigeon, 2,852 
Curlew and four short-eared 
Owl.  a tundra Bean goose was 
present from 23rd-25th and 
19,700 Knot were counted on the 
Thameside shore on 25th.

december 2018
There were 725 Black-tailed 
godwit in the fleet area on 2nd. 
The weBs count on 9th was 
seriously hampered by lack of 
manpower, but the Potton count 
produced two Light-bellied Brent 
geese, two Black Brant, five 
red-breasted merganser and a 

great White egret; a flock of 380 
Fieldfare were seen near the 
havengore Bridge.

January 2019
The weBs count on 20th 
produced: 507 Canada geese, 
11,741 dark-bellied Brent geese, 
one Light-bellied Brent goose 
and two Black Brant, a great 
White egret, ten marsh Harrier, 
three Hen Harrier, ten Buzzard, 
two Peregrine, 9,354 golden 
Plover and 8,786 dunlin. Two 
Whooper swans were on 
havengore on 29th.

February 2019
The only sighting of White-
fronted geese this season was of 

eight on new England island on 
3rd. There were few highlights 
from the weBs count on 17th but 
the great White egret was seen 
again and a Jack snipe was on 
Potton island.

march 2019
The weBs count on 24th was 
again seriously hampered by lack 
of observers and there is nothing 
worthy of reporting!

april 2019
There was a smattering of 
common migrants when we did 
our count on 21st, including 34 
Whimbrel and ten Cuckoo and 
nothing else to report.

Common Whitethroat (maTT  TurnEr)
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Common Whitethroat (maTT  TurnEr)

Hanningfield reservoir by david acfield

november 2018
The resident juvenile female 
Peregrine continued to frequent 
“atlantis” or the shore near Point 
hide and marsh Harriers 
continued to visit fairly regularly. 
There were still good numbers of 
Bearded tits and a Cetti’s 
Warbler on the north lagoon but 
only a very few ruff and 
Black-tailed godwits and the 
occasional green sandpiper were 
dotted around the large areas of 
mud, most of the waders having 
left once levels rose slightly.  an 
adult Yellow-legged gull was still 
to be found in fishing lodge Bay 
and two Barnacle geese joined 
the Canadas off the causeway 
from the 1st until february. The 
first goosanders arrived on the 
10th but numbers were generally 
low with a highest count of seven 
on the 30th. The juvenile scaup 
was seen again on the 13th from 
lyster hide and a Common 
scoter and two dunlin circled the 
reservoir on the 18th but declined 
to land. however, a drake 
Common scoter did land on the 
21st and sixteen ringed Plover 
were on “atlantis” on the 23rd. 
Two tundra Bean geese were 
attracted by the large numbers of 
feral birds on the causeway field 
on the 24th; probably only the 
third record for the reservoir and 
the first since an interesting report 
of three in 2001 comprising two 
Tundra and one Taiga, they stayed 
until december 20th.  a great 
White egret was reported from 
rawl hide on the 25th. 

december 2018
a female marsh Harrier took up 
residence on the north lagoon 
during the month and stayed until 
march and a juvenile male 
Peregrine was occasionally seen 
sparring with the regular female. 
goldeneye numbers had been 
building with the weBs count 
finding thirty-three on the 9th and 
goosanders, too, had increased to 
twenty by the third week but 
waders were few and far between 
with just the ruff and Black-
tailed godwits and up to six 
dunlin from the 6th.  a drake 
scaup was reported on the 7th 
and, in what was becoming a good 
year for geese, ten Pink-feet 
arrived on the 12th; whilst single, 
probably feral birds are 
occasionally seen, this was 
possibly the largest flock on the 
reservoir since 1956 although 
eighty to a hundred were reported 
flying over in1986. They were 
present again briefly from the 
causeway on the 14th. Just as rare 
these days was a grey Partridge 
which was seen from rawl hide on 
the 19th.

January 2019
The Yellow-legged gull was seen 
from oak hide on three days 
during the first week but not 
subsequently and the tundra 
Bean geese reappeared briefly on 
the 3rd after an apparent absence 
of two weeks and then decamped 
to Vange.  a rough-legged 
Buzzard was reported from west 
hanningfield on the 6th which 

would be the second record for the 
reservoir after one which lingered 
for a week either side of the new 
year in 1974-5.  an adult 
Peregrine present on the same 
day was probably the third 
different bird of the winter. 
goosander numbers continued to 
be insignificant compared with 
abberton but there were fourteen 
off the causeway on the 8th. Two 
Bewick’s swans were off the 
causeway on the 10th; whereas 
those at abberton often linger, 
hanningfield birds never do and 
they were gone the next day.  
Woodcock seemed scarce this 
winter but colder weather 
produced one on the 23rd and two 
more were flushed in early march.

February 2019
a couple of Cetti’s Warblers were 
to be heard on the north lagoon 
from the first week and red Kites 
were reported on the 11th and 
17th. five red-crested Pochards 
on the 14th were possibly the start 
of the traditional early spring 
build-up whilst the weBs counters 
on the 16th found nearly fifty 
goldeneye and twenty-two 
goosanders. Oystercatchers 
have tried to nest on the island in 
the past few years and one was 
there on the 24th and was duly 
joined by another in the first week 
of march with a third bird present 
towards the end of april.  warm 
weather produced a few singing 
Chiffchaffs from the 25th whilst 
research into a ringed Black-
headed gull seen on the 26th 
found that it originated from the 
czech republic in 2009 and has 
been recorded at the reservoir 
virtually every year since 2010. 
The month ended with another 
sighting of raven. 

march 2019
Peregrines were regularly present 
with at least two different birds 
seen during the month and into 
april whilst red Kites were 
reported on the 4th and the 18th. 
nuthatches may be overlooked 
and under-recorded at the 
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west Bank on the 16th. The link 
between the Thames and the 
reservoir is well established, 
particularly regarding Common 
scoter, so when twenty were 
reported at rainham on the 
morning of the 9th, it was not 
surprising to see seven at the 
north end. migrants continued to 
trickle in against northerly winds 
with Yellow Wagtail and Little 
ringed Plover on the 10th but 
more interesting was the Cattle 
egret that flew through on the 
11th, the second record for the site 
following one in 2006 when it was 
a very rare Essex tick.  an arctic 
tern arrived on the 12th with two 
the following day when a pair of 
mediterranean gulls circled and 
then landed and the first Common 
sandpipers were on the west 
Bank. Both sedge and reed 
Warbler were singing on the 
north lagoon on the 14th and 
two garganey took up residence 
in rawl hide Bay the next morning 
to the month end; possibly the 
same pair were on the north 
lagoon on the 17th which raised 
the usual hopes of breeding. The 
first two Black terns of the spring 
arrived on the 19th and five 
greenshank were in fishing lodge 
Bay the next morning.  another 
interesting arrival occurred on 
Easter sunday (21st) when the 
weBs count found a female 
Bufflehead between the lagoons. 
unfortunately the legs could not 
be seen and the presence of an 
apparently wide ranging escape in 
the midlands might cast doubt as 
to its provenance. Time and the 
BBrc will tell. red-crested 
Pochard now numbered twenty-
eight, four more Black terns were 
present on the 22nd and nine 
Bar-tailed godwits were reported 
flying through the next evening. 
on the 24th a putative iberian 
Chiffchaff was photographed and 
sound recorded on the reserve and 
a Little tern paid a fleeting visit 
the next morning. The first 
Common swifts arrived in cold 
and windy weather on the 27th as 
did a couple of Hobbies and the 
first Cuckoo whilst Common tern 
numbers had been building all 
week and there were thirty-six on 
the 28th as well as a Whimbrel.

singing Blackcaps, a hooting 
tawny Owl, ten red-crested 
Pochard, and a male marsh 
Harrier, a third calendar year bird 
interacting with a new female, 
possibly the bird from previous 
years; the male soon left, perhaps 
unnerved by the presence of 
ravens, Peregrines and Buzzards 
nearby but the female stayed into 
april. Bramblings are regular 
visitors in early spring and small 
numbers were seen on both sides 
of the reservoir in the last week. 
The first sand martins were 
recorded on the 26th and a 
Common scoter dropped in on 
the 28th.

april 2019
swallows arrived in some numbers 
in cold and wet weather on the 2nd 
and an early house martin was 
there the next day. The first 
Common terns followed on the 
6th when another White Wagtail 
joined the evening gathering of 
Pieds on the causeway and up to 
six Little gulls were present daily 
from the 7th until the 17th with a 
single bird on the 25th. 
Bramblings continued to be 
reported with over twenty near the 
west hanningfield car park on the 
8th, similar numbers near the hides 
on the 12th and eighteen along the 

reservoir but it remains a very rare 
bird so one on the 4th was of 
interest.  water levels were still 
surprisingly low and much of the 
mud was covered with vegetation 
so waders were almost non-
existent but a ringed Plover flew 
through on the 5th, an avocet was 
in front of Point hide on the13th 
with two there on the 30th and a 
redshank was present on the 
24th.  a raven revelled in the 
strong winds on the 7th and the 
following morning a pair was 
displaying over the west Bank 
above a possible nest site. The 
presence of Otters in the county 
is well known but the one 
photographed on the north 
lagoon on the 9th was the first 
record for the reservoir.

digressing briefly, those of a 
certain age will remember the long 
journeys to the north or west to 
connect with otter, common 
Buzzard, red Kite, Peregrine and 
raven and the pilgrimage to 
minsmere to see the only marsh 
harriers. now they are all to be 
seen in mid-Essex.

Back to the narrative.  a White 
Wagtail landed in front of rawl 
hide on the 12th and a Firecrest 
was near the middlemead car park 
on the 14th. on the 24th the 
weBs counters reported the first 
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Langdon Hills and thameside nature Park 
by andrew Cox & southend rsPB website (graham mee)

november 2018
reports from the dunton 
Plotlands area on the 1st 
comprised two tawny Owls, 37 
Blue tits, 33 great tits, 27 Long 
tailed tits, nine song thrushes, 
four siskins, two Lesser redpolls 
and two Bullfinches.

next day, up around westley 
heights were at least five green 
Woodpeckers, three great 
spotted Woodpeckers, five 
nuthatches, four treecreepers, 
ten-plus Long tailed tits, at least 
seven goldcrests, two Coal tits 
and ten-plus goldfinches.

Twenty goldfinches were here 
on the 9th, with at least 15 
goldcrests noted; as were seven 
redwings and three nuthatches.  
a tawny Owl calling from 
laindon west was noted 
sporadically all month. 
sparrowhawk and Kestrel were 
seen from the Plotlands on the 
11th, with two Bullfinches also 
present.

nuthatch, treecreeper, two 
green Woodpeckers, two great 
spotted Woodpeckers and two 
siskins were all present in hall 
wood (westley heights) on the 
23rd; the dunton plotlands held 
21 siskins, 28 redwings and at 

least 20 Fieldfares.
waders counted at Thameside 

on the 1st included 1153 
Black-tailed godwits, 462 
avocets and a single Bar-tailed 
godwit.  a flock of 100 Linnets 
was notable, as were two Water 
rails, marsh Harrier and a 
female goldeneye.

a Peregrine was seen on the 
4th, as was a Kingfisher. 
Passerines included at least 12 
skylarks, 20-plus Fieldfares, four 
stonechats (two males, two 
females) and a Yellowhammer.

Two stonechats were here on 
the 11th, as were 55 Fieldfares, 
61 Linnets and nine Lesser 
redpolls. dunlin numbered 546, 
with 143 Common redshanks, 
11 turnstones, three grey 
Plovers, 16 ringed Plovers and a 
Common snipe.  a female 
goldeneye was still present, along 
with 69 teal, 146 Wigeon, 19 
shovelers, 59 tufted ducks and 
46 Pochards counted. other 
water birds comprised 42 Coot, 
seven great Crested grebes and 
four little grebes.  a male marsh 
Harrier was of interest on the 
19th, when sightings on the river 
included 40 Common scoters, 
20 eiders, a red Breasted 
merganser, six red throated 

divers and 38 Kittiwakes.
notable waders on the 25th 

comprised nine grey Plovers, 
three Bar-tailed godwits, six 
turnstones and a Knot. out on 
the river were two red throated 
divers, 21 Brent geese, six 
eiders and two Common 
scoters. other species seen 
included marsh Harrier, a 
short-eared Owl, two Water 
rails, 51 Fieldfares and nine 
redwings.

december 2018
a flock of at least 60 goldfinches 
frequented laindon west on the 
1st. These were often seen 
feeding upon the seeds of a 
london plane tree. many visited 
my feeders for sunflower hearts 
and niger seed.

Twenty were noted up on 
langdon hills next day, with three 
nuthatches, a treecreeper and 
five-plus goldcrests here.  at 
least ten great tits had gathered 
beneath a large beech tree, 
feeding on mast.

a Kingfisher was seen at the 
dunton lake on the 7th; with 
Kestrel, sparrowhawk, eight 
meadow Pipits and at least ten 
goldfinches here on the 9th.  a 
male brimstone reported on a 
mild 17th must have made a 
pleasing sight in the early winter 
sunshine.

six Lesser redpolls fed upon 
birch seeds in willow Park on the 
21st, when at least 13 
goldfinches were present in 
westley heights.  a Boxing day 
walk up here brought four green 
Woodpeckers, two great 
spotted Woodpeckers, at least 
six goldcrests, eight-plus Long 
tailed tits, at least two Coal tits, 
a treecreeper, at least four 
nuthatches and a single Lesser 
redpoll. Two days later six green 
Woodpeckers and four 
nuthatches were noted.

reports from Thameside on the 
3rd comprised two stonechats, 
50 Wigeon and 60 dunlins. six 
stonechats on the 9th comprised 
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three pairs.  also here were 60 
goldfinches, 30 skylarks, two 
siskins, three Corn Buntings and 
two Yellowhammers.  wildfowl 
included four female goldeneys 
on the golden gate lakes, with 18 
shovelers, 14 Pochards and 76 
tufted ducks counted. 
shelducks on the mudflats 
numbered 368, with 232 Wigeon 
and 74 teal.  waders included a 
good record of 40 sanderlings; 
along with 65 grey Plovers, 114 
Common redshanks, 200 
avocets, 327 Black-tailed 
godwits, three turnstones, 2500 
dunlins, 27 ringed Plovers, four 
Bar-tailed godwits and a green 
sandpiper. marsh Harrier, 
Peregrine and Kestrel were 
present along with 150 Black-
headed gulls.

stonechats were still showing 
well on the 14th, with Kingfisher 
and green Woodpecker notable.  
a marsh Harrier was seen again 
on the 16th, when two Jack snipe 
and two Water rails were 
reported. 

Black-tailed godwits had 
increased to 650 on the 22nd; 
Wigeon numbered 243, teal 215. 
The green sandpiper was still 
present, with three Common 

snipe and seven turnstones. 
nine Corn Buntings and a 
short-eared Owl were seen.

Two short-eared Owls were 
seen on the 26th, with 14 Pintails 
on the tidal area and five 
goldeneys (all females) on 
golden gate.  a pair of Pintails 
were present on the 27th, as were 
three Yellowhammers.

The 30th again brought two 
short-eared Owls; 486 avocets 
were on the mudflats. four 
stonechats, five Cettis Warblers 
and a Water rail were reported.

January 2019
Three Bullfinches near the 
dunton lake on the 1st were 
notable.  also seen were at least 
six Long tailed tits and a 
sparrowhawk.

fifty goldfinches fed among 
the elms at the top of dunton 
ridge on the 5th; elsewhere, up 
on langdon hills, there were at 
least three green Woodpeckers, 
nuthatch and Coal tit.  a 
Kingfisher was reported from the 
dunton lake on the 7th.

Three green Woodpeckers and 
seven great spotted 
Woodpeckers could be seen and 
heard up around westley heights 

on the 18th; next day four 
nuthatches and three 
treecreepers were here, as were 
goldcrest and Coal tit.

The laindon west tawny Owl 
could be heard calling just before 
dawn on the 24th. otherwise it 
appeared to be absent or 
remained silent.

at least 50 redwings were 
typically flighty on langdon hills 
on the 25th; three green 
Woodpeckers, five great 
spotted Woodpeckers and two 
nuthatches also being recorded. 
next day goldfinches numbered 
at least 50 in and around laindon 
west, many on my feeders. 
Ten-plus greenfinches and at 
least six Chaffinches joined 
them.

a sparrowhawk was seen from 
the Plotlands on the 27th, with 16 
goldfinches by the lake and at 
least ten redwings generally.

Three female goldeneys 
remained on the golden gate 
lake at Thameside on new years 
day.  a female stonechat and at 
least 20 meadow Pipits were 
noted from the area close to the 
visitor centre.

waders counted on the 27th 
included 992 avocets, 283 
lapwings, 499 Black-tailed 
godwits, 39 ringed Plovers and 
seven grey Plovers. other 
records comprised a marsh 
Harrier, 40 Chaffinches and four 
goldeneys (on the lakes, all 
female).  a short-eared Owl was 
seen on the 30th.

February 2019
Three green Woodpeckers were 
heard calling from the lincewood/
Plotlands area on the 1st, while a 
Fieldfare appeared among the 
trees to the rear of my garden in 
laindon west on the 2nd. next 
day the Plotlands held 21-plus 
redwings, 16 goldfinches and a 
sparrowhawk.

Three goldcrests were in hall 
wood on a rather damp and 
miserable 10th.

at least four song thrushes and 
six Long tailed tits featured 
around the Plotlands/lincewood 
area on the 15th. up on langdon 
hills next day were four green 
Woodpeckers, six great spotted Yellowhammer (maTT  TurnEr)
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here were 80-plus Black-tailed 
godwits, 45 dunlins, 25 curlews, 
35 Common redshanks and a 
Common sandpiper.

Black-tailed godwits numbered 
1732 on the 23rd, while nine 
goldeneys at golden gate lakes 
included two males. four 
stonechats (two pairs) were also 
seen. next day a marsh Harrier 
appeared at stanford warren, 
where two mediterranean gulls 
were also noted.

The nine goldeneys still 
featured on the 29th, with three 
Common Buzzards, a marsh 
Harrier and two Blackcaps seen.

april 2019
reports from dunton on the 3rd 
included Firecrest and Bullfinch; 
both males.

next day, up around langdon 
hills generally, were a red kite, 
Common Buzzards, at least six 
green Woodpeckers, five-plus 
great spotted Woodpeckers and 
a Lesser spotted Woodpecker.  
also noted were six nuthatches, 
two treecreepers, two Coal tits, 
a goldcrest and two goldfinches.

The 12th saw at least six 
Blackcaps from this area, with at 
least five nuthatches and four 
treecreepers.

Butterflies seen from the 
Plotlands on the 19th included 
male and female brimstone (the 
latter appeared to be egg-laying) 
and four male orange tips.  at least 

brimstones were seen in willow 
Park during the warm spell at this 
time.

further interest came from marks 
hill on the 20th, with a pair of 
Lesser spotted Woodpeckers 
present.

Eight green Woodpeckers and 
seven great spotted 
Woodpeckers were around 
westley heights and langdon, on 
the 22nd; with two 
sparrowhawks, 40 redwings, five 
nuthatches, five treecreepers, 
three Coal tits, two singing 
Blackcaps and a Bullfinch.

Butterflies featured at the 
Plotlands on the 24th- three 
commas, seven-plus peacocks and 
a red admiral; at least five male 
brimstones and a speckled wood 
were here on the 29th.

a small tortoiseshell was basking 
in willow Park on the 30th, with a 
brimstone also here and two more 
in marks hill. Birds noted from 
these areas and around westley 
heights included three Common 
Buzzards, nine green 
Woodpeckers, a Lesser spotted 
Woodpecker (in coombe wood), 
four nuthatches (two pairs) and 
three treecreepers.  a tawny Owl 
was heard calling from laindon 
west after dark; the first time for 
some weeks.

a Kingfisher was at stanford 
warren on the 4th, with 20-plus 
sanderlings reported from 
Thameside on the 9th notable; also 

Woodpeckers, five nuthatches,  
a treecreeper, six goldcrests,  
75 redwings and a Coal tit.

a tawny Owl called from great 
Berry during the middle of the 
month- possibly the same bird 
record from laindon west in the 
autumn and early winter.

five nuthatches were again 
recorded from westley heights  
on the 23rd, as were three 
treecreepers and a Kestrel.   
a brimstone butterfly was seen  
at the Plotlands on a sunny 26th, 
with two from willow Park along 
with a Lesser spotted 
Woodpecker on the 27th.

Three Kittiwakes flew upriver  
at Thameside on the 1st, with a 
Peregrine seen here on the 7th. 
next day waders included 40 
Black-tailed godwits, 124 
avocets and 350-plus dunlins.  
 a Kingfisher was seen in the 
adjacent stanford warren.

reports on the 12th included  
ten stonechats, 744 dunlins,  
744 Black-tailed godwits, 939 
avocets, 22 ringed Plovers,  
six grey Plovers, two 
oystercatchers, two turnstones, 
87 Common redshanks, 215 
lapwings and five goldeneys.   
a Kingfisher was seen next day, 
with two short-eared Owls and 
200 golden Plovers notable on 
the 15th.

Two short-eared Owls were 
seen again next day, as was a 
Water rail, 15 Fieldfares and  
two stonechats.  a Bittern was 
reported in flight on the 18th.

march 2019
Three Common Buzzards and a 
Kestrel were seen up on langdon 
hills on the 5th; also here were 
four green Woodpeckers, at least 
three great spotted 
Woodpeckers, three goldcrests, 
a Coal tit, 5-6 nuthatches and 
three Lesser redpolls. Kestrel 
and Peregrine were noted on the 
9th, as were two treecreepers.  a 
singing Yellowhammer was noted 
from the dunton area on the 6th. 
other interesting reports came 
from marks hill early in the 
month- a nuthatch (not often 
met with in this part of langdon) 
and seven Bullfinches (four males 
and three females).  a couple of 

Goldfinch (maTT  TurnEr)
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addition to these were ten great 
Crested grebes, eight little 
grebes, five goldeneys (one 
male), a female marsh Harrier and 
a mediterranean gull. hirundines 
were in evidence: 47 sand martins 
and 24 swallows.

Three Common Buzzards were 
seen on the 25th, as were three 
Whimbrels, two Cuckoos, seven 
mediterranean gulls (five adults 
and two 2nd summers) and three 
common terns. Passerines of 
interest comprised a lingering 
Fieldfare, two stonechats (pair), 
three reed Warblers and two 
Lesser Whitethroats.

Three Cuckoos were reported 
towards the month’s end, on the 
28th, with a marsh Harrier also 
seen. Common terns fished 
mucking creek, numbering 21, 
joined by a single arctic tern.  
waders included three Whimbrels 
and two ringed Plovers.  a 
nightingale sang near the train 
crossing point.  also notable were 
three Cettis Warblers, four 
stonechats (two pairs), 54 sand 
martins, five reed Warblers and 
four Lesser Whitethroats. 

rather cool and breezy 27th, with 
two Bullfinches calling near the 
lake.  a single swallow, three 
Common Whitethroats and a 
Lesser Whitethroat were also 
here.

waders counted at Thameside on 
the 13th included 114 Common 
redshanks, 458 dunlins, 13 
ringed Plovers, 1219 Black-tailed 
godwits, 97 avocets, five grey 
Plovers, 25 curlews, six 
turnstones and a Whimbrel. in 

six speckled woods were in 
lincewood on the 21st, with five 
singing male Common 
Whitethroats in willow Park. 
next day a Willow Warbler was 
singing in lincewood, while up on 
westley heights were seven 
green Woodpeckers, four great 
spotted Woodpeckers, two 
nuthatches and at least two 
goldcrests.

at least four goldfinches 
frequented the Plotlands on a 

maldon area by simon Wood 

i have been far less active over the 
last six months than i would have 
liked; family matters have had to 
take priority. There do, however, 
appear to be a few more birders 
about the maldon area in recent 
months, so i am grateful to all of 
them for their input, which helped 
make this write-up more 
complete than it would have been 
otherwise. Please note that to 
avoid repetition, any reference to 
Pit is to heybridge gravel Pit.

november 2018
on 7th a male scaup turned up 
on the Pit and was seen on and off 
(it was only ever seen on the Pit 
so where it went when it went 
absent is not known) until 21st 
January. more intriguing was the 
discovery of a pair of Cinnamon 
teal on 27th with perhaps 
another male also present. The 

male was still present on 21st 
January at least. surely escapes… 
There were at least 310 shelduck 
off the Pit on the 27th but 
otherwise wildfowl numbers 
barely deserved mention with 
numbers of winter visitors 
appearing rather low, with peaks 
of just two goldeneye on the Pit 
and 40 shoveler on the Pit during 
the month. That said 430 teal on 
the Pit on 20th was an unusually 
large number, with reasonable 
numbers also on the estuary. 

The wintering avocet flock had 
reached 350 by 27th and 
Bar-tailed godwit, once a rarity 
at this end of the river, had 
increased to 85 by the same date 
whilst there were still some 800 
Black-tailed godwit off the Pit. 
The 7th saw 70 ringed Plover 
and 1,000 dunlin (with similar 
number also present on 27th) on 

the estuary and 12 snipe, a good 
count these days, roosting on the 
Pit. greenshank were still roosting 
on the Pit in double-figures in the 
early part of the month, with 14 
on 2nd, whilst there were still five 
on 27th.  also on the latter date 
there were 600 golden Plover on 
the estuary off the Pit.

a male marsh Harrier over 
northey island on 12th was, 
surprisingly, the only record of the 
month. The only other large raptor 
during the month was a complete 
surprise, a female goshawk that 
created complete panic over the 
estuary on 12th; it drifted off 
south-east over northey island 
mobbed by crows. 

Ten stock dove was a good 
count from the Pit on 13th and 
Kingfisher were seen on and off at 
lofts farm and the Pit. The first 
rock Pipits of the winter were five 

Great Crested Grebe (maTT  TurnEr)
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on 7th on the saltings, with six on 
27th. 

Chiffchaff proved to be thin on 
the ground this winter period with 
two at chigborough lakes on 13th 
and a single on 26th with another 
single at the Pit on 20th. Ten 
goldcrest at chigborough on 
13th suggested an influx locally.

winter thrushes seemed slow 
arriving but there were about 60 of 
both Fieldfare and redwing on 
26th at chigborough lakes feeding 
hard.  a male stonechat was 
present at the Pit on and off during 
the month.

a lone siskin flew over 
chigborough lakes on 13th, there 
were eight Bullfinch at the same 
location on 26th and 13 
greenfinch at the Pit on 27th was 
a good count. 11 Corn Bunting 
were roosting at the Pit on 27th. 

december 2018
an excellent month for rare local 
birds. 

four Whooper swan dropped in 
briefly in front of lucky observers 
at the Pit on 4th; a very rare bird 
locally. Brent goose numbers had 
increased to about 700 off the Pit 
by the middle of the month with 
about 450 Wigeon also present. 
shoveler on the Pit increased to 
70+ by 11th with 21 Pochard also 
present there on 21st and there 
were four goldeneye there from 
6th and seven on 11th. Pintail 
were a rarity at west osea until 
recently; on 23rd there were 80 off 
the Basin. 

another very rare local bird was 
the single red-necked grebe 
which appeared on 6th on the Pit 
but did not hang around; at least 
20 Little egret were on the 
estuary off there on 27th.

a young male marsh Harrier 
was hunting over the Pit on 11th, 
whilst one was over northey 
island on 4th. single Peregrines 
were seen a couple of times during 
the month, although two were 
seen heading west over maldon on 
27th. 

avocet numbers peaked at 
around 400 during the month 
whilst there were nine 
greenshank on the Pit on 4th 
with three still about on the last 
day of the year.  a green 

sandpiper on the Pit also on 31st 
was a good local find these days; 
numbers have dropped 
dramatically in the last few years. 
Ten snipe roosted on the Pit on 
24th. 

up to two Water rail were 
heard on and off at the Pit during 
the month with one at lofts farm 
on 6th. Kingfisher were again 
noted at chigborough lakes and 
the Pit during the month, but they 
seemed thin on the ground…

There was a lone Chiffchaff at 
chigborough lakes on 3rd. Bird of 
the month was the (female?) 
dartford Warbler that was 
present from 2nd-21st close to the 
housing estate at the Pit; a patch 
tick and slightly unexpected. 

apart from 50 redwing at 
chigborough lakes on 3rd, winter 
thrushes declined rapidly 
throughout the month and only 
odd birds were apparent by the 
year end.  a female joined the male 
stonechat at the Pit on 2nd and 
both were seen on and off there 
well into January. 

The winter flock of Carrion 
Crows had built up to a peak of 
about 150 at lofts farm on 20th.

most unexpected were two 
Crossbill that flew over the Pit on 
2nd december calling loudly – 
they headed off south-west never 
to be seen again; yet another rare 
visitor to the patch. chigborough 
lakes held single Lesser redpoll 
and siskin on 30th. 

The Corn Bunting roost at the 
Pit built up steadily through the 

month with a peak of 50 on 24th, 
whilst four Yellowhammer around 
Beeleigh area was a good count for 
there. 

January 2019
Brent goose numbers remained 
at around 700 for much of the 
month. Both Canada and greylag 
goose numbers appear to have 
declined over the last couple of 
years, perhaps because of local 
hunting…southey creek held 520 
shelduck on 24th. The male 
Cinnamon teal was last seen on 
21st.  Wigeon peaked at about 
250 on the estuary on 11th. 
gadwall had been thin on the 
ground so far this winter, so it was 
good to see a sudden build up in 
January with a peak of 60 at 
chigborough lakes on 28th, 
meanwhile a record count of 
about 90 shoveler were on the Pit 
on 21st and around 700 teal were 
also present on 11th.  a total of 15 
goldeneye on both Pit and 
estuary was a good count for 
recent years. Pintail increased to 
120 off the Basin on 7th. The 
scaup was last seen on 21st. Three 
goosander circled the Pit on 21st 
but did not land whilst there were 
six red-breasted merganser in 
southey creek on 24th. 

at least 20 great Crested grebe 
were on southey creek on 24th. 
The Cormorant roost at lofts 
farm peaked at about 80 on 2nd.  
at least ten Little egret were on 
the estuary on 11th. 

Lapwing (sTEVE grimwadE)
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By the end of the month, there 
was an increase in Buzzard 
sightings, culminating in at least 
five up over mundon old church 
on 29th.  a marsh Harrier was 
over osea road on 2nd. 

a bird not often mentioned in 
these reports, Coot, appeared in 
good numbers at chigborough/
lofts farm, with a peak of 111 in 
the month being notable. Three 
Water rail were calling at osea 
road on 1st with others noted at 
chigborough lakes and by dump 
Pool. 

avocet numbers declined 
slightly from last month with the 
peak count being 260 on 15th. 
Lapwing peaked at around 1,000 
on the estuary on 7th. Bar-tailed 
godwit numbers continued to 
increase, peaking at 210 on 7th, 
double the previous high count set 
at the end of 2018; about 150 
Black-tailed godwit remained on 
the estuary and ten grey Plover 
off the Basin was a good count for 
there, although much larger 
numbers occur in the area in the 
largely unwatched south-east 
corner of northey island where 
150 were noted on 24th. golden 
Plover on the estuary peaked at 
around 1,500 on 7th.  about 200 
Knot were off osea road on 2nd 
whilst three wintering 
greenshank were roosting on the 
Pit on 22nd. Two Woodcock were 
in hazeleigh wood on 1st.  a fox 
spooked a green sandpiper from 
a muddy ditch below maldon 
sports centre on 24th; it would 
have not been seen otherwise…

a Barn Owl was at the southern 
end of the Pit late on 12th and it, 
or another was over limbourne 
creek and then northey island on 
24th and one of the regular Little 
Owl was in the ‘petrified oaks’ 
behind mundon old church on 
2nd.  at least one tawny Owl was 
calling near the Pit on 4th.  a 
short-eared Owl was present 
over limbourne creek and then 
northey island on 24th.

Kingfisher were more 
widespread during the month, 
although still seemingly thin on 
the ground. 

Bearded tit were very scarce this 
winter, one of the few reports 
being at least two heard on 11th 

at the usual wintering grounds, the 
Pit. The lone Chiffchaff continued 
its residence at chigborough lakes 
all month, the only one in the area. 
Firecrest tend to be passage birds 
locally, so two at millbeach on 2nd 
was a surprise. treecreeper 
appeared to be more widespread 
than usual during the month.

after a lull, thrush numbers 
increased again mid-month with 
several double-figure counts of 
redwing, although Fieldfare were 
much scarcer with just single-
figure counts. The two stonechat 
were still present at the Pit on 
22nd with the female until 29th. 
rock Pipit numbers at the Pit 
peaked at eight on 11th whilst 
there was a Water Pipit at osea 
road on 2nd. 

six Bullfinch were at 
chigborough lakes on 22nd and a 
total of 140 Chaffinch were 
around the farm buildings near 
mundon old church. unexpected, 
given the lack of recent reports, 
there was a flock of about 60 
siskin at langford, one of the 
largest counts of recent years; odd 
birds seen locally thereafter are 
assumed to have been from this 
flock.  a (presumed) Lesser 
redpoll flew over hazeleigh wood 
on 26th.

up to five Corn Bunting roosted 
at the Pit all month whilst 13 were 
noted heading to roost at 
limbourne creek on 24th. 

February 2019
a generally quiet month. 

There were 55 gadwall on 
chigborough lakes still on 12th 
whilst four goosander were 
briefly on lofts farm on 28th.

at least six Buzzard were over 
Beeleigh on 14th and a single 
Peregrine was causing mass panic 
over the estuary on 20th. 

a Water rail was still calling at 
chigborough lakes on 12th. 

avocet numbers dropped to 
about 140 on the estuary on 20th 
whilst at least 150 Bar-tailed 
godwit were present there on 
15th. Black-tailed godwit 
numbers began to increase 
through the month with at least 
400 present by 20th.  a Woodcock 
was in hazeleigh wood on 11th. 
one greenshank remained on the 
estuary and there was a Common 
sandpiper at Elm farm Park on 
22nd. 

hazeleigh wood held at least 
three territorial tawny Owls 
whilst one at least was calling near 
the Pit on 25th. one of the regular 
Little Owl was near slough house 
farm on 3rd, with other singles 
chasing beetles in the middle of 
chigborough road on 12th and at 
Beeleigh Turning on 24th. 

langford/Beeleigh held at least 
six treecreeper on 14th and there 
were 100+ Carrion Crow at lofts 
farm on 7th. grey Wagtail were 
seen at both Beeleigh and 

Shoveler (sTEVE grimwadE)
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chigborough lakes on 4th march. 
only the second Bearded tit 
record of the winter was three on 
17th at the Pit. Chiffchaff 
suddenly appeared, singing, early 
in the month with four at 
chigborough lakes on 4th and a 
dozen singing round chigborough 
by the end of the month. Cetti’s 
Warbler were warming up their 
vocal chords, with at least 12 
singing around the Pit during the 
month and several other sites in 
the area probably giving a local 
population of at least 20 singing 
males. mistle thrush seemed to 
be a bit more numerous than in 
recent years and included at least 
two pairs around hazeleigh wood. 
redwing passed through in very 
small numbers this march, with 
the peak local counts being just 
ten over hazeleigh woods on 20th 
and six the next day at 
chigborough lakes.

The now almost annual Black 
redstart record involved one that 
appeared in the middle of maldon 
on 29th. lofts farm held 12 Pied 
Wagtail on 8th.  a flock of 15 
Chaffinch in a paddock off scraley 
road on 3rd were clearly migrants 
as were seven siskin in alders at 
chigborough on 4th and three 
male Brambling spent 20th-24th 
round feeders in hazeleigh wood.  
a total of 17 jangling Corn 
Bunting were on the saltings off 
the Pit on 19th and a 
Yellowhammer was over 
hazeleigh wood on 20th. 

april 2019
Brent goose numbers declined to 
around 75 in the estuary by the 
end of the month.  a pair of 
gadwall were at the southern end 
of the Pit on 29th whilst a cracking 
garganey appeared on the Pit on 
10th and was then seen on and off 
at several nearby locations until 
24th.  around 55 teal were still 
around on the Pit on 16th and a 
dozen Pochard were still here at 
the end of the month. ninety 
tufted duck on the Pit on 16th 
was a good count. 

There was a great White egret 
at lofts farm on 11th whilst larger 
raptors were a bit thin on the 
ground with a marsh Harrier over 
lofts on 12th and red Kite over 

south over the river in the course 
of four hours, as well as a single 
marsh Harrier.  a red Kite sailed 
over the Pit towards maldon on 
11th. 

Black-tailed godwit numbers 
continued to increase with perhaps 
1,500 off the Pit on 23rd, as did 
turnstone with the now 
traditional roost building up on the 
barge wrecks on the saltings, and 
110 being seen on 23rd. otherwise 
it was a story of declining wader 
numbers with a maximum of 25 
avocet on the estuary on 19th and 
300 redshank on 26th. 

a mediterranean gull appeared 
in the gull colony at the Pit on 
13th.

a short-eared Owl flew over the 
river from northey island to osea 
road on 23rd. 

in hazeleigh wood, there were 
perhaps five great spotted 
Woodpecker territories, plus at 
least three green Woodpecker as 
well and Coal tit continue to do 
well in a site they colonised only 
four-five years ago; nuthatches, 
however, have disappeared after 
arriving at the same time. 
treecreeper territories numbered 
perhaps seven and they appear to 
be having a good year.

a remarkably early Cuckoo was 
at chigborough from 31st march 
with four or more by the end of the 
month and three equally early 
sand martin were hawking over 

hazeleigh wood and the last rock 
Pipit was at the Pit on 20th. 

march 2019
a lot busier month, which saw 
some very early signs of migration.

at least 500 Brent geese were 
still on the estuary on 26th, by 
now these are probably birds 
moving through from further 
south and west.  Wigeon numbers 
had dropped to just 15 by 26th on 
which day there were about 150 
teal still about and the first broods 
of mallard were appearing on 
various waters by the middle of 
the month. fifteen gadwall were 
still on chigborough lakes on 21st 
and 15 Pochard remained on the 
Pit on 26th with 27 shoveler still 
there on 4th. There were 17 great 
Crested grebes on lofts farm on 
6th whilst a distant great White 
egret on the south bank of 
southey creek on 23rd was seen 
from a Thames barge. To complete 
a trio of egrets, a Cattle egret put 
in a very brief appearance at home 
water, chigborough fisheries on 
4th whilst Little egret were 
appearing back in the local heronry 
where there were at least ten grey 
Heron nests and 17+ Cormorant 
nests.

The same barge trip mentioned 
above experienced some 
exceptional (for this county 
anyway!) raptor passage with at 
least 22 Buzzard seen heading 
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the Pit on 16th and maldon on 
20th. 

one lucky observer out walking 
their dog had two Crane fly high 
west over the Pit on 28th. 

up to six avocet were around 
during the month on the estuary, 
presumed to be birds that will 
attempt to breed either on the Pit 
or estuary. Three Bar-tailed 
godwit were still around on the 
estuary on 16th with one on 29th 
and 40 dunlin put in an 
appearance in the same location 
on the former date and two 
greenshank on the latter with 
100 redshank on 16th. The 
spring’s first Whimbrel were 
around on 11th with small 
numbers dotted about the estuary 
thereafter and 20 turnstone were 
present on 29th. 

a total of 35 Common gull 
were off the Pit on 15th and a 
couple of great Black-backed 
gull hung around the area all 
month.  at least two pairs of 
mediterranean gull were 
knocking around during the month 
but, as in previous years, they 
seemed intimidated by the large 
numbers of Black-headed gull 

and never settled to breed.  a 
cracking adult Little gull was on 
lofts farm from 11th-13th. The 
first Common tern were noted on 
7th and had built up to a dozen or 
so birds at the Pit by the end of the 
month.  always a scarce bird on 
the patch, arctic tern moved 
through lofts farm with at least 
four on 14th and two on 16th.

swift crept in before the end of 
april with eight over lofts farm on 
the last day of the month.

There were ten sand martin 
over chigborough on 10th and a 
House martin appeared there the 
next day over the Pit, five days 
later than the first swallow which 
was over hazeleigh wood; the 
largest count of the latter was 50 
at lofts farm on 24th, the same 
day there were 50 House martin 
and 20 sand martin there. Cetti’s 
Warbler numbers remained at 
around 11-12 singing male at the 
Pit. The first Lesser Whitethroat 
was at Beeleigh on 15th and the 
first Whitethroat at chigborough 
and the Pit on 16th. other first 
arrival dates were: Willow 
Warbler on 10th at Pit; 

reed Warbler on 16th at 

chigborough; sedge Warbler on 
7th at the Pit.

a flock of about 35 Fieldfare 
were near hazeleigh wood early 
on 6th where there were two 
redwing on 9th. The first local 
nightingale were two singing in 
hazeleigh wood on 15th. numbers 
built surprisingly quickly here and 
there were 12-14 singing by the 
end of the month as well as other 
birds at chigborough (two) and 
maldon wick by morrison (one). 

a displaying male stonechat at 
the Pit on the evening of 15th was 
a surprise but nothing more was 
seen. fifteen Pied Wagtail at lofts 
on 14th were accompanied by a 
White Wagtail on 14th which 
hung around until 15th with 
another there on 24th. Yellow 
Wagtail were, apart from four at 
lofts farm on 11th, only counted 
in ones and twos on and off all 
month, with the first on 11th. 
single Brambling were at 
chigborough lakes on 14th and in 
hazeleigh wood on 21st where a 
single siskin flew over north-west 
on 19th. Two male Yellowhammer 
were on territory at the edge of 
hazeleigh on 22nd.

mersea island by steve entwistle

november 2018
The month started on the 1st 
with a female eider, great 
northern diver and 12 
Common scoter off west 
mersea, and a muntjac at 
cudmore grove country Park. 
next day a stonechat, ten reed 
Bunting, Kingfisher, merlin seen 
from strood channel seawall, 
nearby at maydays Peregrine, six 
stonechats and Kingfisher seen. 
on the 5th two great northern 
divers and 50 sanderling off 
East measea. odd siskins seen at 
The Park ‘till month end with five 
on the 9th and ten on the 12th, 
also there up to three goldcrests 
and five in East mersea church 
yard.  a merlin on Pewit island on 
the 11th, two Lesser redpolls at 
park on next day.  a greenshank 
along the strood on the 16th. on 

the 18th 20 marsh Harriers and 
a merlin seen going to roost over 
on langenhoe.  a snow Bunting 
on stone Point found on the 19th 
and stayed till 23rd.  a red-
throated diver at west and one 
at East mersea on 19th. on the 
21st five eider and three rock 
Pipits on stone Point also a Black 
Brant along the coast road. The 
next day three eider off point and 
a Barn Owl East mersea road. 
350 Fieldfare feeding in a field at 
East mersea on the 25th.  a 
Brambling feeding on the ground 
at The Park on 28th, the month 
ended with a Velvet scoter off 
coast road west mersea on the 
30th.

december 2018
on the 4th the Black Brant was 
on cobmarsh island, two great 

northern divers and a Common 
scoter off Victoria Esplanade and 
the Velvet scoter off coast road. 
on the 7th a spoonbill, 
red-throated diver, the Black 
Brant and two great northern 
divers seen off coast road. Two 
or three great northern divers 
could be seen off west mersea 
throughout the month. Two 
Water rail seen from the hide at 
the park on the 8th.  a juvenile 
merlin and Kingfisher at 
maydays on the 11th, the bird of 
the month, a shorelark found on 
stone Point on the 12th and 
stayed ‘til month end;  a bright 
coloured one which was well 
watched.  a pale bellied Brent 
goose on the golf house fields on 
the 20th, two seen long the Pye 
fleet on the 23rd. Thirteen marsh 
Harriers and a Barn Owl went to 
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flying up ray channel with mute 
swan same day. on the 10th a 
female Common scoter off 
esplanade, the next day on 
langenhoe Point roost twelve 
marsh Harriers, Barn Owl and 
three Buzzards recorded. The 
Black-necked grebe showed 
again on the 13th off Kingsland 
road.  a Cetti’s Warbler singing 
throughout the month from the 
park pond hide on nice days. 
Twenty Pintails on cob island on 
20th. odd Blackcap coming to 
feeders reported throughout the 
month. four siskin around 
rewsalls tea room on the 25th.

april 2019
The migrant month, another 
Wheatear at rewsalls, Blackcap 
male at firs chase on the 1st. The 
first sedge Warbler at park on 
the 3rd, greenshank and 
swallow at the strood on the 
4th.The 6th winter species still 
around with six great northern 
drivers off Victoria Esplanade, 
also two Wheatears at rewsalls. 
next day 40 golden Plovers and 
there were another two 
Wheatears along the strood.  
on the 8th two swallows, three 
Wheatears along the strood, 
same day first House martin at 
west mersea. first reed Warbler 
at East mersea on the 11th, a red 
Kite over langenhoe on the 12th 
same day as Whimbrel along the 
strood. Two Common terns and 
great northern diver on the 
14th. The 17th three different 
Willow Warblers seen, also off 
East mersea two sandwich terns 
showed for two days sitting on 
buoys. on the 18th three Yellow 
Wagtails and a pair of 
Yellowhammers along strood, 
also at oyster fisheries both 
Common and Lesser 
Whitethroats.  a red Kite gliding 
over maydays, sedge Warbler 
returned there on the 20th, hope 
they breed again, only 3-4 pairs 
possibly bred on mersea last year. 
first Cuckoo also on the 20th at 
park.  always nice to see white 
male Pheasant along dawes lane 
on 24th, report and month ended 
with a Fulmar flying across the 
island seen from along the strood.

10th. next day a short-eared 
Owl off ray island. next day six 
great northern divers off 
esplanade. on the 18th four 
great northern divers and 12 
slavonian grebes off country 
Park. Three eider off East mersea 
on 23rd and the month ended 
with a pale bellied Brent off coast 
road on the 25th and 27th.

February 2019
on the 1st two marsh Harriers, 
45 ringed Plovers and rock Pipit 
seen along the strood channel. 
next day a Black Brant in a field 
down cross lane, on the 3rd eight 
slavonian grebes and two 
red-throated divers off park,  
11 Yellowhammers, one Corn 
Bunting and three Peregrine 
Falcons at maydays farm the 
same day.  a female goosander 
along the Pye fleet on the 4th.   
a Yellow Legged gull on Packing 
shed island and a red Kite flew 
over  west mersea on the 5th.  
on the 6th five great northern 
divers, Black-necked grebe, 
three red-throated divers, 
guillemot, rock Pipit, 27 
red-breasted mergansers, 20 
sanderling and a Kingfisher seen 
off Peters beach west mersea. 
sorry, also a Black swan seen 

roost at langenhoe on the 30th, 
the year ended with a Firecrest 
on a footpath next to the chase 
caravan park on the 31st.  

 January 2019
The year started with a good year 
tick, a Firecrest that showed for 
two more days. also on the first, 
six red-throated divers, great 
northern diver and female 
goldeneye off Victoria esplanade, 
merlin at stone Point, Water rail 
at the park hide, two pale bellied 
Brent geese and seven 
mediterranean gulls at west 
mersea. on the 2nd on stone 
Point for a short stay only a shore 
Lark showed (last seen on the 
4th), nearby off the park two 
gannets, ten red-throated 
divers and five slavonian grebe 
were seen. on the 3rd three 
White-fronted geese dropped 
in on the grazing fields at the park 
for an hour, on the other side of 
the river on langenhoe point, 
seen from Brightlingsea, a 
Black-necked grebe and 
guillemot were seen. on the 4th 
a Black-throated diver in the 
colne and again off west mersea 
on the 9th. Three great 
northern divers and two Pintail 
off Victoria esplanade on the 

Whimbrel and Black-tailed Godwit (maTT  TurnEr)
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metropolitan essex and Lea Valley by Howard Vaughan

november 2018
a Hoopoe videoed in an aveley 
garden on the 11th was a superb 
find but did not linger while late 
Ouzels were noted over 
connaught water (3rd) and on the 
KgV (1st). The reservoir hosted at 
least two great northern divers 
for most of the month along with 
a pair of scaup.  a female smew 
was seen on the 18th and a 
Black-necked grebe on the 27th. 
south down the lee Valley there 
were three scandinavian rock 
Pipits seen on walthamstow 
reservoirs on the 1st with scoter 
(6th), slavonian grebe (10th), 
two mergansers (17th) and 
avocet (19th) being the precursor 
for the superb Black-throated 
diver on the 24th-26th.  another 
female smew was seen on 
seventy acres on the 19th and a 
Bittern was seen there 
occasionally.  a great White egret 
dropped in to fairlop waters 
(17th) and one was over 
upminster on 24th.  a 1st winter 
Caspian gull was seen on 
wanstead flats from the 4th and 
the fourth winter returned to 
Eagle Pond from the 25th with 
another 1st winter also in leyton 
on the 26th. further birds were 
seen at Thames Barrier Park and 
creekmouth with the former of 
these two sites also hosting a 
juvenile eider on the 23rd which 
had been seen earlier heading that 
way from Beckton. Both med gull 
and Kittiwake were also noted at 
creekmouth on the 19th. Brent 
and Pink-footed geese were 
logged at gallions reach on the 
18th with three more Brent there 
on the 25th. The rainham 
White-fronts flew over 
upminster on the 23rd. Two 
Cattle egrets flew over wanstead 
flats on the 4th while the rainham 
birds were still present and two 
raven were seen in Epping forest 
along with a couple of 
Hawfinch sightings. Firecrests 
were seen at several sites and a 
Yellow-browed Warbler was in 
the mardyke on the 2nd while 
Lesser spotted Woodpeckers 

were seen at Thorndon cP and 
wanstead Park.

december 2018
The KgV reservoir continued to 
hold some of the best winter 
wildfowl with two great 
northern divers till the 2nd and 
slavonian grebe till the 16th. The 
pair of scaup were joined by an 
immature on the 16th and a male 
smew joined goosanders on the 
30th.  at least six more 
goosanders were regularly at 
connaught water with a couple at 
walthamstow reservoirs and up to 
18 at weald Park (26th). Eight 
were seen in the seventy acres 
complex of pits with an adult male 
and immature male smew 
throughout. The male scaup 
returned to walthamstow for the 
winter and the site also had a very 
late reed Warbler on the 10th 
and 11th.  a Bittern was seen on 
seventy acres on the 12th. ravens 
were seen over the KgV, holyfield 
and harold hill and the rainham 
marsh Harriers strayed up into 
the ingrebourne Valley. The only 
red Kite reported was over 
Theydon garnon on the 9th. 
Caspian gulls were seen at 
Thames Barrier Park (9th), 
creekmouth (23rd), 1w wanstead 
flats (27th) and the Eagle Pond 
sub-adult on and off all month.   

a Jack snipe was at west Thurrock 
marshes (24th) and a few 
Woodcock were unearthed. 
Firecrests were seen in highams 
Park and wanstead Park and the 
Lesser spotted Woodpecker was 
noted again at the latter site on 
the 3rd.

January 2019
The KgV reservoir scaup flock 
became four and a drake smew 
was seen again from the 18th and 
up to three red Kites were noted 
over towards Epping forest while 
four ravens visited on the 6th. up 
to ten Black-necked grebes have 
been on the adjacent wm girling 
and the drake scaup remained on 
walthamstow wetlands all month. 
up the lee Valley there was still a 
pair of smew and at least 16 
goosanders around the seventy 
acres complex and a drake 
red-crested Pochard was found 
on holyfield lake on the 24th. 
goosander sightings came from 
several other sites with up to five 
on connaught water, nine in 
weald Park and a couple in the 
roding Valley. The near adult 
Caspian gull remained at Eagle 
Pond and two first-winters were 
seen on wanstead flats (from 
19th) with others at creekmouth 
and fairlop waters.  a goldeneye 
at the latter site on the 2nd was a 
good record. Bitterns were seen at 
seventy acres lake, warren gorge 
and in the ingrebourne Valley but 
were showy nowhere. The 
ingrebourne valley had regular 
Woodcock and occasional 
Brambling sightings along with a 
red Kite (9th). other Kites were 
seen regularly in the north Epping 
forest area. Black redstarts were 
discovered wintering at Beckton 
and upminster sewage works – 
both private sites but wintering 
Firecrests were thin on the 
ground with just singles in 
wanstead Park and warley. it was 
good to report that Lesser 
spotted Woodpeckers were 
noted at highams Park lake, weald 
Park, wanstead Park and Thorndon.  
a marsh tit in Valentines Park on 

Whinchat (sam shiPPEy)
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the 26th was unexpected and will 
probably be the only area record 
this year. down on the Thames 
there were at least 370 Black-
tailed godwits wintering 
between grays and rainham along 
with five turnstones and the 
shared avocet flock. The Kent 
ravens were seen over grays on a 
couple of dates. ravens were once 
again prospecting in the top of our 
recording area.

February 2019
The KgV reservoir scaup flock of 
four stayed into february with at 
least two staying all month. The 
male smew was seen again on the 
13th and goldeneye peaked at 44 
on the 23rd and goosander at 24 
on the 25th. Three Black-necked 
grebes were found on the 21st 
and stayed into march while a 
med gull on the 10th was nfy 
along with a male marsh Harrier 
through on the 25th. The drake 
scaup stayed at walthamstow 
wetlands with six goosander 
(11th) and a Black-tailed godwit 
(14th) being notable there. There 
was a good spread of other 
goosanders around with at least 
22 between seventy acres lake and 
holyfield lake, three pairs at 
roding Valley meadows, four in 
weald Park, four at connaught 
water, five at mollands lane and 
three in highams Park lake. 
conversely the only other smew 
was a female at seventy acres.  a 
drake Ferruginous duck was 
popular on holyfield lake from the 
6th-9th and a drake red-crested 
Pochard was also seen at this time 
while three russian White-fronts 
at the nearby holyfield hall farm 
from the 15th were a good find.  a 
single Bittern was seen at seventy 
acres with another in warren 
gorge and two in the ingrebourne 
Valley while a great White egret 
over the first site continues the 
upward trend in recent records. 
likewise, ravens were noted over 
ardleigh green and orsett and 
Buzzards and red Kite sightings 
predictably increased.  a very early 
Osprey was over upminster on 
the 23rd and local Peregrines 
were becoming active. gulling 
produced a Caspian and four 
Yellow-legged gulls at Thames 

Barrier Park (15th) and four more 
Casps and two med gulls at 
ockendon Tip on the 17th. Two 
Black redstarts were noted 
within Beckton sTw and a 
siberian Chiffchaff was just 
outside at creekside nr on the 
22nd with another at mollands 
lane on the 11th. Firecrests were 
seen in warley and warren gorge 
and Lesser spotted Woodpekers 
were in weald and Thorndon cPs.  
a little survey to try and find out 
how many Blackcaps have been 
wintering in the area since 
christmas has revealed a total of 
48 male and 25 female so far from 
48 different urban sites. i wonder 
how many more were out there 
this winter?

march 2019
red Kites were literally 
everywhere and there were nearly 
80 sightings across the area often 
of multiple birds, especially in the 
mid-lee Valley and around the 
hornchurch/upminster area 
where 14 were counted moving 
through on the 23rd alone. raptors 
were on form at copped hall at 
the top of Epping forest where at 
least 15 Kites and 25 Buzzards 
were noted on the 25th along with 
merlin, Peregrine and the 
eventual pinning down of a female 
Hen Harrier that had been 
eluding scrutiny all winter. ravens 
were also seen here and over 
various lee Valley sites. There was 
a real mix on seasons in march 
with the KgV reservoir amply 

showcasing this with up to four 
Black-necked grebes and a drake 
smew all month along with two 
scaup through to the 3rd and 
small numbers of goosander and a 
peak of 55 goldeneye.  a 
rough-legged Buzzard on the 
17th was a top notch patch find. 
Common scoter (30th) and Little 
gulls (three on 28th and four on 
30th) dropped in and there was a 
good smattering of migrants with 
an almost feb sand martin on the 
1st, Wheatear (17th), Yellow 
Wagtail and sedge Warbler 
(24th), Black redstart and Little 
ringed Plover (25th) and 
swallows and House martin 
(31st). down Valley at 
walthamstow wetlands the male 
scaup remained all month and a 
Little ringed Plover (19th) and 
four Little gulls (31st) were seen.  
a Cattle egret heading through 
on the 8th was the best find and 
undoubtedly one of the two that 
had wintered in cheshunt before 
heading over into Essex and onto 
hall marsh from the 4th. They 
roamed a little and one was also 
seen at cornmill meadows while 
another was seen over romford on 
the 24th. Early Hobbies were seen 
over wanstead flats (29th) and 
sewardstone (30th) and the flats 
also hosted Wheatear (17th), 
House martin (23rd) and a 
cracking drake garganey (31st).   
a White-fronted goose there on 
the 25th may have been one of 
the holyfield hall farm trio that 
were still around on the 13th at 

Cattle Egrets  (allan KnighT)
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least. There were further signs of 
winter with a few redwings and 
Fieldfares heading north and 
Brambling suddenly appeared 
with a few singles and two nice 
groups of at least 30 in ongar Park 
wood and hooks marsh. migrants 
were thinly scattered but there 
were some further early arrivals 
with Willow Warbler at Belhus 
woods (8th), Whitethroat at 
upminster (27th), Common tern 
at gallions reach (23rd), ring 
Ouzel at the olympic Park (23rd) 
and swallow at copped hall 
(25th). gallions also nabbed a 
flying Hoopoe (24th) and a nordic 
Jackdaw was a great garden bird 
in hornchurch (22nd) while a 
Woodlark north over upminster 
(30th) and a shag over south 
woodford were also rewards for 
garden skywatching.

april 2019
The lee Valley was an expected 
focus for migration through the 
area and the KgV reservoir was a 
regular draw (for permit holders). 
five Little gulls on the 1st were 
the forerunner for the 8th when 51 
were counted with smaller 
numbers through to the 11th. The 
8th also saw Water Pipit, 
Black-necked grebe and a ring 
Ouzel with eight scoter, arctic 
tern and avocet the next day. six 

more scoter were seen on the 
10th when three more arctics 
dropped in and two more were 
seen on the 28th. five Black terns 
were seen on the 19th and a single 
was seen on the 22nd and a Little 
tern on the 24th! The drake smew 
stayed till the 10th and 
goosander and goldeneye 
lingered but two mergansers on 
the 10th were new arrivals. Yellow 
and White Wagtails were seen 
and a Common redstart was 
found on the 16th. down valley 
the male scaup remained at 
walthamstow wetlands and the 
site had a good run of birds with a 
drake garganey on and off from 
the 16th, Little gulls on five dates 
including 27 on the 8th, both 
Black and Bar-tailed godwits, 
three sandwich terns (5th), a 
colour ringed Osprey (8th), two 
Black-necked grebes (24th) and 
a cracking male Blue-headed 
Wagtail with 19 Yellows on the 
8th. nine more Little gulls were 
at holyfield lake (8th) and one of 
the two Cattle egrets was seen at 
hall marsh on the 19th. 

great White egrets were seen 
over cely woods (14th) and 
wennington (20th) and the 
rainham White stork was over 
wanstead flats (16th). The flats 
had daily redstart sightings from 
the 2nd but there were three on 
the 10th and another the next day. 

ring Ouzels were seen on the 
11th and 21st with a Whinchat 
on the latter date.  a singing Wood 
Warbler on the 29th was a great 
find. other redstarts were seen 
on both walthamstow marsh (3rd) 
and wetlands (12th-13th), 
nazeing (5th), hainault forest 
(13th), fairlop waters (14th) and 
lakeside (15th) making it a 
notable spring for the species.  a 
male Black redstart sang in 
Brentwood (2nd-4th) and others 
were at Three mills (5th) and 
walthamstow marsh (two on 
14th). further Ouzels were noted 
at great warley (16th) and 
sewardstone (23rd) with another 
in Beckton sTw (7th-13th) and 
one at nearby gallions reach 
(14th). There were 22 scoter off 
here on the 9th, Jack snipe (7th), 
two arctic terns (14th), four 
Brent geese, sandwich tern and 
eight med gulls (19th). The 10th 
saw 19 med gulls over Barking 
Bay as part of the huge influx into 
the south east.  an avocet was a 
great find in the ingrebourne (4th) 
and Jack snipe (5th), two med 
gulls (10th) and a Whinchat 
(27th) added to a good month. 
There were over 20 red Kite 
sightings, an Osprey over gidea 
Park (29th) and local Buzzards, 
Peregrines and ravens seemed to 
be faring well.

north-east essex bysimon Cox

november 2018
The dusky Warbler at The naze, 
found on the final day of october, 
remained for a further two days 
and the 1st was also notable for 
the presence of two swifts there 
which were considered by some 
observers to be Pallid swifts. The 
British Birds’ rarities committee is 
currently considering a series of 
late-autumn swift sightings 
around the country.  an arrival of 
Blackbirds and redwings was 
also evident the same day and on 
the 2nd a raven flew over at 
dovercourt, a ring Ouzel was new 
at The naze and a rough-legged 

Buzzard was seen to come in off 
the sea at frinton.

The greenland White-fronted 
goose from october appeared at 
landermere then back at holland 
haven where two Caspian gulls 
on the 8th were followed by 
further sightings later in the 
month.  at wormingford, counts of 
180 skylarks, 40 meadow Pipits 
and 36 Yellowhammers were 
noteworthy and there were small 
flocks of presumably Lesser 
redpolls, at fingringhoe and 
highwoods cP. 

reports from the stour Estuary 
included single red-throated Iberian Chiffchaff (simon cox)
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diver, red-necked and Black-
necked grebe, smew, Common 
scoter and shag plus two 
slavonian grebes, three 
goosanders and 47 red-
breasted mergansers.  a great 
northern diver and a red-
necked grebe were seen in 
hamford water and the raptor 
roost near Bramble island held 
three Hen Harriers and 14 marsh 
Harriers; also, 79 Little egrets and 
ten White-fronted geese were 
counted nearby. four goosanders 
visited ardleigh reservoir and a 
spoonbill flew over at frinton.

sea-watching at frinton began 
with counts of 248 gannets, eight 
Kittiwakes, five guillemots and 
single Pomarine and arctic skua 
on the 3rd. later in the month, 
observations there and at nearby 
holland haven included three 
Black-throated divers, 90 
Common scoters, 45 eiders, 
three Velvet scoters, single 
Fulmar, Long-tailed duck and 
Pale-bellied Brent goose, two 
sooty shearwaters (20th), up to 
four Bonxies and another 
Pomarine skua, 237 Common 
gulls and a Little gull.  a few of 
these were also reported from The 
naze.

a shore Lark was obliging at st 
osyth stone on the 15th and 17th 
and seems likely to have been the 
individual seen later at west 
mersea. on the latter date, both 
Whinchat and Wheatear were 
present at holland haven where, 
on the 19th, 37 Pink-footed 
geese fed on the arable including 
one with a coded neck collar that 
had been ringed in norway.  a 
single White-front accompanied 
them. Two Purple sandpipers 
were reported at holland haven, a 
grey Phalarope was 
photographed in hamford water 
on the 27th, and a Kittiwake flew 
over howlands marsh on the 28th. 

a ring Ouzel remained at 
wigboro wick farm, st osyth, for 
a week from the 21st, a few snow 
Buntings were reported including 
five at Jaywick, a Lapland Bunting 
was identified at holland haven, 
and there were several Firecrests 
and counts of up to 20 goldcrests 
along the coastal strip during the 
month.

december 2018
it was an eventful month for 
sea-watching off frinton and 
holland haven. red-throated 
diver movements peaked with a 
record count of 1,441 on the 27th; 
up to three great northern and 
two Black-throated divers were 
seen on several dates, also four 
slavonian grebes, a shag, up to 
eight eiders, 31 Common and two 
Velvet scoters, at least four 
Bonxies on many dates, 28 
guillemots and a Black 
guillemot on the 8th, a Little auk 
on the 9th and razorbill on the 
10th, a few gannets, and 
Kittiwakes, 1-2 Little gulls and 
427 great Black-backed gulls on 
the 2nd. There was also a great 
northern diver off skippers 
island, three slavonian grebes at 
mistley and two at Brightlingsea, a 
scaup at landermere, smew at 
manningtree, five goosanders on 
the university lake and a Bittern 
on the 7th at ardleigh reservoir.

goose sightings included a 
single Black Brant at walton, 
frinton and holland haven on 
several dates, a Pale-bellied Brent 
at alresford, three Barnacle geese 
passing frinton, 28 White-fronts 

at langham and 17 at frinton 
whilst the raptor roost near 
Bramble island held up to 26 
marsh Harriers, two Hen Harriers 
and a merlin.

a raven was seen at wrabness, 
winter thrush reports included 
120 Fieldfares and 50 redwings 
at wivenhoe, and 85 Fieldfares at 
landermere, a ring Ouzel 
reappeared on the 3rd at wigboro 
wick, a Water Pipit was identified 
at The hythe, a Waxwing was 
briefly present at clacton, a 
Lapland Bunting flew over at 
Brightlingsea and seven snow 
Buntings were seen at Jaywick 
and colne Point.

January 2019
reports on the opening day 
included 33 red-throated divers 
and two gannets at colne Point, 
four egyptian geese and three 
gannets at holland haven, and a 
green sandpiper, 20 redwings, 
three grey Wagtails and 14 
goldcrests at copford sewage-
works plus 100 Common gulls, 
three grey Partridges and seven 
Bullfinches at henny street. The 
drake smew remained at 
manningtree where four 
greenshanks were wintering, and 

Little Egret (simon cox)
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rock Pipits. green sandpiper, 
Water rail and both White and 
grey Wagtail were additional 
sightings there whilst at langham 
there were counts of 45 skylarks, 
30 Yellowhammers and 40 reed 
Buntings; also 40 
Yellowhammers at great 
horkesley.  as last year, a Lesser 
spotted Woodpecker visited a 
halstead garden on a number of 
occasions.

at Boxted, 11 goosanders and 
20 siskins were of note and the 
largest number of Lesser redpolls 
reported in the area was 12 at 
fingringhoe wick. Bramblings 
were even more scarce with no 
double-figure counts.  wandering 
red Kites started to be reported 
and ravens were seen in at least 
three scattered locations.

up to ten tree sparrows visited 
garden feeders at a little clacton 
farm where a Jack snipe and some 
30 Common snipe were present. 
miscellaneous reports included 27 
Little grebes in walton channel, a 
male Hen Harrier at Kirby-le-
soken, two spotted redshanks in 
alresford creek, 75 stock doves 
and two Bearded tits at holland 
haven, two Chiffchaffs at The 
naze, a Black redstart at frinton 
and a Firecrest at wivenhoe.

march 2019
sea-watching, principally at 
frinton with contributions from 
holland haven, again proved 

productive. red-throated divers 
were much in evidence with a peak 
count of 454 on the 23rd and up to 
eight great northerns were 
identified.  an early sandwich tern 
was seen along with two Fulmars, 
351 Cormorants and 35 
mediterranean gulls on the 2nd, 
twelve shags flew by on the 20th, 
and a great White egret on the 
24th and several Bonxies were 
other highlights. gannet passage 
was higher than usual in march with 
a peak count of 239 on the 31st. 
There were several reports of 
goosanders including 18 on 
alresford gP and a pair of egyptian 
geese appeared with goslings at 
sunnymead farm, wivenhoe.

repeats from february were a 
Black-necked grebe on the river 
colne, two spotted redshanks in 
alresford creek, up to six Water 
Pipits at fingringhoe mill and ten 
tree sparrows at little clacton. 
The pair of Peregrines on 
colchester’s Jumbo Tower were 
present again, both Hen Harrier 
and merlin were recorded plus 
more red Kites and a short-eared 
Owl, but the star raptor was a 
White-tailed eagle that flew over 
wivenhoe on the 19th, amazingly 
not even an Essex tick for the 
observer concerned! on the same 
day, a red-rumped swallow was 
briefly present at fingringhoe wick. 
surveys of some north Essex 
parishes confirmed the presence of 
several pairs of marsh tits and 
nuthatches, both rare in the 
northeast, and a few pairs of grey 
Partridges were also located.

an early sand martin arrived at 
Brightlingsea on the 10th followed 
by the first Wheatear at frinton on 
the 17th, Cuckoo at fingringhoe 
wick on the 21st and Blackcap at 
The naze on the 23rd. Chiffchaffs 
soon became widespread but one 
trapped and ringed at The naze on 
the 26th fulfilled the criteria for a 
siberian Chiffchaff.  a swallow 
was at langham and a Willow 
Warbler at The naze on the 28th.  a 
few Firecrests passed through, as 
did several small parties of siskins, 
Lesser redpolls and an odd 
Brambling, and a Hawfinch flew 
past frinton on the 23rd, a day of 
heavy Chaffinch passage there 
with 1,761 counted.  a Caspian 

other reports from the stour 
Estuary were two slavonian 
grebes, 45 red-breasted 
mergansers, 32 goldeneyes and a 
Water rail.

up to ten White-fronted geese 
remained at holland haven all 
month and other sightings there 
included single Black-throated 
diver, merlin, Water rail and Jack 
snipe, three great northern 
divers, two Purple sandpipers, 
two Bearded tits, up to four 
stonechats and, all on the 26th, 
two Bewick’s swans, a shag and a 
razorbill.  at 
fingringhoe wick, 
reports included 
two ruffs, single 
merlin, short-eared 
Owl and Water Pipit, two 
Kingfishers, 100 Linnets, 80 
Chaffinches and 30 reed 
Buntings whilst a Jack snipe was 
seen at The hythe. 

Black-throated diver, Black-
necked grebe and guillemot 
were all seen on the river colne off 
Brightlingsea, seven Barnacle 
geese were on howlands marsh 
and seven snow Buntings were 
still at Jaywick with one also at The 
naze where both Chiffchaff and 
Firecrest were present late in the 
month. sightings at langham 
included a marsh tit, 150 Linnets, 
seven Bullfinches and 26 reed 
Buntings.

February 2019
an early Fulmar passed holland 
haven on the 1st and there was 
variety at The naze next day with 
White-fronted goose, spotted 
redshank. guillemot and 
Firecrest amongst the species 
seen. on the 3rd, three Waxwings 
were located in colchester with a 
single also at little clacton. The 
White-fronted goose flock at 
holland haven had increased to 30 
by the 6th when the seven snow 
Buntings were still at Jaywick and 
there were two slavonian grebes 
at wrabness on the 8th. few 
seabirds were reported though 
there was a great northern diver 
off holland haven.

attention turned to fingringhoe 
mill where at least nine Water 
Pipits were feeding along with up 
to 30 meadow Pipits and a few 

Mediterranean Gull  
(simon cox)
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frinton. Little ringed Plovers 
were seen, some paired, at several 
sites, Whimbrel passage was 
witnessed from the 8th onwards 
and odd Hobbies were recorded 
from the 13th.  a drake garganey 
at holland haven may have been 
the individual seen in late march 
but new arrivals there were a 
spoonbill and spotted 
redshank on the 16h when a 
redstart was at wigboro wick, st 
osyth. on the following two days, 
an iberian Chiffchaff was singing 
and seen well at The naze and 
also on the 18th a Hoopoe put in 
a very brief appearance at 

gull and two Yellow-legged gulls 
were seen at holland haven early 
in the month and single garganey, 
Little ringed Plover, Jack snipe, 
Woodcock, ruff and up to seven 
Water Pipits were all on view 
there during the final week. seven 
singing Cetti’s Warblers and a 
Black redstart were noteworthy 
at The naze on the 30th, the latter 
one of several reported at the 
month’s end.

april 2019
more Black redstarts passed 
through early in the month and a 
Jack snipe and a few Water Pipits 
lingered from march. merlin, 
Water rail, green sandpiper and 
Yellow and White Wagtails also 
featured in early april reports, a 
male serin frequented feeders in a 
clacton garden on 5th and 6th and 
two ring Ouzels were at The naze 
on the 7th. 

seabird sightings at frinton 
included up to seven Fulmars, 
maximum counts of 58 Common 
scoters and 111 gannets, a 
Bonxie and two arctic skuas, and 
there was strong tern passage on 
the 9th with an impressive 146 
sandwich terns as well as three 
arctics. The first Little tern report 
concerned one on the 18th, also at 

holland haven.
several ring Ouzels were 

located mid-month and 
nightingales were heard at a 
number of locations but some 
probably moved on.  a Common 
sandpiper visited the holland 
haven scrape and at The naze 
two arctic terns, and single 
Long-eared Owl, grasshopper 
Warbler and Hawfinch were 
amongst the species recorded 
over the final ten days.  an alpine 
swift was reported at harwich on 
the 28th and two turtle doves 
were back at wrabness on the 
30th.

Little Grebe (simon cox)

Egyptian Goose (simon cox)
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november 2018
The duo of Cattle egrets stayed 
until the 4th and another single 
flew straight through on the 
12th. i suspect there may be 
more winter sightings. likewise 
the Bittern became almost 
regular in front of the Ken Barrett 
hide and two immature grey 
Herons fought just outside until 
one was drowned on the 22nd! 
The last spoonbills of the year 
flew over on the 18th and a trio 
of great White egrets headed 
low and west on the 20th. The 
Thames was fairly quiet but 
wader numbers did increase with 
over 1,000 and 500 Black-tailed 
godwit by month end and a 
couple of Jack snipe sightings. 
mergansers were seen on the 
15th, 17th, 20th and 28th with a 
scoter (17th) also being noted.  a 
shag on the 27th and 28th was 
the first since 2012. Caspian 
gulls arrived on mass after 

several early month sightings and 
at least 25 different individuals 
were painstakingly identified 
between the 27th and 29th. four 
Little gulls were noted on the 
20th. There was a small influx of 
geese on the 23rd with a 
Barnacle and five White-fronts. 
The Barnacle stayed into 
december and a single juvenile 
Brent goose was seen most days 
of the last week while three 
Pinkfeet were noted on the 25th. 
There were a few winter thrushes 
to be seen and at least ten Water 
Pipits were seen, outnumbering 
the rock Pipits.  a Firecrest was 
seen on two dates and a Lesser 
spotted Woodpecker along the 
river wall on the 10th was a 
remarkable record while the 
ravens have only made sporadic 
appearances.

december 2018
water levels rose slowly and with 
them the numbers of Wigeon, 

teal, snipe and Lapwing in 
particular.  a single Barnacle 
goose and Brent were seen on 
and off but with such mild 
weather there was nothing 
incoming from the east.  a 
minimum of 140 snipe were 
counted and bobbing Jack snipe 
were found on the 6th and 27th. 
singles of ruff, Bar-tailed 
godwit, green and Common 
sandpiper were noted and 
avocets headed towards the 30 
mark while the Black-tailed 
godwit flock was spending 
more time up river although it 
did sometimes reach about 500. 
no more than three Little 
egrets were on the marsh and a 
great White flew through on 
the 12th.

Caspian gulls were still a 
feature with at least ten 
individuals seen including eight 
on the 11th and a med gull on 
the 2nd was the only other 
species of note.  at least six 
marsh Harriers are wintering 
including the green tagged Zr 
male bred in norfolk in 2018. 
Buzzards and Peregrines have 
been daily and a merlin made a 
couple of dashes through. Three 
each of short-eared and Barn 
Owl have been seen but the 
ravens have been rarely 
reported on our side of the 
Thames. Bearded tits, Cetti’s 
Warblers and Chiffchaffs were 
out on the trails with several 
Blackcaps around the centre.

January 2019
There was little change across 
the marsh in variety in January 
other than the steady rise in 
water levels and a corresponding 
increase in wildfowl.  Wigeon 
doubled to nearly 1,200 and 
Pintail broke the fifty mark 
which is unusual for the site. 
Lapwing remained at about 
2,000 with occasional ruff and 
golden Plover sightings 
amongst them, avocet reached 
a new site high of 70 on the 
22nd and grey Plover, green 
and Common sandpiper, 

rsPB rainham marshes by Howard Vaughan

Kittiwake (sTEVE grimwadE)
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(17th) of the year were noted 
and a freshly arrived Little 
ringed Plover on the 20th soon 
became two. Two spoonbill paid 
an elusive visit on the 20th but 
there were no other rare herons. 
The first sand martin zipped 
through with Wheatears from 
the 16th, swallow and Yellow 
Wagtail on the 30th and a 
sedge Warbler from the 22nd 
which is our earliest ever. 
Chiffchaffs, Blackcaps and 
Cetti’s Warblers were on 
territory by mid-month. Two 
Black redstarts on the 23rd 
were part of this migrant arrival. 
Lapwings were already on the 
nest by the 22nd and the marsh 
is alive with them and noisy 
redshanks while up on the 
landfill the first jangling Corn 
Bunting had returned.

april 2019
spring was a little slow off the 
mark and to be honest most of 
the attention was focused on the 
river rather than marsh where 
the first Common tern was seen 
on the 4th. sandwich terns were 
not far behind and the first two 
arctics on the 10th were 
followed by several singles and 

red Kites were seen on the 22nd 
and two on the 27th while at 
least six marsh Harriers were 
noted along with several good 
Buzzard days but the remaining 
short-eared Owl was only seen 
twice. Bearded tits started to 
become tricky as the month drew 
on and the Blackcaps were still 
gorging on apples near the centre 
while Water and rock Pipit 
numbers had started to drop off.

march 2019
The juvenile glaucous gull was 
seen until the 9th and then two 
were seen on the 27th so may 
have even been new birds. med 
gulls and the odd Caspian were 
reported.  at least eight marsh 
Harriers were on site and putting 
on a great show and red Kites 
were seen on the 2nd and 17th 
but the single short-eared Owl 
only put in sporadic appearances. 
Peregrines were active with 
some great hunting action. There 
was some wader passage with the 
wintering ruff being joined by 
four others and a little flurry of 
Black-tailed godwits on their 
way to iceland that reached 73 on 
the 12th. several Jack snipe and 
the first spotted redshank 

turnstone and Jack snipe were 
all noted. our short-eared Owls 
were somewhat sporadic in their 
appearances while up to six 
marsh Harriers continue to 
winter including the norfolk 
tagged Zr immature. The same 
number of Peregrines are using 
the marsh along with Buzzards 
and occasional sightings of both 
male and female merlin.  a red 
Kite on the 9th was the first for 
the year.

There was some good gulling to 
be had with several counts of four 
or five Caspians, adult med 
gulls, Yellow-legs and a hulking 
juvenile glaucous from the 16th. 
The Erith Bonaparte’s gull did 
the decent thing and allowed 
itself to be seen from coldharbour 
Point on several dates from the 
21st.  a great White egret flew 
through on the 24th but the 
ravens have been only rarely 
seen.  a solitary Brent was noted 
on a few dates and Pink-foot and 
egyptian were also seen.  a 
Firecrest was noted several times 
in the woodland and Blackcaps 
have been seen around the centre 
while the Bearded tits have been 
showing very well on the trails.

February 2019
gulls continued to be a firm 
feature throughout february with 
a Kittiwake and two Little gulls 
on the 1st to get things started. 
The juvenile glaucous gull from 
the 26th January turned out to be 
a new bird and it stayed into 
march while a hulking second-
winter bird was also present from 
the 12th-22nd. five Caspian 
gulls on the 6th was the peak 
count and several med gulls 
were reported.  a great White 
egret was seen briefly on the 
17th with four more south on the 
22nd and Little egret numbers 
slowly increased too.  avocets 
remained in the mid thirties and 
up to four ruff were seen along 
with the first returning 
Oystercatchers.  a Woodcock 
was seen on the 6th. four 
White-fronted geese flew 
through late on the 7th and a 
drake goldeneye on the 11th 
was the only new winter arrival.  a 
merlin was seen occasionally and Yellow Wagtail (maTT  TurnEr)
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southend area by Paul Baker

november 2018
The two ringtail Hen Harriers on 
wallasea were joined by another 
from the 3rd and the juvenile 
rough-legged Buzzard 
continued to roost daily through 
to the 6th before relocating north 
of the crouch. one or two siskins 
and Bramblings passed through 
between the 2nd and the 4th at 
three sites; surprisingly there were 
no other records of either species 
by the end of the year. Three 
redhead goosanders were 
together on wallasea on the 9th 
with two still present on the 24th. 
Bowers marsh hosted four 
spotted redshanks, a ruff, a 
green sandpiper and four 
over-wintering stonechats on 
the 9th.  a Benfleet birder was 
treated to a real surprise when a 
Long-eared Owl chose to spend 
the 11th roosting in a tree in his 
suburban back garden. The last of 
ten Clouded Yellows this month 
was seen on hadleigh downs on 
the 17th. conditions were perfect 
for seawatching on the 19th and 
the hardy souls were not 
disappointed.  among the 
highlights were 14 red-throated 
divers, four Black-throated 
divers, 22 gannets, four scaup, 

43 eider (the highest count since 
2002!), 135 Common scoter, 
five Velvet scoter, five great 
skuas, a Little gull, 51 
Kittiwakes, and 11 razorbills. 
The following day saw similar 
numbers and species still lingering 
off canvey, but also included an 
increase in Little gulls and 
Kittiwakes to 32 and 165 
respectively along with a Puffin. 
from the 25th, short-eared 
Owls increased to three on 
wallasea and marsh Harriers to 

ten along with two Hen Harriers 
and a merlin intermittently. The 
only Blackcap of the month was 
a male in a garden by coombe 
wood on the 28th.  a superb adult 
winter Black-throated diver 
flew in and landed on the small 
lake at gunners Park on the 29th. 
it afforded superb views through 
to the 1st december although 
there was some concern for its 
wellbeing as it was not seen 
feeding during its stay. 
remarkably it was joined on the 

then four on the 2nd and six on 
the 28th with a single Black tern 
on the 19th. med gulls were an 
almost daily feature but the 87 
seen on the 10th was completely 
unprecedented. smaller numbers 
followed but 24 on the 19th and 
20 on the 21st would both have 
previously been site records! Poor 
weather at the start of the month 
predictably brought down Little 
gulls on their way north with 14 
on the 8th and a superb 43 the 
next day. scoter were also noted 
at the same time with a high of 
22 on the 9th and four 
mergansers and two early arctic 
skuas were seen the same day 
along with a scattering of early 
passage waders including three 
sanderling, three grey Plover 

and the first Whimbrel. Knot 
(13th) and greenshank (15th) 
were added followed by Wood 
sandpiper, Bar-tailed godwit 
and spotted redshank in the 
last week. The last Jack snipe was 
seen on the 9th and Water Pipit 
(13th) and Pink-footed goose 
(from 29th) were reminders of 
past seasons.

a White stork was much 
appreciated on the 12th and 
returned for further circuits but 
no touchdowns on the 16th and 
20th and a Cattle egret was 
rather bizarrely seen on the same 
two latter dates. scarcer migrants 
were just that with redstarts on 
the 9th, 11th and 18th, ring 
Ouzels on the 18th and 25th. 
There were very few Yellow 

Wagtails or Wheatears but 
most of the commoner warblers 
were in good numbers including 
two grasshopper Warblers and 
three male Cuckoos were in by 
the 18th with swifts not far 
behind from the 24th. red Kites 
drifted through on the 1st, 10th 
and 20th and a female merlin 
was seen on several dates while 
the first Hobby was nice and 
early on the 7th. marsh Harriers 
were well settled and the local 
ravens became more regular as 
they fed growing young. one 
short-eared Owl was still 
present on the 30th.  all the 
dabblers were still present till late 
in the month and garganey were 
seen on the 6th and a pair on the 
17th.

Stonechat (maTT  TurnEr)
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hadleigh castle which remained 
until the 14th and which was 
often in the company of a pair of 
stonechats. The area around 
Paglesham was also productive on 
the 1st with a great White egret 
on Potton, female red-crested 
Pochard and drake scaup on 
Paglesham lagoon, 30 
goldeneye on the roach and the 
only Brambling of the winter in a 
nearby field. red-breasted 
mergansers continue to remain 
scarce locally with two off 
gunners Park on the 2nd and a 
single the following week off 
canvey the only records all 
month.  Water Pipits were found 
at Vange marsh from the 2nd, 
roper’s farm on the 4th, and 
Bowers marsh from mid-month. 
Two each of nuthatch and 
treecreeper were present in 
hockley woods on the 5th.  a 
respectable 27 red-throated 
divers, two Black-throated 
divers, 35 gannets and three 
razorbills were all lingering off 
canvey on the 5th and 6th whilst 
12 eider and four guillemots 
were present off the Pier on the 
latter date.  a small number of 
White-fronted geese wintered, 
commencing with two at Bowers 
marsh on the 7th increasing to 
seven by month’s end.  a far 
scarcer find was the discovery of 
the hanningfield reservoir duo of 

revealed 50 reed Buntings and 
150 Corn Buntings.  a walk out 
to Paglesham lagoon on the 26th 
was rewarded with a female 
red-crested Pochard and a drake 
scaup, with both remaining into 
2019. The first Water Pipit of the 
winter was seen at Bowers marsh 
on the 29th and the year closed 
with two Long-eared Owls in the 
south on the evening of the 31st.

a total of 215 species was 
reliably recorded in the area this 
year, the exact same number as 
2017 and 2016! highlights 
included rough-legged Buzzard, 
Black-winged stilts, stone 
Curlew, Pectoral sandpiper, 
red-necked Phalarope, 
White-winged Black tern, 
serins, Yellow-browed Warblers, 
an influx of Hawfinches, a record 
flock of 11 shore Larks, and 
belatedly identified, 
photographed only, Wryneck, 
icterine Warbler and Penduline 
tit. Bird of the year goes to the 
fine adult rose-coloured 
starling, a first for the recording 
area and seen eventually by all 
that tried for it.

January 2019
Typically, there were some 
excellent sightings on the 1st the 
best of which was a Common 
Crane flying over coombe wood 
and a dartford Warbler by 

lake by a shag on the 29th. 
Birders watching the Black-
throated diver in gunners Park 
on the 30th were treated to a 
fly-over ring-necked Parakeet. 
surprisingly, either it, or another 
flew over Eastwood at dusk the 
same day, however a fly-over 
Crossbill the same day at 
Thundersley was even more 
unexpected. The month ended 
with two adult White-fronted 
geese found among the 
greylags on wallasea on the 
30th.

december 2018
The only great northern diver 
of the second winter period was 
unusually found on the crouch 
near raypits on the 2nd. The first 
two Jack snipe of the winter 
were in their favoured spot at 
Vange marsh on the 4th and 6th. 
seawatching this month was dire 
with a shag and two guillemots 
off canvey the only sightings 
worth mentioning. hockley 
woods hosted three over-
wintering Firecrests from the 9th 
onwards along with a pair of 
nuthatch and a Lesser redpoll.  
another Firecrest visited a 
garden by coombe wood on the 
11th along with a female 
Blackcap.  a further three 
Blackcaps attended gardens in 
Benfleet and leigh later in the 
month. The pair of White-
fronted geese on wallasea were 
joined by another two on the 
12th and increased further to 
seven on the 17th with a 
Barnacle goose and two 
goosanders also present on the 
island. Two merlins there on the 
18th was the only multiple 
sighting this month and two Hen 
Harriers continued their stay 
whereas marsh Harriers crashed 
to just three from the 19th 
onwards. The short-eared Owls 
continued to prove popular on 
wallasea and their number 
increased to five on the 24th, 
whilst Long-eared Owls were 
seen at two sites. The first 
Woodcocks of the winter were 
singles at canewdon on the 22nd 
and canvey wick on the 24th. 
careful counting of the bunting 
flock on wallasea on the 24th 

Curlew (maTT  TurnEr)
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tundra Bean geese at Vange 
marsh on the 10th; they remained 
until the 19th before relocating to 
Bowers marsh the following day. 
The only great northern diver 
of the first winter period was 
present off gunners Park on the 
18th and 19th; a shag was also 
seen from there on the 18th 
before roaming around the outer 
Thames for a week. nearby in 
shoebury Park, the pair of 
egyptian geese were either 
foolish or optimistic having 
hatched six young in the frosty 
weather on the 18th. The decline 
of the Bullfinch continues with a 
pair on the 18th on hadleigh 
downs the only sighting this 
month. The ringtail Hen Harrier 
on wallasea was joined by a 
second bird from the 19th to the 
29th and short-eared Owl 
numbers peaked there at three on 
the 19th. Encouragingly, two sites 
in the south held at least four 
Long-eared Owls between them 
this month.  a siberian 
Chiffchaff was a surprise find in a 
south fambridge garden on the 
19th, six Common Chiffchaffs 
and seven Blackcaps were also 
scattered around the area this 
month.  a Bottlenose dolphin 
actively feeding and breaching off 
canvey Point on the 20th was a 
quite exceptional record, 
particularly in winter.  a drake 
goosander visited wallasea 

briefly on the 21st. eider 
continued to enjoy a small 
resurgence with 16 off the Pier on 
the 25th, the best count from 
there for seven years.  wintering 
wader interest was provided by 
four green sandpipers at west 
canvey marsh on the 26th with a 
further four singles elsewhere, 
three Jack snipe at Vange marsh, 
three spotted redshanks around 
the creek at wat Tyler cP, six ruff 
on Bowers marsh, and one or two 
greenshanks at three sites. 
seawatching from canvey on the 
29th was uneventful save for a 
Little gull, the only sighting of 
this species in the first three 
months.

February 2019
redpolls were conspicuous by 
their absence this winter with 12 
on canvey wick on the 2nd the 
only record other than two Lesser 
redpolls at the end of the month 
in Pound wood. canvey wick also 
held four Woodcock on the 2nd 
whilst a single was on hadleigh 
downs. The month’s only 
red-breasted merganser was on 
the crouch at south fambridge on 
the 3rd. seawatching from canvey 
on the 4th was slow but did 
produce the only Black-throated 
diver of the month along with 12 
Kittiwakes and a guillemot. The 
scaup on Paglesham lagoon was 
seen for the final time on the 6th 

when a red Kite passed overhead 
there. continuing the species 
surge in numbers in the county it 
was perhaps not unsurprising to 
have three great White egrets 
together from the 11th to the 
23rd around Paglesham with a 
fourth bird joining them on the 
16th. Common scoter have been 
almost entirely absent since the 
end of november so a drake on 
the roach on the 11th was a little 
unexpected. Two redhead 
goosanders frequented wallasea 
from the 12th to the 20th where 
two Hen Harriers, two short-
eared Owls, a merlin and a 
Peregrine continued to winter. 
The two Long-eared Owl roosts 
were still occupied this month 
with a single bird remaining at one 
site and an exceptional eight birds 
at the other.  a Bullfinch at wat 
Tyler cP on the 17th was unusual, 
but given that this is a former site 
for the species perhaps a few 
undiscovered birds still hang on 
deep within the blackthorn 
thickets. eider continued their 
relatively good showing with eight 
still off the Pier on the 19th along 
with the second and last 
guillemot of the month.  a 
ring-necked Parakeet over 
shoebury on the 19th was 
unusual and was surprisingly not 
seen anywhere else subsequently. 
Two White-fronted geese 
visited wallasea on the 20th 
whilst the wintering flock of seven 
continued their stay at Bowers 
marsh with occasional sorties to 
west canvey marsh. unusually 
there were no overwintering 
Firecrests this year, with the only 
record in the early part of the year 
being one in west wood on the 
21st, the same day that the first 
adders of the year were noted 
when three were on hadleigh 
downs. goldeneye were seen for 
the last time this winter on the 
early date of the 24th on the 
roach at Paglesham.  a small pulse 
of siskins was noted between the 
24th and 27th with one or two 
passing over a handful of sites. By 
the end of the month five species 
of butterfly had been recorded 
with Brimstone, red admiral, 
small tortoiseshell, Peacock, 
and Comma all noted.

Ruff (sTEVE grimwadE)
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march 2019
a solitary siskin in gunners Park 
on the 5th was the only sighting 
all month of this species. Jack 
snipe enjoyed a strong spring 
passage with four birds at Vange 
marsh on the 9th with a single 
remaining there all month. 
Yellowhammers are only just 
clinging on locally with a flock of 
12 at lion creek on the 11th the 
best count of the winter.  Water 
Pipits peaked at an impressive 
seven at Vange marsh on the 15th 
with five still present at the end 
of the month. on the 20th six 
gannets appeared off gunners 
Park and two of last month’s 
great White egrets resurfaced 
on Potton. last month’s pair of 
White-fronted geese on 
wallasea also reappeared there 
again on the 20th whilst the 
wintering flock at Bowers marsh 
also now numbered just two. 
There were still two each of Hen 
Harrier and short-eared Owl on 
wallasea on the 20th although 
Hen Harrier slipped to a single 
thereafter.  Woodcock were on 
the move from the 20th to the 
28th with five birds seen, all at 
non-traditional sites.  after a 
Brambling dropped in at gunners 
Park on the 19th there was a 
small passage from the 22nd 
through to early april with up to 
three this month in coombe 
wood.  a spoonbill on the north 
side of the crouch on Blue house 
farm on the 23rd stretched the 
limits of our recording area, 
however as it was viewable 
distantly from the high ground at 
ashingdon it passed muster. 
garganey and Little ringed 
Plovers began arriving with both 
present on Bowers marsh on the 
24th and also on Vange marsh on 
the 30th, with a pair of Little 
ringed Plovers also seen on west 
canvey marsh on the 28th. red 
Kites were noted on the 25th and 
30th at Bowers marsh and 
westcliff respectively, and the 
first Whimbrel of the year passed 
over Bowers marsh on the 29th. 
The last day of the month yielded 
a great skua and two sandwich 
terns off gunners Park whilst 27 
sand martins and a swallow 
were over Vange marsh.

april 2019
a Jack snipe was seen for the last 
time this spring on Vange marsh 
on the 1st where there was still a 
remarkable five Water Pipits, 
numbers of which then declined 
thereafter until the final sighting 
of a single on the 13th.  a 
Firecrest in gunners Park from 
the 1st to the 3rd was the only 
spring passage record of this 
species whilst a red-throated 
diver past there on the 3rd was 
the last diver of the winter.  a 
smart adult spoonbill visited 
Bowers marsh early on the 5th 
before relocating to Vange marsh 
later the same day where it could 
still be found on the 6th. There 
was an increase in short-eared 
Owl numbers with returning birds 
passing through with up to four 
on wallasea on the 6th where one 
lingered through to the 22nd, and 
another loitered around Bowers 
marsh for a week mid-month.  a 
female Black redstart was a 
good find in gunners Park on the 
7th; it was unusually elusive at 
times but remained until the 9th. 
numbers of Little ringed Plover 
began to swell from the 7th with 
four at Bowers marsh followed 
shortly after by two at lower 

raypits, four on wallasea and four 
on Vange marsh. inclement 
weather on the 8th saw five Little 
gulls, a Black tern, and what was 
almost certainly a first-winter 
Bonaparte’s gull drop in briefly 
at Vange marsh.  another Little 
gull was on Bowers marsh on the 
9th when the third local drake 
garganey of the spring arrived at 
lower raypits. four red-
breasted mergansers and a 
great skua were off canvey 
Point on the 9th when an 
impressive 150 redwings 
amassed in gunners Park first 
thing. The first of 14 local 
Wheatears this month was in 
gunners Park on the 10th. 
nightingales arrived back on the 
11th with at least five holding 
territory across two sites and the 
wintering merlin on wallasea was 
seen for the final time. The arrival 
of a pair of Black-winged stilts 
at Vange marsh on the 12th was 
eagerly anticipated, but unlike 
recent years they did not stay 
long and departed the following 
day.  an adult Little gull was at 
Vange marsh on the 13th when a 
White Wagtail was at nearby 
Bowers marsh with another 
White Wagtail seen a few days 
later in gunners Park. The last  
two wintering White-fronted 
geese at Bowers marsh finally 
moved on after being seen for the 
final time on the 14th when a 
red Kite passed over rochford 

and another over coombe 
wood two days later.  

Corn Bunting (sam shiPPEy)
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november 2018
a marsh Harrier was at wat Tyler 
on the 2nd, when 13 Common 
snipe, a Whimbrel & two 
Bearded tits were noted from 
Vange marsh.

more notable waders at Vange 
marsh on the 6th comprised two 
green sandpipers, four ruff and 
a greenshank.  at least 250 
Lapwings were counted, with a 
great White egret and a 
Kingfisher also seen. still at Vange 
on the 9th, at least five marsh 
Harriers included an adult male, a 
female; and three immatures. This 
was the highest number reported: 
the species was regularly recorded 
all month.  a solitary male Pintail 
was found among good numbers 
of mallard, teal, Wigeon, 
shoveler and gadwall. six mute 
swans were also here; waders 
included 200-plus Black-tailed 
godwits, six dunlin, at least three 
ruff and a green sandpiper.  a 
grey Wagtail, 1,000-plus 
starlings and at least four Water 

rails were notable.  at least 300 
Lapwings were here on the 12th, 
with 120 Black-tailed godwits.

Three goldcrests graced wat 
Tyler’s rsPB garden on the 14th.  
wildfowl counted at Vange on the 
16th comprised 130 Wigeon, 50 
shoveler, 30 mallard, 32 teal, 80 
gadwall and a solitary male 
red-Breasted merganser. The last 
reportedly flew off early in the 
afternoon.  waders included 22 
Common snipe, five dunlin, at 
least eight Common redshanks, 
three green sandpipers and two 
ruff.  a male stonechat was seen.

next day teal had increased to 
at least 250 and a female 
stonechat had joined the male. 
Three Water rails called in the 
late afternoon/dusk, when 
Peregrine and Kestrel also visited.

a greenshank and four avocets 
were reported on the 23rd; seven 
dunlin and two grey Plovers on 
the 26th. greylag geese 
numbered 78 on the latter date.

The last day of the month saw 

100-plus greylag geese on the 
flood, with large numbers of 
Wigeon, teal, mallard, gadwall 
and shoveler. Three Pintails (two 
males and a female) and three 
Pochards (a male and two 
females) were among them. Just 
18 Black-tailed godwits 
remained, although at least 30 
Common snipe were counted.

a marsh Harrier was again seen 
at wat Tyler, with 25-plus 
Black-tailed godwits on the 
creek, joined by at least 11 
Curlews and five-plus Common 
redshanks.  winter thrushes 
around the park comprised at least 
50 Fieldfares and ten-plus 
redwings.

december 2018
a male marsh Harrier at wat Tyler 
on the 1st was one of two in the 
general area.  an adult female and 
at least two immatures were also 
present; although the maximum 
number seen at any one time was 
three, from both wat Tyler and 

Wat tyler and Vange marshes 
by andrew Cox

Vange marsh experienced an 
incredible arrival of garganey on 
the 15th with five drakes and two 
females present, an 
unprecedented spring count in 
recent times although curiously 
none were seen subsequently at 
either site in the spring or 
summer. The last Hen Harrier of 
the winter was seen on wallasea 
on the 17th where 20 Yellow 
Wagtails and a ‘Channel 
Wagtail’ were present on the 
20th.  a drake mandarin at 
southchurch Park East from the 
21st to the 27th was rather too 
tame, but was a stunning looking 
bird nevertheless.  a grasshopper 
Warbler reeling at Bowers marsh 
from the 21st to the 28th became 
increasingly more elusive during 
its stay and was sadly the only 
bird holding territory this year. 
marsh Frogs continued their 
range expansion with one calling 

near leigh-on-sea from the 22nd 
to the 24th whilst a Fieldfare on 
wakering common on the 22nd 
was remarkably late. The first 
green Hairstreak of the year was 
on canvey wick on the very early 
date of the 23rd. Three splendid 
summer plumaged Black-necked 
grebes arrived at Bowers marsh on 
the 24th with all three remaining 
into late may at least.  water levels 
on Vange marsh were perfect for 
attracting spring waders which was 
demonstrated on the 24th when a 
Wood sandpiper, five spotted 
redshanks, six ruff, 11 
greenshank, a Common 
sandpiper and a green sandpiper 
were all present, but it was the 
following day, on the 25th, that it 
really excelled itself when a superb 
marsh sandpiper was found early 
in the morning and remained 
throughout the day. incredibly, this 
site has a good track record of 

attracting marsh sandpipers with 
four records now in the last twenty 
years. The afternoon of the 25th 
saw an emperor moth attracted 
to a lure in an Eastwood garden. 
several arctic terns and a Fulmar 
were seen passing through the 
Thames on the 27th.  a grey 
Partridge at Bowers marsh on the 
evening of the 28th was a good 
local record whilst the following 
day there a drake ring-necked 
duck was an excellent find and 
proved to be the bird ringed at 
abberton reservoir exactly three 
months earlier, and was a long 
overdue and much anticipated first 
for the recording area. it remained 
until the 18th may before 
debunking back to abberton 
reservoir.  an excellent month 
finished in style with an Osprey 
and 14 Little terns passing 
gunners Park on the 30th, both 
very notable spring records. 
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Vange.  Water rail and Bearded 
tit were recorded from wat Tyler 
on the 1st, with 126 teal being 
counted.  a Bearded tit was 
recorded here on the 3rd.

round at Vange marsh, two Jack 
snipes were found on the 6th, 
with 30 redwings and ten 
Fieldfares present.

next day, wildfowl included six 
each of mute swan and shelduck, 
11 Pintails (five males and six 
females), 76 shovelers and 82 
gadwalls. large numbers of 
Wigeon and teal looked to be 
well into three figures. notable 
waders were limited to two ruff 
and three Black-tailed godwits.

a single male Pintail was here on 
the 14th, with a male stonechat 
showing well.  at least eight 
Common snipe and a few 
Common redshanks were noted.  
a minimum of 19 Curlews were 
on the creek at wat Tyler, where 
two grey Wagtails were seen on 
the 19th.  a single grey Wagtail 
was at Vange on the 22nd, with a 
stonechat and two Bearded tits.

a Peregrine sat upon the marina 
pylon at wat Tyler on the 24th, 
with a male sparrowhawk 
perched close to the green centre 
hide.  a female Bearded tit was 
seen here, with at least 300 
Lapwings on the scrape.  waders 

noted on the creek and marina 
included 25-plus Curlews, 11-plus 
Common redshanks and singles 
of spotted redshank and 
greenshank. The former flew 
towards Vange; the latter showing 
well close to the marina.  at least 
30 goldfinches appeared near 
here.

at least 20 redwings among the 
scrub at Vange on the 29th were in 
addition to a pair of Pintails on 
the flood. notable were 100-plus 
Common snipe which appeared 
overhead. These split into several 
smaller groups before re-settling.

Three Water rails were present 
near the wat Tyler hide on a rather 
gloomy new years Eve. one 
showed well, if briefly.  a Common 
Buzzard caused much commotion 
among the Lapwings assembled 
on the scrape.

January 2019
a merlin was reported from wat 
Tyler on new years day, with a 
male marsh Harrier and a Water 
rail from Vange on the 2nd. next 
day at least 100 teal were 
counted at Vange, with six 
Common redshanks.

Pintails are usually quite scarce 
in this area so 40 at Bowers marsh 
on the 4th were most welcome.  
also present were 300 Wigeon 
and 14 Pochards.

wildfowl at Vange on the 5th 
included 40 shovelers and 104 
gadwalls; with 73 Lapwings and 
at least 38 Common gulls.  also 
here were a Kingfisher, two 
Kestrels and four Water rails, 
while up to three Jack snipe and a 
Water Pipit continued to be 
reported all month.

seven White-fronted geese 
turned up at Bowers marsh on the 
6th, with four marsh Harriers also 
here. The last named continued to 
be seen around the wat Tyler/
Vange/Bowers area all month, 
including at least one male. This 
quartet were the highest number 
reported from any one site.

Fieldfare numbered 20 at Vange 
marsh on the 10th, when two 
tundra Bean geese were also 
noted. These continued to 
frequent the area for most of the 
month, often at Vange first thing in 
the morning; with reports from 

Sparrowhawk (maTT  TurnEr)
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Bowers marsh and west canvey 
too.

a male merlin at Bowers on the 
11th came flying around the main 
flood before heading back over 
the tip.  at least four Bearded tits 
frequented the reeds adjacent to 
the viewpoint. next day three 
spotted redshanks and a Yellow 
Legged gull were at Vange.

reports from wat Tyler on the 
14th comprised a Peregrine, ten 
Long-tailed tits, 200 Lapwings, 
six Common snipe, 200 Canada 
geese, 100 Wigeon and 30 
stock doves. There were 
200-plus Wigeon at Vange on 
this date, with singles of spotted 
redshank and greenshank also 
here.

The White-fronted geese also 
continued to be reported all 
month, with five at Bowers on the 
18th; further sightings came from 
west canvey.

Two Water rails were at Vange 
on the 19th, with 12 Common 
snipe and a Kingfisher reported 
earlier in the day.  a green 
sandpiper was here on the 21st.

counts from wat Tyler on the 
27th comprise 28 Curlews, 21 
Black-tailed godwits, at least 20 
Common redshanks, three 
spotted redshanks and ca.300 
Lapwings. These last from the 
scrape; the rest on the marina/
creek. The latter also held 114 
teal and 50-plus Wigeon.  a 
Peregrine perched on the usual 
pylon.

Pintails remained at Bowers all 
month, 67 being reported on the 
28th.  also here were a pair of 
stonechats, six reed Buntings 
and a Yellowhammer.

February 2019
a notable 60 Pintails were at 
Bowers marsh on the 2nd; variable 
numbers could be seen all month.  
also, on the 2nd were a male 
marsh Harrier, four 
Oystercatchers and 12 dunlins.

Two marsh Harriers (female 
and immature) at wat Tyler on 
the 18th were in addition to 300 
Lapwings and two Common 
snipe (scrape); 15 Curlews, 15 
Black-tailed godwits, a spotted 
redshank and a greenshank 
(creek).  a Water rail was noted 

from the hide on the 10th.
counts next day at Vange 

comprised nine mute swans, 90 
Wigeon, 45 teal, 36 shovelers, 
six Pochards, four shelducks & 
three Little grebes.  a male 
stonechat was also here.

Two golden Plovers and a 
Water Pipit were notable from 
Bowers on the 13th, with the 
seven White-fronted geese 
present again from mid-month. 

a pair of Pintails and two 
spotted redshanks were seen at 
Vange on the 15th, with a merlin 
reported from the scrape hide at 
wat Tyler next day. 

Vange on the 24th held 24 
greylag geese, six Pintails 
(three pairs), five Curlews, 17 
Common redshanks, a 
greenshank, two avocets, two 
Oystercatchers, a green 
sandpiper and 60 Black-tailed 
godwits. many gulls present 
included all five common species 
as well as a single 2nd winter 
mediterranean gull; although 
this looked like it may have been 
a hybrid.

a brimstone butterfly was seen 
at wat Tyler during the unusually 
warm spell, on the 25th.

march 2019
six Little grebes at Vange on the 
5th were in addition to 29 
greylag geese, 75 shovelers, 16 
Pochards and six Pintails.  a male 
marsh Harrier was one of at least 
three (also female and immature) 
frequenting the area all month.

Vange wick held 30 shelducks 
on the 7th, seen from wat Tyler, 
where 74 Black-tailed godwits 
and 23 Curlews were also 
counted.  a red Kite was here on 
the 13th. Two days later, round at 
Vange, 115 shovelers were 
counted, with two Pintails and 
five avocets. Two Water Pipits 
were present, with up to ten being 
here to the month’s end; as were 
up to four Jack snipe.

Birds of prey featured at wat 
Tyler on the 21st: four Common 
Buzzards, male & female marsh 
Harriers, Kestrel and Peregrine.  
at least 100 Black-headed gulls 
thronged the scrape.  Vange on 
the same date held at least four 
Water rails, three-plus Cetti’s 

Warblers, two-plus Bearded tits 
and three reed Buntings.

at least 200 Black-headed 
gulls were at wat Tyler’s scrape 
next day, with two 
mediterranean gulls, two Water 
rails and two Little grebes.

Towards the end of the month, 
the first swallow appeared at 
Vange on the 28th; also here were 
two Little ringed Plovers, 108 
shovelers, 150 Black-tailed 
godwits, fifteen-plus Common 
snipe, five avocets and a 
spotted redshank.

Two egyptian geese were 
reported from wat Tyler next day 
in addition to two Water rails, 
two mediterranean gulls and 50 
Black-tailed godwits. Two 
clouded yellow butterflies were of 
interest.  a drake garganey at 
Vange was reported to the 
month’s end.

four mediterranean gulls were 
on wat Tyler’s scrape on the 30th; 
as were 200-plus Black-headed 
gulls, two Oystercatchers, two 
great Crested grebes and two 
Peregrines.  an orange tip 
butterfly was seen in the park.

Back at Vange on the 31st, two 
mediterranean gulls flew over, 
while on the flood were 130 
Black-tailed godwits, a Little 
ringed Plover, 14 avocets and 
two ruff. hirundines hawking 
over the water comprised at least 
three swallows and 22-plus 
sand martins.

april 2019
waders at Vange on the 1st 
included 130-plus Black-tailed 
godwits, 14 avocets, three ruff 
and two spotted redshanks. 
later the same day three green 
sandpipers were joined by a 
male marsh Harrier and four 
mediterranean gulls. five 
singing Blackcaps were present 
at wat Tyler.  a female marsh 
Harrier was at Vange on the 2nd, 
with two Kestrels, 19 avocets, 
15-plus Common snipe and 
60-plus sand martins.

next day three marsh Harriers 
at wat Tyler comprised a male, 
female and immature- the first 
two at least continued to be seen 
all month, across the area 
generally.  also at wat Tyler on 
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this date were at least two Water 
rails, nine tufted ducks and five 
Pochards.

a spoonbill was reported from 
Vange on the 5th, when 
Black-tailed godwit numbers 
had climbed to 260. These 
remained in this region for most 
of the rest of the month, 
beginning to fall off towards the 
end.  a greenshank and two 
spotted redshanks were also 
noted, with eight shelducks 
present.

The spoonbill was still here on 
the 8th, when a first-winter 
Bonaparte’s gull was reported, 
as were five Little gulls and a 
Black tern.  also here were 15 
Pochards, five Little egrets, five 
ruff and four spotted 
redshanks. The 11th sawca.50 
sand martins and at least five 
House martins hawking over the 
flood. on the water were a pair of 
Pintails and at least 25 teal.  at 
least two Bearded tits could be 
heard in the western reedbeds.

Two Black-winged stilts 
turned up at Vange on the 12th, 
being still present next day; as 

were two Common gulls and 
two mediterranean gulls; six 
more of the latter flew over later 
in the afternoon, while an adult 
Little gull had been seen in the 
morning.  a male garganey was 
out on the flood and a Lesser 
Whitethroat sang from a patch 
of scrub near the second viewing 
mound. garganey numbers had 
risen to at least five on the 15th.

a couple of White-fronted 
geese lingered at Bowers on the 
17th, with two egyptian geese 
and a Yellow Wagtail here.

Two Little ringed Plovers at 
Vange on the 18th were in 
addition to at least three 
greenshanks, two 
Oystercatchers, four ruff, a 
spotted redshank and two 
Whimbrels.

six common terns had 
returned to wat Tyler on the 
22nd, with four mediterranean 
gulls and a Hobby also present. 
six mediterranean gulls were 
here on the 20th, among 360 
black-headed gulls.

shelducks numbered 14 at 

Vange on the 23rd.  waders 
included 14 Common snipe,  
11 greenshanks, five spotted 
redshanks, three 
Oystercatchers, three ruff; with 
singles of Little ringed Plover, 

green sandpiper and dunlin. 
Two Common terns were 

noted. next day, three 
black-necked grebes 
had appeared at Bowers 
marsh. 

Vange played host to 
some notable waders 
on the 25th: a marsh 
sandpiper and a 

Wood sandpiper. in 
addition there were 19 

greenshanks, two Little 
ringed Plovers, four 

dunlin, five Common 
snipe, three spotted 
redshanks (now looking 
very smart in their 
breeding plumage), a 
green sandpiper and 
the usual Black-tailed 
godwits (now ca.80). 

Two Common terns 
were mobile around 
the flood and at least 

three Bearded tits 
could be heard in the 

western reedbed. Three 
Cuckoos were reported from wat 
Tyler on this date.

The Wood sandpiper was still 
at Vange next day, as were three 
dunlins and four Common 
terns.  at least five Common 
terns were round at wat Tyler, 
among the large numbers of 
Black- headed gulls on the 
scrape. Two Water rails called 
from the reedbed and a Cuckoo 
was heard somewhere in the 
middle distance.  a Bearded tit 
flew along the top of the reeds at 
the back of the fleet.  a Hobby 
was also reported. Back round at 
Vange late in the afternoon, the 
high tide had pushed at least 14 
greenshanks onto the flood, 
disturbed (along with the 
godwits) by a marauding 
Peregrine.  a male Kestrel was 
seen carrying prey in the direction 
of wat Tyler. Two Black-necked 
grebes were still at Bowers (to 
the month’s end) as were two 
Yellow Wagtails.  a ring-necked 
duck was found here on the 28th. 

Hobby (sam shiPPEy)
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